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ABSTRACT

The thesis will describe 0/180 degree digital switched-path 

phase shifters that exhibit insertion gains of approximately 3 dB at

9.5 GHz. The microwave switching and amplification in each phase 

shifter is performed with a pair of Plessey GAT4 single-gate MESFET 

devices. The basis for this microwave switch is a matched amplifier 

which when its device is pinched-off displays an insertion loss of 

about 17 dB down on the amplifier's peak gain of 6 dB. A characteristic 

feature of this switch is its large terminal mismatches when in its off 

state. Use has been made of these to recover part of the 3 dB division 

(or recombination) loss inherent in the type of switched path phase 

shifter used in this work. The paths that are being switched are the 

outputs of phase splitting networks and power dividers. A divider has 

been developed for use with these switches and utilises the broadband 

coupling properties of slotline to microstrip transitions. This phase 

shifter has a bandwidth of 1.4 GHz which is determined mainly by the 

network matching of the two devices. The phase error is less than 6 

degrees in this bandwidth and phase transition times of less than 1 nS 

have been determined by spectrum analysis.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

There are many areas where electrically adjustable microwave 

devices find applications. Typical components using such devices 

are switches, attenuators and variable gain amplifiers and phase 

shifters. Traditionally, these functions have been performed by PIN 

diodes. However, the requirements of modem systems have exemplified 

the limitation of PIN diodes and alternatives are being sought.

The GaAs MESFET has been commercially available since 1971. It

has found considerable use as an amplifier, notably low noise designs
2 Tup to 18 GHz , multioctave wide band amplifiers and power devices

4yielding several watts in X-band . However, it is only in recent years
5 6that its potential as a control device has been realised 5 .

One application where the advantages of MESFET control devices 

may be useful is in phase shifters. These are circuits that cause a 

known shift in the phase of a microwave signal without any accompanying 

change in its amplitude. There are two principle uses of phase shifter, 

firstly as phase modulators in communications systems and secondly, 

phase shifters for phased-array radar systems. In both instances the 

required phase shift is invariably a digital one, ie. 0 to 180 degrees 

or 0 to 90 degrees etc.

In communications systems the trend is to move to faster data 

rates to take advantage of the greater channel capacity of microwave 

frequencies. Fast switching devices and modulators are therefore
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required. For phased-arrays, several bits of digital phase shift are 

needed with the consequent increase in loss and control complexity.

Also, many identical circuits are required for a complete array.

Though the PIN device can be made to switch fast^it usually requires 

ComplicaLtol control signals, to achieve.flu's.. K\sô  it Was an inherent

used. The MESFET device offers advantages here

in that it can, as an amplifier, provide an insertion gain and its 

amplifying mechanism ensures that it will switch quickly. Its switching 

control is simply a change of voltage level with very little current.

The MESFET device as an amplifier also needs a drain current but gain is 

not obtained without some cost and it is worth noting that this current 

is comparable to that typically required to drive PIN diodes. A further 

point in favour of the GaAs MESFET is its ability to be integrated into 

monolithic circuits. A considerable advantage exists for phased-array 

systems when the fruits of this technology become commercially available.

Some work has already been reported on the subject of MESFET 

phase shifters and a review will now be given to allow an idea of what 

is feasible and possible further work.

1.2 REVIEW OF MESFET PHASE SHIFTERS * 7

The first known proposals for the use of MESFET devices for
7microwave switching in a phase shifter were by Cuccia and Matthews in

51977. They suggested using a pair of dual-gate MESFET switches in a 

parallel common drain common source arrangement. Signals with the 

required phase shift are applied to the device's first gates and 

complementary control voltages to the second gates. No results were 

given though it is suggested that the 100 pS transition time of the
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dual-gate MESFETs should allow 2 Gbits/S data rates.
O

In 1978 Dobratz et. al. reported the use of single-gate devices 

as reflective terminations for coupled line hybrids and circulator type 

0/180 degree phase modulators. The device drain to source connection 

provided the switchable impedance with control applied to its gate.

2 Gbits/S data rate was this time measured for a thin film circuit at 

6 GHz centre frequency. A J-band modulator using a waveguide circulator 

with the device mounted in a waveguide to microstrip transition gave 

2 GHz bandwidth, ±5 degrees phase accuracy and ±0.5 dB amplitude balance.
QA dual-gate MESFET PSK modulator was reported by Tsai et. al. and 

displayed 3 dB gain over a 400 MHz bandwidth centred at 11.7 GHz. Two 

devices were used in conjunction with two compensated Wilkinson power 

dividers/combiners and a 180 degree delay.
10Departing from digital phase shifts Fithian has constructed a 

complex weighting circuit for the frequency range 7 to 8 GHz. This 

utilised four dual-gate MESFET devices operating as variable gain 

amplifiers/attenuators. Each device was driven by a quadrature signal 

from hybrids and the device outputs combined with an inphase circuit.

By suitably adjusting each device's gain or loss a continuously variable 

360 degrees of phase shift is obtained with an overall insertion loss 

of less than 6.4 dB. More recently using a similar four device

arrangement, a continuously variable 360 degree phase shifter approached
120 dB overall insertion loss. A further circuit used only three dual

gate devices driven with 0, 120 and 240 degree signals. This displayed 

a minimum insertion loss of 6 dB.

A further variation on the use of dual-gate devices as phase 

shifters is the variation in the transmission phase between their gates

and drain when their gate voltages are varied in suitable proportion.
13 14 .Phase shifts of over 50 degrees ’ with an associated insertion gain
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are obtainable if the device's gates have the appropriate terminations.

Considering the useage of single-gate devices in phase shifter 

then invariably they are used as switched impedance, their source to 

drain connection being used for this. Pengelly^ has shown how six such 

devices can be used in a third order high-pass/low-pass phase shift

type network to give 180 degrees of shift over a 20% bandwidth. A
14monolithic four bit phase shifter using single-gate devices required 

two devices per bit in a loaded line configuration for 22.5 and 45 degrees 

shifts and three devices per bit for 90 and 180 degrees in a switched 

path structure. Operating from 8.5 to 10.5 GHz it exhibited about 5 dB 

insertion loss. It is interesting to note that Naster has compared 

the single-gate MESFET as controlled impedance with the PIN diode and 

suggests that the PIN is approximately 4 times better as a switch.

Though this may be so, it is the MESFET's ability to be integrated into 

a monolithic circuit that is causing the current interest in its 

development.

A further dual-gate MESFET 0/180 degree phase shifter has been 

reported by Vorhaus et. al.1^. This used two devices with a common 

input gate, a 180 degree delay at one of their drains and a compensated 

Wilkinson combiner at the circuits output. The circuit was monolithic 

and gave 3 dBs of gain across a 10% bandwidth in X-band. Other phase 

shifts could be achieved with this circuit by using the correct delay.

The conclusion drawn from this review is that only the dual-gate 

device has been used as a switch with an insertion gain and when the 

single-gate device is employed, it is as a switchable impedance with 

an inherent insertion loss. A possible reason for this is that use is 

being made of the MESFET's three terminal structure (the dual-gate has 

four) compared with the PIN diode two terminals. This means that the 

microwave signals and the control signals are inherently separate
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without the need to combine them with suitable filters as is the case 

for the PIN diode. A point to note about the amplifying MESFET phase 

shifters is that they are switched path types (because the device is 

a transmission amplifier). This is no problem since any type of phase 

shift can be produced with these circuits.

It can also be concluded from this review that there is no 

fundamental reason why an amplifying single-gate MESFET device cannot 

be used as a switch with most of the benefits that accrue to the GaAs 

MESFET. The only difference is that both the microwave input and 

control have to be applied to the same device terminal. This should not 

present a problem since this is an inherent feature of the PIN diode and 

much work has been done on the necessary bias circuits. There is, 

therefore, scope for work in this area to add to the knowledge about 

the GaAs MESFET as a control device.

1.3 CONTENTS OF THIS WORK

Chapter 2 will consider the matched single-gate MESFET amplifier 

as the basis for a microwave switch. Use will be made of its lumped 

element equivalent model to assess its performance when it is in its 

off state and highlight any special features that it may have. A two- 

way switch suitable for use in a phase shifter will be developed along 

with the necessary three port theory. Considerable use will be made of 

scattering parameters to present overall circuit performance though 

computation and analysis are performed with current, voltage and cascade 

parameters.

The passive components such as power dividers and phase shift 

networks that are required to complete the phase shifter are considered
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in Chapter 3. The distinction will be made between time delay and 

constant phase types, though this work concentrates on the latter.

The effect of the MESFET switch on these components will be taken into 

account, especially with respect to the various power dividers that 

are discussed. Dispersive type phase shift networks will be investigated 

and a broadband phase splitting power divider for 0/180 degree phase 

shifts developed.

These various components are brought together in Chapter 4 and

their effect on each other in respect of the complete phase shifter's

performance analysed. Most of the discussion will be about 0/180 degree
edphase shifters but a method will be present whereby any shift can be 

caused using a pair of these circuits. It was shown in the review that 

the MESFET device is a fast switch. One technique for measuring this 

performance is spectrum analysis. The effect of finite switching times, 

amplitude imbalance and phase error on a phase modulated carrier are 

determined for use as a means of estimating the complete phase shifters 

switching speed.

Chapter 5 concentrates on the measured results of both the devices 

and component. The ability of the single-gate MESFET to perform 

microwave switching is demonstrated by measurement. Effects observed 

in the complete phase shifters performance can be accounted for by 

noting the behaviour of the components in isolation. Finally, Chapter 

6 presents the performance of various experimental phase shifters that 

have been constructed, demonstrating that only two single-gate MESFET 

devices plus passive components are required for a 0/180 degree phase 

shifter that exhibits an insertion gain in X-band with a switching time

of less than 1 nS.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY AND DESIGN -; THE SINGLE GATE MESFET AS AN 
AMPLIFYING MICROWAVE SWITCH

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will introduce the single gate MESFET and show how 

it can be used as an amplifying microwave switch. The switch will be 

developed as a narrow band amplifier, consideration being given to 

maximum gain, bandwidth and circuit topology. The design will centre 

on the device's scattering parameters as given by its manufacturer. A 

lumped element model is developed from these parameters and an attempt 

is made to predict the variation of this model and the resultant 

scattering parameters of the device as it is pinched-off. The 

development of a two-way switch suitable for use in a phase shifter will 

be presented. Device bias and a switching control circuit will be 

discussed. It will be shown that this circuit, the device bias circuit 

and associated d.c. breaks impose a greater constraint on switching 

speed than the device itself does.

Following in Chapter 3, the passive components that are required 

for the construction of phase shifters will be considered. Of specific 

interest are various power dividers and phase shifting networks. The 

two-way switch of this chapter and the various components of Chapter 3 

are brought together in Chapter 4 where their interaction and the 

complete phase shifter's behaviour will be assessed.
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2.2 THE MESFET DEVICE

The principle requirements of the device chosen for this work is 

that it should give a reasonable gain at 10 GHz. This frequency was 

chosen since it allows the construction of compact microstrip circuits, 

the standard one inch square substrate with a dielectric constant of ten 

is approximately two wavelengths wide. Measurements are easily performed, 

though for the devices, data is invariably published by their manufac

turers. There are many commercially available GaAs MESFETs supplied by 

a host of manufacturers , many of which meet the above requirement. The 

device selected for this work was the Plessey GAT4 single gate device.

This device is readily available in both packaged and chip forms, the 

latter being preferred for this work. Apart from the necessity of having 

to wire bond the chip devices, the mounting requirements in terms of 

substrate and support are simpler than for packaged devices. Also the 

chips are better electrically, their parasitics being smaller with the 

consequent advantages in bandwidth and gain.

The GAT4 is a small signal low noise recessed gate device having
pgate dimensions of length, Lg = 1.0 qm and width, W = 300 pm. The 

device's active channel layer is buffered from the semi-insulating 

substrate and results^ in a reduced noise figure and a more linear drain 

current, I^g versus gate to source voltage V^g characteristic which in 

turn gives a sustained transconductance, g^ value down to low drain 

currents. Though the device's noise performance is of no importance in 

this work, the presence of the buffer layer may cause an increase in 

device gain both at zero gate source voltage (drain current, I^g = Ipgg) 

and for decreasing values of drain current .

The
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gate width is made up from two 150 pm metalisations. This reduces

the parasitics, both resistive and inductive associated with the gate

and allows the use of a wide gate to achieve a high value of trans-
4conductance. The manufacturer has obtained an 8 dB power gain from this 

device at a frequency of 10 GHz.

2.3 DEVICE MOUNTING

A device mounting configuration has been employed that is comparable 

to that used by the manufacturer to characterise the device at microwave 

frequencies . The reasons for this are two-fold, the mount allows a good
g

device to ground bond connections resulting in low (and consistent) 

parasitics and the manufacturer's published scattering parameters can be 

taken as reasonably correct for a like mounted device enabling their use 

in amplifier design.

The mount used by the manufacturer is their chip on disc (COD) 

arrangement. The pertinent features of this are as follows. The device's 

surface is raised through a hole in substrate to be level with its 

microstrip conductors. This keeps the device to microstrip bond wires 

as short as possible. The disc is soldered or glued (conductive) to the 

microstrip's ground plane to achieve good device grounding (and heat 

dissipation). The diameter of the disc is 1.0 mm and this determines the 

spacing of the two microstrips at the device.

In this work the disc has been replaced by a ridge on the

substrate's supporting block. Either side of the ridge are the two

microstrip substrates, one for the device's input circuitry (gate) and

another for the output (drain), the device being placed on the ridge

between the substrates. This method is shown in Figure 2.1. The 
issubstrate glued with conductive epoxy to the block to ensure good
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Figure 2.1 : Device and substrate mounting on support block. The 
assembled block and etched substrate are gold plated 
before device mounting.
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Figure 2.2 : A plan of device measurement jig showing the microstrip 
layout.
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electrical contact and mechanical rigidity between substrates and device. 

The device is glued to the ridge according to the manufacturers 

instructions and bonded to the ridge and microstrip with 25 pm gold wire 

also shown in Figure 2.1. The block also supports the coaxial SMA to 

microstrip transitions.

This mounting is thought to be electrically comparable to the 

manufacturer's in that as near as identical lengths of bond wire have 

been used and that the fringing capacitances from the ends of the 

microstrips to the ground (the ridge or the disc) are near equal. These 

fringing capacitances need to be considered since their effect is known 

to be included in the device's published scattering parameters. It is 

worth noting however that this capacitance is very small, an estimate from 

a curve of Matthaei et. al. gives it as 0.004 pF and a second from an
g

equation by Howe0 as 0.0036 pF.

This mouaHag method is thought to be slightly advantageous in that 

the device mount and substrate support are fabricated in one process. In 

a phase shifter circuit where two devices may be used, they can be 

mounted adjacent on the same ridge. Also the substrate does not need to 

have a 1 mm hole drilled or punched through it, plain rectangular 

substrates being adequate. The two separate substrates required 

precludes direct microstrip connections between the input and output 

circuitry but this is not needed in this work and so does not present a 

problem.

For this work the 3Ms Epsilam 10 substrate material has been used.

Though the attenuation for 50 ohm microstrip lines at 10 GHz is about
9 100.15 dB/cm, a factor of four worse than that of alumina 5 , low loss is

not really needed and the Epsilam 10 is easier to handle and process. It 

is not fragile and is easily cut to any desired size. The substrates 

dielectric is copper clad and so conventional printed circuit board 

construction techniques can be used. However, because of the finer
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structure of microstrip circuits, reasonably accurate circuit masks must 

be made; a ten-to-one photographic reduction process being used to 

achieve this. Device bonding requires the circuitry to be gold plated. 

This is done after the etched substrates have been glued to the support

ing block and so reducing oxidisation of this and so allowing good 

transition contact to be preserved.

2.4 DEVICE MEASUREMENT

In the last section it was stated that the intention was to use 

the manufacturer's device data for amplifier design purposes. However, 

it is clearly useful to attempt to measure the device's scattering 

parameters to obtain an idea of their values in the mount discussed 

previously. Also the device's parameters when pinched-off need to be 

known if its usefulness as a microwave switch is to be assessed. This 

data is not readily available. Methods of determining these scattering 

parameters will now be considered.

The devices d.c. parameters are easily measured, requiring a 

voltmeter and an ammeter plus a fixed five volt supply for the drain 

bias and a variable supply, zero to about three volt negative for gate 

bias. The parameters of interest are the variation of drain current,

Ipg, with gate voltage, V^g, the gradient of which is the transconductance, 

gM> The point at which V^g takes I^g to zero, the pinch-off voltage, V , 

allows the most negative voltage that needs to be applied to the device 

to be fixed. Since gM is the gradient of I^g with respect to V^g, causing 

Ip5 t0 g° to zero makes g^ zero also. This, therefore, indicates that the 

device may be used as a switchable amplifier having a gain proportional 

to g^, control being effected by the gate bias voltage. These measure

ments are done with 50 ohm terminations on the device to avoid instability.
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The scattering parameter measurements were performed using a 

Hewlett Packard 8410 manual network analyser. This equipment was 

calibrated (phase reference plane and unit magnitude) by using open 

circuited (or short circuited) microstrip lines of equal length and 

adjacent to those leading to the device. All lines are 50 ohms and the 

reference lines have identical d.c. breaks (chip capacitors) and d.c. 

bias network to those used on the lines leading to the device for its 

biasing (and when being used as a switch). The lengths of line between 

device and the microstrip to SMA coaxial transitions are kept as short 

as practicable to keep losses and the resultant errors to a minimum. A 

diagram of this measurement circuit is shorn in Figure 2.2. Transmission 

calibration was done with a length of 50 ohm through line.

Such an arrangement unfortunately allows the introduction of 

inaccuracies into the measurements from many sources. Contributing

sources are the lengths of microstrip, the presence of the d.c. break
11and bias network, the transition and the SMA to APC7 adaptor and 

those errors within the network analyser. Methods by which their effect 

can be compensated for are error correction of the network analyser and 

de-embedding of the device from the effect of the circuitry between it 

and the network analyser. Both of these are best accomplished by use of 

an automatic network analyser whose controlling computer can readily 

accumulate the calibration data and process the measurements. It is 

however worth considering the de-embedding technique by which the greater 

errors of the microstrip and transition may be deducted from that 

measured at the input of the network analyser to improve the device 

parameters accuracy.
12The de-embedding method described by Bauer and Penfield is as 

follows. If E are the two port cascade parameters of the embedding 

network (which cannot be measured directly) and S it's output termina
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tion (the device) which is subject to error caused by E and M is the 

measured data at the input of the embedding network, then

[M] = [E][S]

and hence, (2.1)

[S] = [E]“1[M]

The output termination of S being neglected to demonstrate the method; 

hence taking S as a one port then,

M = E 11 +
E12E21 S 
1-E22 s

which when rearranged gives,

( 2 . 2)

M/S = E22 M - (En E22 - E12E21) + En /S (2.3)

By substituting the device with three known values of termination S and 

measuring M, three simultaneous equations can be formed using equation 

(2.3). E ^ , E22 and the product E ^ E21 can ^ence t>e found,-this being 
sufficient to characterising the embedding network and take its inverse.

I t  is knovJn'3 t h a t  -the a c c u r a c y  of this p r o c e s s

is  good i f  t h e  ca lib ra tin g  term in ation s lie. in VaglonS o p  the.Sm ith chart near to  th a t  ohieh is to  b e  m easured. The. decrtce_ ■presents mainly capacitivje terminations cshich l ie  on the la ^ e r half-plane o f  th e  Smith chart. P o s s ib le  Calibrating  term inations cure th e re fo re , open and s t a r t  circuited lengths of micro strip and capacitivie t y p e s .
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Since it is the off biased device's parameters that are of most 

interest and that the on biased device's parameters are actually known 

from its data sheet, the device itself could be used to calibrate its 

embedding network. The device provides two terminations in the form of 

its input and output reflection coefficients and these probably lie in 

the same region of the Smith chart as its off biased parameters. 

Unfortunately, a discussion with the manufacturer revealed that the 

device's scattering parameters could be noticeably different to the 

published data, spreads of up to 101 for devices from the same GaAs 

slice and up to 201 between devices from different slices were suggested. 

Hence, the devices parameters are too uncertain to be used for calibra

tion.

Since the devices are subject to these tolerances when biased on 

they probably exhibit a comparable spread in their biased off parameters. 

This being the case, many devices would have to be measured to obtain 

satisfactory means values for these parameters. This is a time consuming 

exercise when performed with a manual network analyser and is expensive 

in terms of devices, it being difficult to reuse chip devices once they 

have been glued and bonded into a mount. The situation is therefore to 

accept the manufacturer's parameters and use them for amplifier design 

and attempt to measure the device's biased off parameters using the 

open circuited (or short circuited) lines to calibrate the network 

analyser and also perform de-embedding if the terminations

available give sensible results. This is probably adequate since with 

the amplifier and switch designs presented later, the biased on device 

parameters tend to be dominant, the biased off parameters giving mainly 

an indication of switch performance in the attenuating state though the 

phases of the input and output reflection coefficients will be seen to be
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significant in two-way switch and phase shifter design. An attempt will 

be made in the following section to predict these biased off parameters 

from knowledge of the device's equivalent circuit with elements that are 

gate voltage dependent.

2.5 DEVICE SCATTERING PARAMETERS AND A LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL

A lumped element model that has successfully been used to model
14MESFET devices has been given by Vendelin and Qmori . To this model 

drain and gate parasitic series resistances have been added since they 

are known in some instances 5 to be non-zero. This model is shown in 

Figure 2.3. Analysis is performed first determining the two port Y 

parameters of the basic device as denoted in Figure 2.3. These are then 

converted to Z parameters and the effect of the source elements Ls and Rg 

are added. The resultant two port is converted to cascade parameters 

(ABCD) and the gate and drain elements cascaded onto these. Finally, 

the overall cascade parameters are converted to scattering parameters

for comparison with the manufacturer's data.
14The following error function is used to describe the model fit 

between the calculated and manufacturer's data:

EF
1 h 2 2
¿ Z E E  cw,,|s,,

F i=1 j=1 1J 1JC
S- . I 
1^m

(2.4)

where N is the number of frequency steps summed from the lowest F^ to the

highest frequency F^. S-. are the calculated scattering parameters and
^ c

S.- are those as given by the manufacturer. W - . are weighting factorsi)m i)
which are assigned values given by,
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Figure 2.3 : Lumped element model of the MESFET device whose component 
values are fitted to the Plessey GAT4 data.

Figure 2,4 : S parameter magnitudes which have been derived from the 
lumped element model. Continuous curves are for the 
model and discrete points are Plessey data.
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1 (2.5)

so as to give equal weight to all four parameters, the values of S-. 

are taken as the 10 GHz values, this being the principle frequency of 

interest. A quasi-Newton optimisation routine has been used to minimise 

the error function by operating on the component values of the model.

This routine is available on the University of Kent's EMAS computing 

system and is called directly by a Fortran program that has been written 

by the author to perform this analysis and fitting.

To reduce the number of variables that the computer has to adjust,

g^Q is taken as 0.025 A/V as given in the device's data sheet. The delay,
14t , can be calculated from ,

t = L /V g s ( 2 . 6)

where Vg is the scattering limited velocity of electrons under the gate

and is 2x105 m/s. Hence, t is 5 pS for the GAT4 device. Twelve

component values remain to be optimised by the computer to provide a

fit from 2 to 12 GHz in 1 GHz steps.

The first runnings of this program returned values for and R_j-

that were tending to zero and hence their values are taken as zero and

eliminated from the model. Also a value of L was returned that was nearg
equal to L^, hence their values are taken as equal in the model. Nine 

components now remain to be optimised and have been given values as shown

in Table 2.1.
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Fitted values: = 0.139 pF

= 0.028 pF

C = 0.368 pF g ^

Ld = 0.406 nH Rd = 1.23 n

L = L , R. = 12.9 ng d l
L = 0.09 nH R = 800 ns 0

R = 0.89 Q,

Fixed values: g^Q

T

0.025 A/V R g
5 pS Rp

0

0

Table 2.1 : Component values for lumped element model of Plessey GAT4 
device, fit from 2 to 12 GHz.

Some of the component values are similar to what would be expected 

from physical considerations of the device. The gate and drain 

inductances, and L p  are mainly caused by the bond wires and since a 

fine wire has an inductance of about 0.8 nH/mm, the values of and 

0.406 nH are reasonable. The sum of and R^ approximately equals a 

value of 2.5 ohms given by Slaymaker et. al.̂  for the GAT4 spreading 

resistances. Sze1^ gives the capacitance of a metal semiconductor 

junction as approximately

q 6 N
2(Vbi - VGS) F/m2 (2'7)

If q = 1.6x10“l9J, G^16) = 10.9 6 , N^2) = 1.4x1023m'3 and V^j6) = 0.8v 

then Cg = 0.35 pF for a 1.0x300 pm gate area with V^g = Ov.

The calculated scattering parameters of this model are shown in 

Figures 2.4 and 2.5. A good agreement can be seen between these and 

those of the actual GAT4 device especially in the 8 to 12 GHz region
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Figure 2.5 : S parameter arguments which have been derived from the 
lumped element model. Continuous curves are for the 
model and discrete points are Plessey data.

Figure 2.6 : Lumped element model of pinched-off MESFET device.
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which is of most interest in this work. The fitting was not extended to 

above 12 GHz because of the abrupt jumps in the actual devices parameters. 

These might degrade the fit below 12 GHz and are hence neglected.

Having deduced a lumped element model for the device when it is 

biased on consideration can now be given to a model for it in the pinched- 

off condition. It must be noted that it is still the small signal 

scattering parameters that are of interest. The large signal that causes a 

change in the device parameters is the steady gate to source voltage 

(VGS), principally as it is taken to a negative value, V , to cause device 

pinch off. The drain to source bias voltage (V^g) is held constant at 

+5v. The continuous variation of the scattering parameters as V^g is 

taken from Ov to is now important in terms of switch behaviour but 

device model fitting at the minimum noise figure bias can give an 

estimate of how the model components vary with V^g.

The first element of the model that is known to vary is g . This 

was shown in section 2.4 to go to zero at pinch-off and hence the model 

becomes purely passive. Similarly, Rq tends to a considerably higher

value at pinch-off and is taken as infinite. These two variations are
17confirmed by output non-linearity measurements of Minasian which have 

shown that the values of g^ and Rq remain steady at their zero V^g values 

for decreasing V^g and then change abruptly as pinch-off is approached.

Equation (2.7) can be written so that C can be estimated at pinch§
off

Cg VO.8 - VGS F ( 2 . 8)

If C is chosen so as to give the value of C„ at V~c =go 5 g GS
in the fitted model, then C = 0.169 pF for V = -3.0v.o  Jr

Ov that was given 

Cj and R^ are
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thought to be constant for changes in V^g. Also the inductances L^,

L and L and the spreading resistances do not change with device bias. 
§ °

The final component of the model that needs to be given a value
l8is C p  Further measurements by Minasian give C£ as slowly varying 

function with gate to drain voltage (V^g + Vnc0 and having a negative

17

'DS'
gradient. Hence, as V^g is taken negative to pinch-off, should be 

seen to decrease slightly. Further measurements and model fitting 

performed by Willing et. al. indicate the converse, an increasing 

as Vgg is taken negative. This dependence appears to be strong, 

increasing several times from V„c = Ov to V . The data given by Willingbo p
et. al. is more specific in that it separates the effect on of 

and V^g. Their device model is more comprehensive, being similar to 

the one used here rather than the much simplified one used by Minasian.

is therefore thought to increase as the device is pinched-off but not 

in exactly what relationship.

The proposed pinched-off MESFET model is shown in Figure 2.6. As 

just discussed, the component values are as for the biased on model 

except Cg = 0.169 pF and C£ which will be taken as 0.028 pF and 0.056 pF 

to obtain an idea of its effect on the device parameters. The same two 

port analysis is used to determine the overall scattering parameters of 

this model as that of the previous. The passive nature of the pinched- 

off device results in a equal to S2 .̂ The parameters are shown in 

Figure 2.7. As can be seen the value of the capacitance has a strong 

effect on the parameter S21 especially its magnitude. Its effect on 

S-ji or S 2̂ is small, being a slight change in the magnitude and phase 

of S22 at higher frequencies and similarly but less so.

Considering these parameters in the wider context of using the 

device as a switch then the large change in | of about 20 dB 

indicates that the device may offer potential in this area. Unfortunately
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Figure 2.7a : Scattering parameter magnitudes for device lumped element 
model in pinched-off condition. Key is given in Figure 
2.7b below.
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the magnitude of S21 reaches a maxima at 10 GHz. Ideally this should be 

as small as possible to give a good insertion loss in the pinched-off 

condition. The change in and S 2̂ from biased on to pinched-off 

means that if the device is matched as an amplifier, when turned off a 

mismatch will be observed at its input and output.

The pinched-off model though far from complete does give an 

indication of the expected parameters and behaviour of the device. To 

obtain a more exact model either a fit to the measured pinched-off needs 

to be done or a better understanding of how the components vary with 

bias obtained so that their pinched-off values can be more accurately 

predicted. The feedback capacitance appears to have a significant 

effect on the device's transmission parameters being also the component 

whose value is subject to the greatest uncertainty.

2.6 THE MESFET AMPLIFIER AND SWITCH

2.6.1 Two Port Theory

At 10 GHz the GAT4 MESFET device has the following scattering
. 4parameters ,

[S]
"0.59 Z.-1570 

.1 .54 ¿.40°

0.07/1 41° " 

0.69^-77°.
(2.9)

Its forward gain, S9p  is only 3.75 dB and it exhibits large mismatches 

at its input and output. If matching is applied then this gain can be 

improved by 1.86 dB (1/(1-| S-j ̂ | 2)) and 2.81 dB (1/(1 - | S22 I 2)) resulting

in an overall gain of 8.4 dB. This gain is described as the maximum
20unilateral gain since it assumes To be zero and is given by,
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G = S01 u,max: ' 21
I 2 1

' 1 - S 11 I 2 '  1 -  |
S 22

2
( 2 . 10)

To achieve this conjugate matching must be applied to the device such 

that if Ts is the reflection coefficient presented to the device's 

input and F£ to its output, then

*
rs = S11

r£ = S 22

(2.11)

However, it will be noted that for this device is not zero. 

Presenting Fg and F£ to the device will cause -j and S22 to change to 

new values given by,

r.
1 S11 +

r - +o 22

12 21 a (2.12a)1 - S22 h

S12 S21 rs (2.12b)1 - S,, r

Hence, conjugate matching does not give a perfect match when S.£ is non

zero. The correct terminations are therefore T* and T*. Since r* depends0 1  1

on T£ which equals r* and rQ in turn depends on rg which equals F?, 

equations (2.12a) and (2.12b) must be solved iteratively until and rQ 

settle to static values. Alternatively, Ha gives equations whereby r£ 

and Ts may be determined from the four scattering parameters. The 

iterative solution of equations (2.12a) and (2.12b) with the parameters 

(2.9) gives,

T = 0.767^165° s

r£ = 0.822^82°
(2.13)
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The overall gain that now includes the effect of is described as
20the maximum transducer gain and is given by ,

Grp — 21 ;d-|rs |2) (i-

(1~S1irs ^ 1 S22r2  " S12S21 rsr£I
(2.14)

Solution of equation (2.14) with (2.13) and (2.9) gives = 9.9 dB.

Since the device's input and output reflection coefficients, Tp 

and rQ, are dependent on its terminations, Ts and T^, there could be a 

situation whereby for given scattering parameters (S), certain 

terminations could give rise to values of | It | and |rQ | that are greater 

than unity even though |Tg | and |r̂ | are less than unity. If this 

situation arises then instability could occur. The scattering parameters,

S, can be checked to see if this is likely to occur by calculating the
20magnitude of Rollett's stability factor which is given by ,

K =
Is 12 + Is s
1 ¿2 1 |a11 22

21S S I 
1 12^211

S 12S21 (2.15)

If this is greater than unity then unconditional stability exists such 

that for either | Ts | or | Tj  < 1  then |l\| and | T | < 1 else if K is 

less than or equal to unity then conditional stability occurs.

If the parameters (2.9) are tested then K = 1.35, hence 

unconditional stability. If the GAT4 MESFET's parameters at other 

frequencies are tested, then at 8 GHz, K = 0.987 and similarly at 7 GHz 

and below K < 1.0 and so the device is conditionally stable below 8 GHz. 

At all frequencies above 8 GHz the device is unconditionally stable.

If the moduli of equations (2.12a) and (2.12b) are equated to unity a 

boundary can be found such that values of V^ or Ts lying on one side of
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this cause 11\ | or |rQ | to be greater than unity and less than unity 

when r£ or Ts are on the other side. This boundary is circular such 

that its radius is given by20,

rs
S12S21

- Is11
(2.16)

and its centre in relation to the centre of the Smith chart given by,

Cs (2.17)

where A = S ^ S 22 - ^12^21* F°r r£ an<̂  interchange S ^  with S22 in 
equations (2.16) and (2.17). These loci have been determined for GAT4 

devices and are shown in Figure 2.8. The unstable regions are on the 

inside of the circles. The output load termination is seen to be more 

critical than the input. Clearly, the matching networks must not 

present these inductive terminations to the device at 8 GHz and below.

2.6.2 Matching Component Design

Simple narrow band matching will be used in this work. The 

matching components will consist of the minimum of two elements at 

both the device's input and output. A rough estimate of the bandwidth 

that can be obtained can be found by noting the device's input and 

output Q factors. Referring to the lumped element model shown in 

Figure 2.3 then the input and output Qs will be defined as:

Qi

Qo

= 1/2 Trf C R.
g 1

= 2irf C, R d 0

(2.18)
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Figure 2.8 : Stability circles of the GAT4 MESFET device and the
terminations presented by its matching circuitry. The 
unstable regions are on the concave side of the arcs.
The figures associated with these indicate their 
frequency in GHz and whether they are for the source (s) 
or the load (£).

\h p o t  O-
-O O U T P U T

Figure 2.9 : The GAT4 MESFET device with distributed matching components 
for 10 GHz centre frequency. The electrical lengths are at 
10 GHz centre frequency.
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If these are evaluated for a 10 GHz centre frequency (f) then = 3.3 

and Qq = 7.0. The device's drain circuitry hence imposes a greater 

limit on device bandwidth at this frequency Qq indicated that the

amplifier will have a 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 1.4 GHz. The
206 dB/octave decrease in G^ with frequency will have little effect on 

the amplifier's gain at this bandwidth since at 11 GHz the GAT4's 

scattering parameters give a value of G^ = 8.6 dB and hence contributes 

only a 1.3 dB reduction in gain. The simple two element matching will 

result in matching responses that are good at one specific frequency and 

degrade sharply away from this frequency, hence giving rise to the sharp 

reduction in gain away from the centre frequency.

The terminations Ts and F^ can be synthesised by splitting them 

into their moduli and arguments. The moduli can be synthesised by using 

a quarter-wave transformer and the arguments by lengths of 50 ohm line. 

The resistance associated with |r| is given by:

(2.19)

where Zq = 50 ohms. If the quarter-wave transformer impedances, Z , are 

determined for and (equations (2.13)), then these are found to be 

greater than Z . Also the lengths of 50 ohm line required to transform 

Z which lies on the 1 to °° axis of the Smith chart is given by 

180-arg(D/2. This is arrived at by noting that the addition of a 

50 ohm line to an impedance causes a clockwise rotation around the 

Smith chart (and at a constant radius from the centre). The 50 ohm lines 

are therefore greater than 90 degrees in lengths and unnecessarily long. 

If the quarter-wave lines transform |rj to an impedance less than Zq (0 

to 1 axis of the Smith chart) then the 50 ohm lines needed can be less 

than 90 degrees and their electrical lengths are given by,
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0M = 90-arg(r)/2 ( 2 . 20)

Equation (2.19) can be rearranged and combined with the quarter-wave 

equation to give,

Solution of equations (2.20) and (2.21) with the terminations (2.9) gives 

a MESFET matching circuit whose topology is shown in Figure 2.9. If 

these matching circuits are checked to see what terminations they 

present to the device especially at 8 GHz and below then fortunately 

they are well away from the problematic region of the Smith chart as is 

shown Figure 2.8.

2.6.3 Amplifier Response

The calculated frequency responses of this amplifier are shown in 

Figure 2.10. As can be seen the forward gain exhibits a 3 dB bandwidth 

of 1.4 GHz, coincidentally equal to that predicted by the device's output 

Q factor (Qq equation (2.18)). The dips in the input and output return 

losses do not occur at 10 GHz as designed since the data (scattering 

parameters) used to generate these curves required interpolating between 

the 1 GHz intervals of the available parameters. This was done by a 

least squares fit to the 8 to 12 GHz parameters and this consequently 

introduced differences between these parameters and the original data 

at the 1 GHz interval points, ie. 10 GHz. Such shifts in these dips 

are easily caused by either errors in the device's parameters just 

discussed or by errors in the topology of the matching circuitry. This 

is not important because the behaviour away from the centre frequency

(2 . 21)
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Figure 2.10a : The forward transmission gain/loss of the MESFET 
amplifier/switch.

Figure 2.10b : Return losses of the MESFET amplifier/switch for both 
its on and off states.
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is little affected by shifts in the dips.

Also shown in Figure 2.10 is the response of the amplifier with 

the MESFET pinched-off, ie. the amplifier used as a switch. The 

scattering parameter data for these responses was obtained from the 

lumped element model of the device with = 0.0S6 pF. (These 

parameters are shown in Figure 2.7). As can be seen, the amplifier's 

forward gain becomes an attenuation such that the amplifier gives a

16.8 dB on to off ratio at 10 GHz when used as a switch. The input and 

output return losses are seen to be highly reflective, a property which 

will be shown to be of use in the design of the phase shifters. The d.c. 

breaks and bias feeds associated with this circuit will be discussed in 

a latter section when the switching behaviour of this switch is 

considered.

A microwave switch can, therefore, be made by taking a MESFET 

amplifier which gives a gain when its device is normally biased and an 

insertion loss when the device's bias is adjusted to cause pinch-off.

This control can be effected by applying a voltage to the device's gate. 

If this is zero volts then the device will be turned on and the switch 

will behave as a matched amplifier. If the voltage is taken negative 

to typically -3v, the device will be pinched-off and the switch will 

give an attenuation being also mismatched.

2.6.4 Optimum Switching Device Performance

It is worth considering at this point the specific features of 

a device suitable for use as a microwave switch and ways by which a 

device's structure may be optimised to achieve good performance for 

this function. The GAT4 device like most other commercially available 

devices have had their geometry optimised for low noise small signal
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conditions (power devices apart) and probably do not give good switch 

performance especially in relation to their pinched-off characteristics. 

The properties of a device suitable for use as a switch can be listed 

as follows:

I. A stable forward gain of a few dBs at the frequency of 

interest (G^ > 1 and possibly > 1 with K > 1).

II. Reflection coefficient magnitudes which are low so as 

to facilitate simple and broadband matching (|S^| and 

ls22| + 0).

III. A very small value of gain (high insertion loss) when

pinched-off to give a high on to off ratio. -* 0 and

in turn Gp -*■ 0).

IV. Either reflection coefficients that are invariant with 

the change in gate bias from device fully on (Ov) to 

pinch-off so that the switch is always matched or,

V. Reflection coefficients that change appreciably, possibly 

to unity in magnitude when the device is pinched-off so 

that the switch is highly reflective when off.

VI. Good signal handling.

Points I and III are satisfied by the dual-gate MESFET device 

and also to some extent point IV, its reflection coefficients changing 

slightly with device bias. However, in respect of points V and VI the 

advantage is with the single-gate device. For dual and single-gate 

devices with having the same gate geometry then the single-gate has a 

3 dB higher signal handling ability when measured in terms of 1 dB gain
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compression 5 . In comparing the two types of device, if a reasonable

match is required at all bias conditions, then the dual-gate must be 

used noting also its good on to off ratio. In this work the single-gate 

device is being investigated. It appears to have limited on to off 

ratio and exhibits large mismatches when biased off. The large mismatches 

might be put to good use but an improvement in its on to off ratio would 

be desirable.

In the lumped element model it was seen that the internal feedback 

capacitance (C^) seemed to have a significant effect on the off biased 

device's insertion loss. If could be reduced then the loss would be 

increased resulting in a larger on to off ratio. Possible methods of 

achieving this are a larger gate to drain spacing to reduce the inter

electrode capacitance and increase the terminal voltages to reduce the
l6depletion capacitances10. This is only possible if terminal spacing is 

increased and possibly reduce the doping density to reduce the likelihood 

of voltage breakdown. The consequent reduction in gain could be 

tolerated since this is more than adequate at present.

It might be possible to select a device that offered better off
14biased performance than the GAT4. Vendelin gives a list of the lumped 

element component values of several MESFET devices. A Nippon Electric 

Co. device which coincidentally has the same gate dimensions as the 

GAT4 is given as having a C^ of 0.004 pF (c.f. GAT4 : = 0.014 pF).

Not withstanding the change in with device bias, this could be an 

indication of better device behaviour when pinched-off.

Since the gate capacitance, C , is highly dependent on gate to§
source voltage, V^g (equation 2.7) then by making this more negative 

a greater decrease in can be effected which in turn should change 

the device's input reflection coefficient (S^) more and increase the 

coefficient's magnitude. It is not possible to reduce V^g much below 

-3v because the GAT4's voltage breakdown limit is being reached. This

!} 21
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is given as 10v and being, in this case, the total gate to drain 

voltage which is 5v + 3v at pinch-off, a margin of 2v allowed for 

safety. It is obviously possible to reduce V^g to allow an increase 

in Vgg at pinch-off since the increase in V^g will change the device's 

scattering parameters and reduce its signal handling ability 

drastically. Alternatively, if the device's geometry can be changed, 

then for an increase in V^g to have its maximum effect an increase in

channel thickness under the gate may be required to allow for a greater
16 2depletion width . At present, the GAT4 has a channel thickness of 

approximately 0.35 pm and hence an increase is feasible keeping in mind 

its gate length of 1 pm.

Considering the devices output reflection coefficient, S22 ’ then 

the feedback capacitance, C p  seems to have some effect on this (see 

Figure 2.7) such that a small value of causes S22's magnitude to 

become larger when the device is pinched-off. Also, it is thoughtthat 

reducing the drain capacitance, C^, would further cause the magnitude 

of S p  to tend to unity. The physical changes required to improve S22 

are consistent with those to reduce and increase |Sp | as just

discussed.

4

2.7 TWO-WAY MESFET SWITCHES * 22

Having demonstrated the potential of the single-gate MESFET device 

as a microwave switch that can give a gain, circuits will now be 

developed using this device which can be used in the construction of a 

phase shifter. An important feature of the MESFET amplifier is its

unilateral nature. In phase shifter circuits the MESFETamplifier can
22therefore only be used with transmission type phase shift networks 

such as the switched path types. This is not an important constraint
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since it only precludes the reflection type phase shifter and allows 

the choice of the three switched path types. Though these networks 

could use the simple MESFET switch so far described, a more effective 

and economic switch would be one that could switch specifically 

between two circuits. Figure 2.11 shows a general switched path 

circuit and its associated two-way switches. Because of the unilateral 

nature of the MESFET switch, the two-way switch at the input is 

different to that at the output in that it behaves as a selective 

dividing circuit whereas the one at the output is a selective combiner 

being able to select one of two signals.

It would appear at first that both of these types of two-way 

MESFET switch needs to be developed. However, only one two-way switch 

need be used to effectively switch between the two paths, the 

justification for which will be discussed in the following chapters.

In this work, the design will concentrate on the output combining type 

two-way switch. This choice is based on d.c. bias and control 

considerations.

To construct a two-way switch, two devices are required, one 

that is biased on and another that is pinched-off. The d.c. conditions 

applied to the two devices are such that the +5v drain bias does not 

change when they are switched, only the drain currents and when one 

gate voltage is zero the other is at V . It is therefore possible to 

connect their drains together so that they can share a common bias, 

the common drain connection being also the combining signal junction. 

The two devices' gates are separate to allow the complementary control 

voltages to be applied and the two differing signals from each half of 

the switched path length network are also applied to the gates.
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Figure 2.11 : General form of a switched path circuit showing the 
two-way switches.

Figure 2.12 : Three port flow diagram showing the nine scattering 
parameters and the three terminations.
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2.7.1 Three Port Theory

The three port scattering parameters (S) of the device pair are 

determined by converting the scattering parameters of each device 

to admittance parameters (Y) and then combining both sets according 

to:

Yall 0 Yal2

II 0 Ybll Ybl2
Ya21 Yb2l Ya22+Yt

where Y are the three port parameters of the

( 2 . 22)

are the two port parameters for each device. The three port parameters 

[Y] are converted back to scattering parameters by first reducing them 

to those of a two port by terminating the third port with Y . Hence if,

[i] - [Y][v]

and,

i, = -Y v7 3 o 3

(2.23)

(2.24)

then from (2.23)

v3
Y31 V 

Yo + Y
1_
33

Y
¥~o

32 V 
+ Y

2_
33

Substituting (2.25) into (2.23) then,

Y13 Y31 \ 
Yo + Y33 )

Y31 Y23\ 
Yo + Y33 )

v.

V ,

Y13 Y32 \ 
Yo + Y33 )

Y23 Y32 \ 
Yo + Y33/

v-

V.

(2.26)
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The four Y parameters of (2.26) can easily be converted J to scattering27)

parameters and this process can be repeated to obtain all nine three 

port scattering parameters by terminating ports one and two with Yq in 

turn.

Matching is applied to this three port such that the device that 

is biased on is matched at its input (gate). To preserve the symmetry 

of the two-way switch, identical matching components are placed at both 

device inputs. The common output junction is also matched. The 

required matching terminations for this three port can be obtained as 

follows. Let Ts be the terminations applied to both inputs and be 

that applied at the common output. Let port 1 be the on device input,

2 the off device input and 3 the common output. If,

[b] = [S] x [a] (2.27)

and since a^ = 1^2> substituting this into (2.27) gives

(2.28)

Substituting (2.28) into (2.27) gives,

S13 + 1-Soor J a3 (2.29a)

(2.29b)

Now since a^ = T^b^, equation (2.29b) becomes,



Substituting (2.30) into (2.29a) and (2.29b) and letting = b^/a^

this being the on biased device's input reflection coefficient and let 

rQ = b^/a^, the output reflection coefficient then,

S,oSoir p _ c 12 21 s
i " 11 + 1-S79r +22 s

( s19s97rc 12 23 s
513 + i-s99r22 s

(
X s91s „ rc 21 32 s -p

b3i + 1-S99r 1i22 s )
, fc S23S32rs\p 
1',S^ +

(2.31a)

s97sT9rp _ c 23 32 s
o ~ 33 + 1-S99T +22 s

( s i:
s19s97r12 23 s
i-s99r22 s )(P S21S32rs p 

31 + 1-S22Fs S)
1-

(c S12S2irs\
v 11 + 1-S22rs;

(2.31b)

Hence, applying conjugate matching, Fg becomes r? and F^ becomes T*. 

These two equations can be solved iteratively until Ts and settle 

to unchanging values with each calculation.

The gain of this three port can be calculated by using Mason's
24non-touching loop rule . Referring to the three port flow diagram 

as shown in Figure 2.12, then the gains of interest are that from port 

one to three, the on biased device's gain (switch on gain) and that 

from port two to three, the off biased device's loss (switch insertion 

loss). Applying Mason's rule then,
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and,

S32('1 s11r )11 s + s10r sT112 s 31
off 1 - 1(1) + Z(2) - £(3) (2.33)

where,

E(D s-| -|rs + S22rs + S33F£ + S13S31 F£rs + S12S21 r<2,rs

+ S23S32r£rs + S12S23S3irsr£

E(2)

E(3)

S11S22rs + S11S33r£rs + S22S33r£rs 

S11S22S33rsr£

Since it is the overall transducer power gain which is of interest then,

GT (1 (2.34)

where b. is either b or b rr for either the switch on or off gain, in on off &

2.7.2 Tuo-Way Switch Design

Returning now to the two device switch, then a practical 

difficulty is seen to occur when an attempt is made to physically 

connect the device drains together. The presence of the source 

bonding dictates that the devices are kept at least 2 mm apart. The 

drain bond wires hence become unacceptably long, both physically 

and electrically. The two drains must, therefore, be brought together 

with lengths of 50 ohm line. The question now arises as to what
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effect these line lengths have on its performance. Of specific 

interest is switch gain, on to off ratio and the magnitude of the 

matching terminations. These can be calculated by using the above 

equations, the effect of the 50 ohm lines being added to the two 

devices' parameters before they are converted to Y parameters for 

combining.

The device scattering parameters used for this analysis are 

again the interpolated Plessey parameters for the on biased device so 

as to remain consistent with frequency response analyses. In the case 

of the off biased device, the scattering parameter data is from actual 

measurements done on a device. This data is more realistic than that 

generated by the proposed lumped element model. These measurements will 

be discussed in a latter chapter. The scattering parameter data use in 

the development of the two-way switch is given in Table 2.2.

Parameter Device biased on Device biased off

S11 0.57<c -156 0.77^ -70

S12 0.07^41 0.37Z- 33

S21 1.55Z.42 0.37^ 27

S22 0.70^-74 0.78/--45

Table 2.2 : Device scattering parameters at 10 GHz that are used in the 
design of the two-way MESFET switch.

The performance of the two-way switch with devices joined by 

lengths of 50 ohm line is shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. In the 

region 0.1 to 0.2 wavelengths, this being the closest the two devices 

can be physically placed together, the gain and required matching
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Figure 2.13 : Termination magnitudes required to match the two-way MESFET 
switch shown inset above as a function of the drain 
combining line length.

Figure 2.14 : Two-way MESFET switch (as inset in Figure 2.13) gain and 
on to off ratio as a function of the drain combining line 
length.
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terminations are seen to fluctuate greatly. This is thought to be 

caused in part by the off biased devices S ^  return to the common 

junction with an argument of 180 degrees (short circuit). If, however, 

the lines are increased to 0.4 wavelengths, the sensivity of the gain 

and |T | to changes in line length drops to a minimum. Also the 

magnitude of the required drops to a minimum. Matching can be 

achieved with a length of 50 ohm line and a quarter-wave transformer, 

the values for which can be determined using equations (2.20) and (2.21).

In view of the length of the lines spacing the devices and 

junction an attempt was made to see if by changing the impedance of part 

of these 50 ohm lines a match could be obtained at the common junction. 

This would eliminate the need for the matching components after the 

common output junction. If the MESFET amplifier shown in Figure 2.9 is 

recalled then the total electrical length of the output matching 

components is about 0.4 wavelengths. This indicates that if the last 

0.25 wavelengths of the spacing lines where they join have their 

impedances changed, a match may be obtainable at the common junction.

The topology of this circuit is shown in Figure 2.15.

The object of the design procedure is to make |r̂ | = 0  (or

ZQut = 50 ohms) by use of 0^ and Z^. Graphical analysis of this

output matching circuit (using a Smith chart) has shown that the effect

of is to change the arguments of the device output reflection

coefficients (T and T rr) so that when they are transformed by Z , on off 1 q
the imaginary parts of their associated admittance cancel at the 

output junction. The effect of Z^ is to transform the device output 

reflection so that when their associated admittances are combined they 

equal 50 ohms, both effects resulting in a |r | = 0. Analysis of this 

combining circuit has yielded a transcendental solution and the 

situation is further complicated by the non-unilateral nature of the 

devices. Hence, an iterative solution using a computer must be used.
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Figure 2.15 : Two-way MESFET switch topology of the circuit with output 
matching components placed between devices and combining 
junction.

Figure 2.16 : Two-way MESFET switch with modified output matching
topology consisting of double quarter-wave transformer 
sections.

■ IN

-a1
-<\z

9 0 °

qo°
z t

Figure 2.17 : Impedances associated with the switch output matching 
circuits.
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The procedure is to evaluate Ts and using equations (2.31a) and 

(2.31b) and then test for ZQut = 50 ohms. If the imaginary part of 

Zout is not zero 0^ is adjusted and if the real part not equal to 

50 ohms then Z^ is adjusted and then re-evaluated continuing like so 

until |r ! becomes near zero.

For the device parameters given in Table 2.2, 0^ has been 

determined to be 0.16 wavelengths, Z^ = 23.8 ohms and Ts = 0.64,/161 

degrees giving an on biased device gain (matched) of 7.7 dB and an on 

to off ratio of 17.7 dB. Note that the same procedure can be used to 

design a two-way MESFET switch which is common at its input (device 

gate side) rather than output. The switch, however, gives a 6.1 dB 

gain and an on to off ratio of only 11.8 dB.

A final variation of this two-way switch is the replacement of 

the output quarter-wave transformer by a cascade pair of transformers 

as is shown in Figure 2.16. The significance of this design will 

become apparent when the complete phase shifter behaviour is discussed 

in Chapter 4. Referring to Figure 2.17 then for the single quarter- 

wave section, its impedance is given by

Z =JT. Z7 (2.35)q ^ m  t

However, for the cascade pair, only the ratio of their impedances is 

given explicitly

(2.36)

Hence, since Z^n and l are not known for the switch circuit (Figure 

2.15), Z and Z^2 cannot be evaluated from (2.35) and (2.36), knowing
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only Zq. However, i£ Z^2 is fixed, Z ̂  can be varied to obtain a match

by using the procedure used for the previous switch. Z „ can be chosenqz
by making a calculated guess for Z = 100 ohms which from equations

(2.35) and (2.36) gives Z = 4Z . Hence, to keep both impedances inqz qi
the practical range for microstrip Z^2 is chosen as 70.7 ohms. Use of

the iterative procedure gives Z = 24.5 ohms and 0^ 0.16 wavelengths

with fs = 0.712^.173 degrees. The on biased device gain becomes 8.0 dB 

and the on to off ratio is 19.5 dB, a slight improvement.

The frequency responses of these two switches are shown in 

Figure 2.18 and 2.19. Considering first the two-way switch with the 

single quarter-wave section then its performance is comparable to the 

amplifier of Figure 2.9. Its 3 dB bandwidth is the same, being 1.4 GHz 

and likewise its output return loss is the same though fortunately the 

input return loss of the two-way switch is better. In the case of the 

second two-way switch with the cascade pair of output matching trans

formers, its gain response is seen to suffer a sharp drop at 10.5 GHz. 

This is thought to be caused by the off biased device's output mismatch 

returning to the combining junction with a phase of 180 degrees (short 

circuit). This effect has been seen previously when the behaviour of 

the first two-way switch was discussed. A satisfactory gain response 

can still be obtained, centred at 9.6 GHz with a slightly reduced and 

asymmetric bandwidth of 1.25 GHz. No significant change in return 

losses occurred with the addition of the second quarter-wave output 

matching section. Note that the pair of 70.7 ohms quarter-wave lines 

effectively form an uncompensated Wilkinson combiner.
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Figure 2.18 : Forward gain responses of the two-way MESFET switches.
a : switch with single quarter-wave output match and 
b : double.

Figure 2.19 : Return losses of the two-way MESFET switch with the single 
quarter-wave output matching section.
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2.8 SWITCHING PERFORMANCE, LIMITS AND DEVICE CONTROL

The MESFET device when switched, is inherent a fast device. A

measure of this can be obtained by noting the device's cut-off
25frequency, £p, which is given by

ff = y Z n  Cg (2.37)

If this is evaluated for the GAT4 device using the lumped element model 

values for gM and Cg then £p = 11.4 GHz. This indicates that switching 

times of under 100 pS are possible. This has been confirmed in digital
25measurement by Van Tuyl and Liechti who observed 50 pS rise time and

26microwave switching measurements by Liechti who obtained a 70 pS 

response time. Both of these were with 1 pm gate length devices though 

the latter was a dual-gate.

In a microwave control situation using a single-gate device both 

microwave and control (modulation) have to be applied together to the 

device's gate. To keep these two signals separate at their sources 

they must be applied via filters. For the modulation, a low pass 

filter and the microwave signal a high pass (or band pass) such that 

the low pass's 3 dB cut-off corresponds to the 3 dB cut-off of the 

high pass. An optimum is obtained when this cut-off occurs at half 

the carrier frequency. Garver has shown that this sets a limit to 

the maximum switching speed of

T . = 1.24/f (s) (2.38)min o

Hence, for a 10 GHz centre frequency a 124 pS limit exists. Note that 

this applies only to unbalanced structures such as the MESFET switch.
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The low pass filters used to apply bias and modulation to the 

device are shown in Figure 2.20. Considering the capacitors Ch and 

CQ then these are serving as d.c. breaks. Since the device's drain 

voltage does not change with switching, the voltage across CQ is 

constant and the charging or discharging of this component does not need 

to be considered. CQ can be made large so as not to disturb the 

microwave output. In the case of Ch, however, the voltage on the gate 

side of this component must rise and fall with the control voltage on 

the MESFET device's gate. To obtain an estimate of the effect of Ch on 

the device switching speed the gate drive circuit must be considered.

The gate voltage requirements are -3v to pinch the device and 

Ov to bias it on. Also, it would be convenient to be able to adjust 

the device on bias to a slightly negative value to trim the switch's 

gain. For the two-way MESFET switch a complementary device drive is 

further required. This can be accomplished by using a differential 

amplifier as shown in Figure 2.21. The variable resistors allow the 

devices to be trimmed. The drive can be from a TTL logic source or 

any other that can give Ov to +2v or more of output. The circuit 

should be fast because of its non-saturating switching behaviour.

This drive circuit, however, can only give a limited output 

current to charge the capacitances associated with the gate circuitry. 

The gate itself takes a negligible current at low frequencies. A 

simple estimate of the switching behaviour of the drive circuit can be 

obtained by reducing it to an equivalent shown in Figure 2.22.

The current generated represents the output of transistor in the 

pair, R the resistive load on the transistor of interest and C the 

parallel capacitance of all those on the gate circuit such as C itself,
o

CQ and any plate capacitance of the microstrip to its ground plane.

Solution for V as a function of time gives,§
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Figure 2.20 : Device bias networks and d.c. breaks showing the bias and 
control inputs.

Figure 2.21 : Differential drive circuit used to control the device pair 
in the two-way switches. Device on state bias can be 
adjusted with the preset variable resistors.

Figure 2.22 : Reduced equivalent of one of the outputs of the drive 
circuit and its capacitive loading.
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V = iR(1 - exp(-t/RC)) - 3 §

for C charging, ie. Vg rising from -3 to Ov and

(2.39a)

V = iR exp(-t/RC) - 3 (2.39b)g

for C discharging, ie. V falling from 0 to -3v. Note that the productg
iR is 3v since this determines the devices on state bias of Ov. Taking 

a value of R = 150 ohms (hence, i = 20 mA), C = 10 pF of which 2 pF 

is due to the device and microstrip and the remainder the input 

capacitor CQ then the following rise and fall times occur as given in 

Table 2.3

V v) tr (nS) t£ (nS)

0 - 0

-0.4 3.0 0.21

-0.7 2.2 0.4

-1.0 1.65 0.61

-2.0 0.61 1.65

-3.0 0 _

Table 2.3 : Device control voltage as a function 
of time just after switching.

Switching times of the order of nanoseconds are therefore likely 

to be observed with this drive circuit. An increase in speed can be 

obtained by reducing C or the R to i ratio. C is probably approaching 

its lower limit just below 10 pF since its reactance is becoming 

significant.
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2.9 CONCLUSION

The ability of the single-gate MESFET device to perform microwave 

switching and give an associated gain appears to be feasible. The 

proposed switch is a narrow band MESFET amplifier that gives an on 

gain of better than 7 dB in a 1.4 GHz bandwidth with a switch on to 

of ratio of about 17 dB. This switch though matched when on exhibits 

large mismatches when off. This switch idea has been extended to give 

a two-way MESFET switch suitable for use in the design of a phase 

shifter. It appears that the switching speed of the MESFET switch is 

restricted more by its drive circuitry than any fundamental switching 

limit. Consideration has been given to device mounting, its 

scattering parameters and their measurement. A scattering parameter 

fit to a lumped element model allowed an estimate of the device's 

off biased parameters to be obtained.
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CHAPTER 3

POWER DIVIDING AND PHASE SHIFTING NETWORKS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will concern itself with circuits that can be used 

to cause phase shifts. Of specific interest are circuits that can be 

used with the FET switches as described in Chapter 2. The general form 

of the overall phase shifter circuit used will be introduced and the 

distinction between time delay and constant phase types stated. The 

type of circuit required is that which gives a required phase difference 

between a pair of output ports, the outputs being of equal amplitude.

A further requirement is that, in some circumstances, a constant 

amplitude and phase difference is needed over a wide bandwidth. The 

behaviour of various power dividing circuits used in conjunction with 

these phase shifting networks is considered. In particular, a power 

divider that produces an inherent broadband antiphase power division 

will also be described.

3.2 GENERAL FORM OF THE COMPLETE PHASE SHIFTER

In Chapter 2 it was shown how a single gate MESFET device could 

be used as an amplifying microwave switch. This idea was extended to 

give a two-way switch which could route and amplify one of a pair of 

input signals to a common output. The two-way switch with the common 

output was preferred since the devices can share a common drain bias
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network. If two equal amplitude signals, V (-jcot + (p.) andexp i
V C-joot + <j) ) > are applied to the two-way switch's inputs, the phaseexp Zr
between these two signals differing by the required phase shift,

A<j> = <J>i - (j)0, one signal with its associated phase will be amplified by 

the device that is biased on and the other attenuated by the device 

which is biased off. Switching of the two devices biases will cause the 

other signal to be amplified and the first to be attenuated. The phase 

difference Aj> will therefore be imposed on the transmitted signal 

appearing at the two-way switch's output.

The pair of signals can be generated by a 3 dB power divider such
1 2  xas either the Wilkinson , a tee junction or the hybrid ring . Briefly,

each can give equal amplitude signals with the same phase (<p̂ = j p

except for the hybrid ring whose outputs are in antiphase (t}̂  = <(>.. + m).

The performance and merits of each of these in relation to the present

application will be discussed in greater detail in the following

sections.

Phase shifting elements can be placed at the outputs of these 

dividers to produce the required phase difference. A simple circuit 

element that is able to give a phase shift is a length of transmission 

line. Its electrical length 35, is designed such as to give the 

required phase difference between the two outputs. For example, if a 

Wilkinson divider is used, whose outputs are in phase, then A<p = 35.

The line's impedance can be 50 ohms so as to be matched. This arrange

ment is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3 CONSTANT TIME DELAY TYPE PHASE SHIFT NETWORK

It must be noted that though the divider and 50 ohm line can be 

designed to give the desired phase difference A<j> at a design centre
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Figure 3.1 : General form of a constant time delay type digital phase 
shifter.

Figure 3.2 : General form of constant phase versus frequency type digital 
phase shifter.

Figure 3.3 : An arbitrary power divider with its terminations as found 
in a phase shifter.
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frequency f , Af is frequency dependant when generated by a length of 

non-dispersive transmission line. The phase shift Ad = gi, = kf, where 

k = 18 degrees/GHz for a half wavelength line giving 180 degrees phase 

shift at 10 GHz. Though this phase deviation may be tolerable in a 

narrow bandwidth, the large phase error further away from the centre 

frequency may cause a degradation in a PSK system's performance^ if such 

a phase shifter is used as the modulator.

The transmission line type phase shifting network is, however, of 

interest due to its time delaying properties. Since the propagation time 

delay along the phase shifting line is given by t^ = £/v^ and since v^, 

the phase velocity, is independant of frequency on a non-dispersive 

transmission line, this type of phase shifting network is referred to as 

constant time delay. From the definition A<p = kf, the relationship t^ = 

k/2TT can be obtained. An application where such time delay networks are 

of use is pulsed and frequency agile phased array radar systems . It is 

important in these systems that the electronic beam pointing angle of 

the antenna array is independant of frequency otherwise the beam will be 

spread by the spectrum of a pulse or its direction and polar diagram 

changed as the operating frequency is varied. These effects are caused 

by changes in the electrical spacing of the array's radiating elements as 

the operating frequency is changed. This can be compensated by use of 

time delay type phase shifters in the array's electronic beam pointing 

circuitry.

The constant time delay networks in the form of lengths of 50 ohm 

transmission line have been used in this present research but only for 

design modelling purposes to allow the development of the MESFET phase 

shifter concept. A length of 50 ohm line is clearly easy to model and is 

comparable to the constant phase shift type at one frequency. The phase 

shifters constructed during this work have used either networks exhibiting 

dispersive behaviour or a Baiun type circuit to give a near constant phase
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difference and 3 dB power division over a desired bandwidth. They are 

more complicated in structure than the time delay circuits and in the 

case of the dispersive networks require a reference line to compare their 

transmission phase as shown in Figure 3.2. The theory of two dispersive 

circuits, the Schiffman coupled line and a band pass filter and the 

Baiun circuit using both microstrip and slotline are described later in 

this chapter.

3.4 POWER DIVIDERS: THE TERMINATION PROBLEM

It will be recalled from section 3.4 earlier in this chapter that 

the general form of the complete MESFET phase shifter (Figures 3.1 or 

3.2) requires a power dividing circuit at its input. It may be also 

recalled from Chapter 2, section 2.7 that the two-way switch has one 

input which is matched to 50 ohms when its associated device is biased 

on and a second input that is mismatched because of the off biased 

MESFET. This mismatch will be transmitted to the input power divider 

either directly or via a phase shift network or through a network 

reference line. To minimise insertion losses in these networks each 

should be matched to 50 ohms and possess all-pass properties in the 

desired bandwidth of interest about the centre frequency. Such all-pass 

networks will therefore transmit the mismatch to the divider's outputs 

with its magnitude unchanged. The phase of the mismatch however will be 

delayed and hence changed according to which network it passes through. 

The phase delay of these networks will at present be ignored and 

considered again in the following chapter when the complete behaviour of 

the MESFET phase shifter is discussed. Only the magnitude and phase of 

the mismatch, as presented to the divider's outputs, are of importance in 

the following analyses.
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The analysis is to determine how the mismatch on the second 

divider output affects the transmission to the matched first output 

and its effect on the dividers input match. This mismatch is denoted 

by the parameter S ^  in keeping with the definitions used in Chapter 2 

for the two-way switch. The dividers first output is matched as given 

by S^i = 0. The parameter representing transmission from the matched 

output to the mismatched one (via the two-way switch) S21 is included in 

this analysis. For the devices and circuitry used in the two-way switch, 

is comparable in magnitude to and hence its effect may be 

significant. The parameter representing transmission in the reverse 

direction to S9  ̂ is small, typically less than -30 dB in magnitude and 

can consequently eventually be neglected. The dividers input match is 

denoted by the scattering parameter R and the transmission scattering 

parameter to the matched output is T. The above parameters in relation 

to a typical power divider are shown in Figure 3.3.

The basic analysis is performed at one frequency, the most 

important feature of this analysis being to determine a divider's 

behaviour for a specific termination at a given centre frequency. If 

the variation of R and T with frequency is to be considered, then the 

variation of the mismatch with frequency needs to be known. This is 

determined firstly by the off biased device and is then transformed by 

the gate matching circuitry of the two-way switch and further phase 

delayed by the phase shifting networks. Since the mismatch from the 

off biased device is a function of frequency and also the phase delay 

through the phase shift networks, the mismatch presented to the 

divider's outputs has a strong frequency dependance. The phase delay is 

dependant on which phase shift network is used, this at present being 

undecided and so the mismatch variation with frequency will be ignored 

and reconsidered when discussing the specific forms of complete phase
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shifters. The mismatch at the divider, S22» and the term will

therefore be assumed constant with frequency for the purposes of the 

present analysis of the input power divider.

3.5 THE WILKINSON POWER DIVIDER

\The first power divider to be considered is the Wilkinson N-way 

power divider. In this work a two-way equal power split is required and 

this divider serves this purpose well. Its structure is simple consisting 

of a pair of quarter-wave transformers and a compensating resistor. The 

output ports are in phase and its input VSWR is less than 1.44:1 in an
g

octave of bandwidth0, this bandwidth being well in excess of that of the 

MESFET switches. It is possible to remove the resistor without affecting 

the input match and power division, its purpose is to improve the output 

ports matching and their isolation. Since only the power division and 

input match is of importance in the phase shifter, the uncompensated 

version was also investigated. The starting point of the following
Qanalysis is the dividers scattering parameters with all ports normalised

to Z .0
The compensated Wilkinson divider with /2Zq quarter-wave lines and 

a 100 ohm resistor (2Z ) will be considered first. Its scattering matrix

[w]

[b]

0 -j -j
1
n

-j 0 0

-j 0 0

XI [a]

a 2
a3

= input signal 
= S22b2 + S21b3 
= S12b2 + Sn b3

(3.1)

(3.2)

If,
where,
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then, b] = -j(S22b2 + S21fc>3)//2 - j(S12b2 + S ^ b 3)/i/2 (3.3)

b2 = -j a^//2 (3.4)

b7 = -j a, /23 J (3.5)

Rearranging (3.2) and substituting (3.3) and (3.4) into this 

equation:

The performance of the compensated Wilkinson power divider can 

be summarised as follows:

I. T, the power division, is -3 dB and is independant of the 

terminations S22 etc.

II. R, the divider's input mismatch is determined by S22 and 

the terms S21, and S^.

III. | R| is 6 dB better than | (S22 + + S^2 + S^)|.

IV. The argument of (S22 + S21 + + S^) has no effect on

| R| .

V. Interchanging S22 with and with has no effect 

on R or T. This is equivalent to switching of the two-way 

switch.

R b-j/a-j ~(S22 + S12 + S21 + S-jp/2 (3.6)

and from (3.4)

T = b3/ai = -j//2 (3.7)
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Therefore if the phase shifter is to have an overall net gain, 

the two-way switch must have a gain of greater than 3 dB to overcome 

the inherent 3 dB power division loss of this divider. A net gain 

could be expected since the two-way switch was shown to exhibit gains 

of typically greater than 6 dB.

Recalling that the two-way switch has a mismatch of about -2 dB 

(| I )> this results in a mismatch at the dividers input (|R|) of 

-8 dB. Since R does not change when the two-way switch is toggled, it 

may be possible to add matching elements at the divider's input to 

improve this figure. This is however dependant on the interchanging of 

the terms S^  and at the divider's outputs. The phase shift 

networks will cause phase shifts of their arguments and this may impose 

constraints on the overall phase shifter. This effect will be 

investigated in the following chapter.

3.6 THE UNCOMPENSATED WILKINSON POWER DIVIDER

This divider consists only of a pair of /2Zq quarter-wave lines.

A match is obtained at the input port but the isolation between the

output ports and their match to Zq has deteriorated due to the omission
gof the resistor. This divider's scattering matrix is :

[V] =

0

-j//2

-j m

-j//2

1/2

- 1/2

-j m
- 1/2

1/2

(3.8)

The input waves a^ are the same as for the compensated Wilkinson 

divider and are as given by equations (3.2).
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Therefore,

b1 = _j(S22bZ + S21b3')̂  " K s-]2b2 + S11b3')//v/̂

b2 = a i/^2 + S 22b2/2 + S 2^bj/2 - S.j2b2/2 - S ^ b j/ 2

b^ = -j a^//2 - S22b2/2 - S2^b^/2 + S^2b2/2 + S^b_/2

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

Rearranging (3.10) and (3.11),

h = a1 ^  (s21 S^jbg
2 2-S22+S12 2_S22+S12 (3.12)

_ j a-|/^ (si2 S22')b2
3 2-Sl1+S2l 2-Sl1+S21 (3.13)

Substituting (3.12) into (3.13),

T = —  = -j/2 
a1

i-(s22 s12)______
2-(S22+Sii) + (S21+ST2')

(3.14)

Substituting (3.13) into (3.12),

■j/2 1- (sn - s2i>
2 (S22+Sip + Ŝ21+S12^

(3.15)

Substituting (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.9),

R = b^  ̂ ~^S22+511+S21+S12') + 2(-S 11S22 S 12S21') 

a1 2_ ('S 22+S11 ) + ('S21+S12')
(3.16)

The performance of the uncompensated Wilkinson power divider can 

be summarised as follows :
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I. T, the transmission,is dependant in a complex manner 

on the magnitudes and arguments of the terminations 

S22 etc.

II. R, the dividers input mismatch, is dependant in a

complex manner on the magnitudes and arguments of the 

terminations S22 etc.

III. If S22 etc. are made equal to zero then|R| = 0, ie. 

matched.

IV. If S2? etc. are made equal to zero then |T| = -3 dB, ie. 

equal power division. Both this and III can be expected 

from the scattering matrix (3.8).

V. Interchanging S22 with and S2  ̂ with has no 

effect on R.

Therefore both |R| and |T| are dependant on the terminations of 

this divider. If and. S21 are set equal to zero then this

can be seen more clearly. The moduli of equations (3.14) and (3.16) 

become:

T Jl
1-S
2^S

22

22
(3.17)

R 22
2-S22

(3.18)

If the magnitude of S22 is held constant and its phase varied,

|T| and [R| go through maxima and minima as the argument of S22 goes 

through 0 and 180 degrees. Values of |T| and |R| using equations (3.17) 

and (3.18) are plotted against the argument of S22 for various values of
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| S221 i-n Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Values of |T| and |R| for the compensated 

Wilkinson divider are also shown. If for a given value of IS221 

argument can be adjusted an improvement in |T| and |R| can be obtained 

in comparison to the compensated Wilkinson divider. Figures 3.4 and

3.5 indicate that the optimum angle for the argument of S22 is 180 degrees. 

This is reasonable since this mismatch will be transformed by the 

quarter-wave lines of the divider to an effective open circuit at the 

divider's junction. Any argument of S22 other than 180 degrees will 

cause the transformed mismatch to tend to a short circuit with the 

resultant reduction in |T| and increase in |R|.

It is possible to adjust the argument of S22 by inserting equal 

lengths of 50 ohm compensating lines between the divider's outputs and 

the phase shifting networks. The equality preserves the symmetry of 

the power divider and also does not contribute to the differential phase 

of the phase shift networks. Knowing that 180 degrees is the optimum 

for the phase of S22 (from Figures 3.4 and 3.5) and that a length of 

line delays the phase of a terminating mismatch by twice the line's 

length the relationship,

0 = ( it + arg(S22))/2 (3.19)

can be inferred for the phase compensating line's electrical length.

The optimum performance can therefore be obtained from the uncompensated 

Wilkinson divider for any given value of S22 (or S21 etc.). Its 

performance is better than that of the compensated Wilkinson under 

these conditions.

Having established the optimum value for the phase of S22 some 

consideration can be given to the variation of [R| and |T| with |S221 *

Of specific interest are their behaviour as |S2 Î approaches unity, this
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Figure 3.4 : Transmission loss from the input to one output of an
uncompensated Wilkinson divider having its second output 
mismatched with S^- A , compensated dividerj all |SM |.

Figure 3.5 : Input return loss of an uncompensated Wilkinson divider 
having one of its outputs mismatched with S2 2 • A,B and 
Cj compe.ntate.dL dwider.
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being the typical magnitude of reflections from the MESFET switches. 

Referring to Figures 3.4 and 3.5, it can be seen that as tends to

1.0, |T| tends to a maximum of 0.94 (-0.51 dB) and |R| also to a 

maximum of 0.33 (-9.54 dB).

Two conclusions can be drawn from this. Firstly, if the trans

mission, |T|, is to be optimised the IS22I needs to be unity or 

approaching it. In respect to the phase shifter circuit, if the two-way 

switch is to have a mismatch at its off biased input port, then it is 

better that this mismatch be perfect, ie. |S 2̂ 

tends to unity, |R| degrades to a value of -9.54 dB. If the circuit of 

the uncompensated Wilkinson is considered then the quarter-wave line to 

the mismatched port can be neglected. It can be replaced by an open 

circuit at the input junction since for = -1, the quarter-wave line 

transforms this to +1 at the junction. The remaining quarter-wave line 

to the matched output port transforms this match to 2Zq at the divider's 

input junction. Hence, 2Zq in parallel with an open circuit causes a 

mismatch of 1/3 (-9.54 dB) at the divider's input. Also, since |T|2 =

1-|R|2 for the losless two port, the poor value of |R| degrades |T|.

An improvement in this situation is possible by replacing the 

v/7Zq quarter-wave lines of the Wilkinson by lines of impedance Zq . The 

effect of S 2̂ at the divider's junction will be unaltered, ie. an open 

circuit at this point. At the matched output port though, the termina

ting impedance Zq will be transformed by the ZQ line to a match at the 

divider's input. Hence, |R| = 0 and |T| = 1.0, when |S22I is unity.

The divider now consists of a junction of three 50 ohm lines. This is 

the tee divider and is analysed by reduction of its scattering matrix 

in the following section.

= 1. Secondly, as |S 2̂
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3. 7 THE TEE POWER DIVIDER

This simple divider consists of a "y" junction of three 50 ohm 

lines. There are no lengths of transmission line associated with 

this divider and its bandwidth is very wide, extending upwards from

d.c. Its properties are, however, limited at higher frequency by2 10discontinuity effects 5 . The variation of the tee's scattering

parameters from low frequencies to 10 GHz is small so these effects 

can be ignored. The tee's scattering matrix is:

Again, the input waves a^ are the same as for the compensated 

Wilkinson divider as given by equations (3.2). The scattering matrix 

can be reduced to the equations :

- 1 2  2

[N] = -j 2 -1 2

2 2 - 1

(3.20)

b^ = 2a^/3 - (S22b2 + S2-|b3)/3 + 2(S-j2b2 + S ^ b ^ / S  (3.22)

b3 = 2a.j/3 + 2(S22b2 + S21b3)/3 - ( S . ^  + S ^ b ^ / S  (3.23)
Rearranging (3.22) and (3.23),

2a (S21 2S11)b3b (3.24)
12

(S21—2S22^b2 (3.25)
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Substituting (3.24) into (3.25),

T
2(1+S22 "S 12)

3+(S22~2S21 -) + (Si 1-2S12')-S11S22+S12S21
(3.26)

Substituting (3.25) into (3.24),

2(1+sn _s2i)
3+(s 22-2S2-|) + (Sii 2S12)-S11S22+S12S21 (3.27)

Substitute (3.26) and (3.27) into (3.21),

S22+2S21+S11+2S12+5S11S22~5512S21 1 
3+(S22-2S21)+(S11-2S12)_S11S22+S12S21 (3.28)

The performance of the tee power divider can be summarised as 

follows :

I. T, the transmission to the matched output port, is 

dependant in a complex manner on the magnitudes and 

arguments of the terminations S22 etc.

II. R, the divider's input mismatch, is dependant in a complex 

manner on the magnitudes and arguments of the terminations

S 2 2 ^ •

III. Setting S22 = 1 and the remaining terminations Ŝ -j etc. to 

zero gives |R| = 0 and jT| = 1.

IV. Interchanging S22 with S ^  and S ^  with S.2 has no effect

on R.
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Figure 3.6 : Transmission loss from the input to one output of a tee 
divider having its second output mismatched with •

Figure 3.7 : Input return loss of a tee divider having one of its 
outputs mismatched with S22•
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Hence, again both |R| and |T| are dependant on the divider's 

terminations. This can be seen more clearly if the terminations , 

and are set equal to zero. The moduli of equations (3.26) 

and (3.28) therefore become,

These moduli are plotted against the argument of S22 in Figures

3.6 and 3.7 for various fixed values of IS22I• As with the uncompensated 

Wilkinson divider the maxima and minima of |R| and |T| are periodic with 

the argument of S2?. For this divider though they are both shifted by 

180 degrees since the tee does not possess the quarter-wave lines that 

the Wilkinson has. Hence, again the mismatch needs to be returned to 

the divider's junction with a phase of 0 degrees, ie. like that of an 

open circuit. For a given S22 with an arbitrary phase, this can be 

achieved by lengths of 50 ohm compensating line whose length can be 

determined from

Having established the optimum phase angle of S2 0 , the variation 

of |T| and |R| with |S22I needs to be considered. These values from 

equations (3.29) and (3.30) are plotted in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 

respectively. Also shown are |T| and |R| for the two Wilkinson power 

dividers from equations (3.7), (3.18), (3.6) and (3.17). As expected 

the tee exhibits an improvement in both |T| and |R| for IS22I = ^• This

(3.29)

R (3.30)

0 = arg(S22)/2 (3.31)
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Figure 3.8 : Transmission from input to an output for various dividers 
with their second output terminated with S22 having an 
optimum phase, a: Compensated Wilkinson. b: Uncompen
sated Wilkinson, c: Tee.

Figure 3.9 : Input return loss of various dividers with one matched 
output and the second terminated with S22 having an 
optimum phase, a: Compensated Wilkinson, b: Uncompensated 
Wilkinson, c: Tee.
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advantage remains until |S^2I reduces to /2-1 when the behaviour of the 

tee and uncompensated Wilkinson become equal. Below this the advantage 

is with the uncompensated Wilkinson. (The value of | S22 I ~ is

obtained by equating equations (3.18) and (3.30) or (3.17) and (3.29) 

and noting that the tee requires S^  equal to the negative of that 

required by the Wilkinson. Also, the argument of R for the uncompensated 

Wilkinson is 0 degrees and that for the tee is 180 degrees and this must 

be taken into account. Solving for S22 yields a quadratic whose 

solutions are ±/2-1; hence, IS221 = ^ “1)*

The most important region of the curves in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are 

however for S2? = 0.7 and 0.9, this being the typical range of mismatches 

produced by the MESFET switch. Taking a nominal value of = 0.8, the 

tee gives a 0.35 dB advantage in |T| and a 14.6 dB improvement in |R| 

compared to the Wilkinson.

The bandwidth of these effects is determined by the variation of 

the phase of S2? with frequency. The lower this variation the broader 

the effect. The source of S22, the off biased MESFET has a reasonably 

constant reflection phase but the switch's matching network, the phase 

shift networks and the compensating lines introduce a frequency 

dependance. A slight advantage is expected from the tee. Given a 

typical value of S22 = 0.9 150 for the MESFET switch, then the

compensating line's length for the tee is a quarter-wave shorter than 

that for the Wilkinson (from equations (3.19) and (3.31)). It is 

possible though that the phase shifter's bandwidth would be dominated 

more by the bandpass response of the MESFET switches.

Two types of phase shift network that can be used in conjunction 

with these dividers will now be discussed. These are the Schiffman or 

'C' section coupled lines and a bandpass filter circuit.
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3.8 SCHIFFMAN TYPE PHASE SHIFT NETWORKS

The basis for this phase shift network is a pair of coupled strip
11transmission lines . If this four port is reduced to a two port by

11joining the two lines together at one end and applying the condition 

that

vz~oo oe (3.32)

an all pass response is obtained. Z and Z are the odd and even modeoo oe
impedances respectively of the coupled lines. The transmission phase of11such a network is given by

(Zoe/Zoo:i ~ ta"2 8t 

(Zoe/Zo d  + taI>2 81
(3.33)

Schiffman0 noted that since Zqo and ZQe are independant, the product 

Z Z and the ratio 1 / 1  can be adjusted separately. Hence, theuu uc uc u u
all pass condition (3.32) ensures a match at all frequencies and the 

ratio ^oe/2QO and % in equation (3.33) can be set to give the desired 

phase response.

This phase response exhibits a dispersive behaviour. By comparing 

this with the transmission phase of a suitable length of matched 

transmission line a constant phase difference can be obtained. Since 

the Schiffman network has a transmission phase <j> of 180 degrees at its 

centre frequency, the reference lines length can be given by

= 180 + A<h degrees (3.34)

where Ad is the differential phase between the Schiffman and reference 

lines. Closing ^0e/^00 = 2.73 and comparing the Schiffman network with
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a 3A/4 reference line, a 90 degree phase difference can be obtained with
12an error of ±2.8 degrees in a octave bandwidth .

Two problems are known to exist in the design of Schiffman

networks. One relates to the construction of coupled microstrip lines

with large values of Z /Z and the other to differences in the mode 6 oe oo
phase velocities. Considering the first of these, a Schiffman network

12giving 180 degrees phase difference requires = 7.18 . This

degree of coupling is difficult to realise with microstrip. This value 

though gives an octave of phase shifter bandwidth. A lower value for 

Z /Z for a given phase difference can be found as follows. If the 

gradient of tf> with respect to g£ is derived from equation (3.33), the 

differential (3.35) is obtained

dd>
del

2 V z  /Z oe oo
Z /Z Cos2 g£ + Sin2 g£ oe oo

(3.35)

If g£ is set to tt/2  (centre frequency value) and equation (3 .3 5 )  

equated to the gradient of the reference line (from equation ( 3 . 3 4 ) ) ,  

the ratio ^0e/^00 can be found for a given phase difference, A<f>, hence

r Ad 
u80 + 1)2 (3.36)

Table 3.1 lists values of Z /Z on the reference line's lengthoe oo °
for commonly required values of Acjn
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At}> (degrees) Z /Z oe oo <j)R (degrees)

180 4 360

90 2.25 270

60 1.778 225

45 1.5625 202.5

22.5 1.2656 191.2

Table 5.1 : Schiffman network parameters

It can be seen that for a 180 degree Schiffman, a value of 4.0 is 

required. It is just possible to reduce this more but the bandwidth 

decreases rapidly and phase error rises. Again, this is difficult to 

realise especially if copper clad type substrates are used (3M's 

Epsilam 10). The use of two cascaded 90 degree Schiffman networks is 

more practicable or even a cascade of three 60 degree networks which 

would relax the requirement on Z /Z even further. Such cascades 

though require ever increasing lengths of reference line. Two 90 degree 

Schiffmans require 540 degrees of reference line and the three 60's 

require 720 degrees. The possible effect on complete phase shifter 

bandwidth as a result of long lengths of line between input divider and 

MESFET switch was noted in the previous section [3.7]. This effect will 

be considered in detail in the following chapter.

Consider now the second problem that occurs with Schiffman

networks. Despite ensuring that the equality of equation (3.32) is

correct a poor input return loss occurs. For a pair of lines with

Z /Z = 2.73 on a substrate having a relative dielectric constant of oe oo 6
10, the even mode electrical length (8 £) is 5.2 degrees longer and 

the odd mode (Bq£) 5.2 degrees shorter than the quarter wavelength 

centre frequency value of 90 degrees. Reducing the value of ^oe/^OQ
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13reduces this phase difference though the amount is not significant.
14Starting with a Z parameter model of the coupled lines and converting 

these to cascade and scattering parameters the input return loss has 

been calculated for Z /Z =2.73. This is shown in Figure 3.10.

Using two such Schiffman networks in cascade to give a 180 degree phase 

shift network, the poor return loss is degraded further as shown in 

Figure 3.10.

A solution that can be applied to the two cascaded Schiffman 

networks is to space them a quarter of a wavelength apart, the reference 

line being extended by the same amount to preserve the 180 degree phase

difference. The quarter-wave line of 50 ohms impedance acts as an
15impedance inverter and effectively causes a resonance between the 

equivalent mismatch elements of the two Schiffmans. The calculated 

return loss of this arrangement is shown in Figure 3.10. As can be 

seen a good return loss can be obtained. However, the effect is narrow 

band and also the phase error becomes severe about the centre frequency

as is shown in Figure 3.11.
12 13Schiek and Kohler and also Ho have shown how the differences in

the odd and even mode phase velocities and their effect on the Schiffman

can be compensated by use of stepped design. One eighth of a wavelength

of the coupled lines has one value of Z /Z and Z *Z and theF oe oo oe oo
remaining eighth wavelength another pair of values. Schiek and Kohler's 

method attempts to bring the pole of the odd mode input impedance nearer

in frequency to the zero of the even mode whereas Ho's technique

deliberately causes a mismatch between the two eighth wavelength 

sections. Both i ;sult in an improvement in the input return loss, the 

first claiming b( tter than 28 dB across an octave and the second better 

than 23 dB. Ho las also taken into account the short length of line 

that joins the coupled lines. Both give designs that are suitable for
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Figure 3.10 : Return loss of Schiffman coupled lines having 0e * 0O .
a: Single coupled line, b: Cascaded pair, c: Cascaded 
pair spaced by a quarter-wave 50 ohm line.

Figure 3.11 : Phase deviation from the ideal for Schiffman coupled lines 
having 0e * 0O . a: Single coupled line (90 degrees), 
b: Cascaded pair (180 degrees), c: Cascaded pair spaced with 
a quarter-wave line (180 degrees).
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use with the two-way switch in a phase shifter circuit. As a 

consequence their theory has not been investigated in great detail.

3.9 A BANDPASS PHASE SHIFT CIRCUIT (STUB CIRCUIT)

7A network has been described by Wilds that exhibits a dispersive 

phase versus frequency behaviour. The network consists of a half 

wavelength line shunted at one point by an open circuit and a short 

circuited pair of eighth wavelength stubs. It can be made to give a 

near constant differential phase over a given bandwidth. The network's 

transmission phase is compared to a reference line whose length, like 

that of the Schiffman, is given by equation (3.34). This network 

though has an important difference in that both its transmission phase 

and input match are bandpass in response. The line and stub impedance

are adjusted relative to each other and to Zq to obtain the desired
l6return loss and phase accuracy for a given bandwidth1 .

Wilds gives curves of phase shift versus stub and line impedances 

for an octave bandwidth. A limit of about 135 degrees is shown for a 

single section phase shifter since the line and stub impedances become 

impracticably small. A 180 degree network would therefore consist of 

two 90 degree networks. Both line and stubs require impedances of

30.7 ohms and a 90 degree network would give less than 2 degrees phase 

error and better than 23 dB return loss in an octave bandwidth.

This phase shift circuit has the advantage that it is simpler 

to design than the Schiffman network. Also, it does not require coupled 

lines, needing only lengths of transmission line and is hence easier to 

construct on microstrip. However, at higher frequencies junction 

discontinuities effects 5 where the stubs join the main line may be 

present. To avoid this problem a computer model was used to investigate
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having Z& = Zs. a: Z^ = 30.7 ohms, b: Z^ = 40.0 ohms, 
c: Z^ = 50.0 ohms.

for a cascaded pair of stub type phase shifters having 1% = 
Zs. a: 1% = 30.7 ohms, b: 1% = 40.0 ohms, c: 1% = 50.0 
ohms.
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the behaviour of this circuit in relation to its line and stub 

impedances. Wilds gives an equation that relates the phase shift to 

the ratio Z^/Zs where and Zg are the line and stub impedances 

respectively. For a 90 degree phase shift Z^/Zs needs to be unity.

Hence it appears that a value of Z. = Z other than 30.7 ohms can be
36 S

used to achieve 90 degree phase shifts. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 confirm 

this by showing the performance of two cascaded stub networks for 

several values of Z = Z . The effect of increasing Z (and Z ) is to 

cause an increase in the return loss with a slight degradation of the 

phase error. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the behaviour of the same 

network with values of Z^ not equal to Zg about a nominal value of 

Z£ = Zs = 40 ohms. With Z^ greater than Zg the return loss degrades 

and the phase error improves with respect to the 1 ^ = 1 ^  values and for 

Z^ less than Zg the converse occurs. Note that the bandwidth for all 

these variations remains near an octave.

Hence, it can be concluded that some scope exists for increasing 

the circuit impedances providing either an increase in return loss or 

phase error can be tolerated. Problems with discontinuity effects at 

the junction of wide lines can therefore be reduced.

3.10 HYBRID POWER DIVIDERS

An alternative to using the power dividers as described in sections

3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 with the phase shift networks of sections 3.8 and 3.9 is 

to use networks that give the power division with an associated phase 

split. The interest in such networks arises from the deficiencies of 

the previous circuits such as coupled line fabrication problems, dis

continuity effects and possible bandwidth restrictions caused by long 

reference lines. A class of networks that possess a power dividing and
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Figure 3.14 : Return loss of a cascaded pair of stub type phase shifters.
a: 1% = 42 ohms and 1% = 38 ohms, b: Z% = Zs = 40.0 ohms, 
c: 1% = 38 ohms and Zs = 42 ohms.

Figure 3.14 : Phase deviation from 180 degrees differential phase shift 
for a cascaded pair of stub type phase shifters, a: Z£ = 
42 ohms and Zs = 38 ohms, b: Z& = Zs = 40 ohms, c: Ẑ  = 
38 ohms and Zs = 42 ohms.
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phase splitting ability are the hybrids. They are typically four port 

networks and have the property of directionality in that power reflected 

from the dividing port's identical terminations will emerge from the 

fourth port rather than the first from which it originally entered.

This property is of no significance in the design of the phase shifters 

considered in this work but it does allow the hybrid's behaviour to be 

modified to give better power division properties.

Three hybrids are suitable for construction using microstrip, the 

TEM coupled line or Lange type1 , the branch line , and the rat race1. 

The first two will be discussed briefly and the third in greater depth. 

In all three cases, it is the 3 dB or equal power splitting versions of 

these that is of interest, each being able to give any ratio of power 

division by design.

The first two, the coupled line and the branch line are considered 

together since their power splitting outputs are in quadrature, ie. cĵ = 

<j>1 + u/2. As a consequence of this, if the terminations at the two 

output ports are interchanged (toggling of the two-way switch) the phase 

of the mismatch returning to the input port will change phase by 180 

degrees. It will therefore be impossible to improve the match at the 

hybrid's input (recall section 3.5). This can be overcome by delaying 

one of the output ports by 90 degrees. The outputs can then be made 

either in phase or with 180 degrees difference. This though defeats the 

object of using hybrids since a phase shifting network is required to 

achieve the desired performance.

From practical considerations the coupled line hybrid requires 

the fabrication of narrow gaps and strips to get the tight coupling for 

3 dB division and so may be difficult to construct using copper clad 

substrates. The branch line hybrid requires lines of Z //Z ohms

impedance and the tee junction with the two Zq lines may suffer dis-20 21continuity problems 3 . The coupled line and branch line hybrids are
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therefore rejected.

The third hybrid considered, the rat race, has a pair of output 

ports that are in antiphase for a given input port. This hybrid hence 

does not need extra phase shifting circuitry and so conforms to the 

requirement. For 3 dB power division the rat race's ring has an 

impedance of /2Zq ohms. Its structure, port numbering and terminations 

are shown in Figure 3.16. The rat race's scattering matrix is^

[PJ _1_
n

I o +j -j 0
+3 0 0 -j
-j 0 0 -j
_ 0 -j -j

o
’

if,
[b] = [p]x[a]

where, â  = input

a2 = S22b2 + S21b3
a3 = S12b2 + S11b3 
a. = U b.

U being a termination whose value is specified latter, then

j (-S22"S 12')b2 j C S z r S n ) ^

Jl n

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

b

b

b

2

3

4

j a1 j u b4
n n

j a1 j u b4
n n

J ('S22:+S12')b2
/2

j (Sn +S21)b5
■Jl

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)
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b,

Figure 3.16 : The rate race directional ring with the termination 
presented to its three output ports.
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Figure 3.17a : The slotline to microstrip transition showing the
electric field (E) in the vicinity slot to microstrip 
crossing.
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Figure 3.17b : The electrical equivalent circuit of slotline to 
microstrip transition.
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Note that the input waves a^, a2 and a^ are the same as those 

for the Wilkinson and tee with the addition of a^. Letting = S ^ + S ^  

and S2 = S22+S 2̂ and substituting equation (3.42) into equation (3.41)

b

b

3

3

_i a. U S1b0 U S_b., ___1______1 2 _____2 3
/ 2  ~  2 ~  2

-j a^/2 - U S^b2 

2 + U S2 (3.43)

Substitute equation (3.42) into equation (3.40)

j a. U S..b?
b2 = ~/2 2 U S2b3

j a /2 - U S9b
h = ___ !________ é-A2 2 + U S1 (3.44)

Substitute equation (3.44) into equation (3.43)

b3 -j/2(1 + U S p
= T2 2 + U(S1+S7)

-j/2(1 + U(S11+S21))
2 2 + U(S11+S12+S21+S22) (3.45)

Substitute equation (3.43) into equation (3.44)

b2 j/2(1 + U S2)
â  ~ T IT-ni(S~isp"

j/2(1 + U(S22+S12))
2 + U(S11+S12+S21+S22) (3.46)
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Substitute equations (3.45) and (3.46) into equation (3.39)

b
a 2 + U(S1+S?)

S22+S12+S21 S 11 (3.47)2 + U(S11+S17+S91+S97)11 12 21 22

Hence it can be seen from equations (3.45) and (3.46) for T and 

that the two outputs are in antiphase. Interchanging with S 2̂ and 

S.j2 with S2  ̂ has no effect on R. If the termination U is zero then 

equations (3.46) and (3.47) for T and R become equal to those for the 

compensated Wilkinson, ie. a 3 dB power division loss occurs and the 

mismatch, S22, is only improved by 6 dB, |T| and |R[ being independant 

of the argument of 822* If the modulus of U is made equal to unity the 

|T| and |R| become dependant and their values can be improved by choice 

of S22-
From the denominator of equations (3.46) and (3.47) it can be 

seen that U must be the complex conjugate of (S22 1+^12+^11) t0 

maximise |T| and minimise |R|. Specifically, if U = -1, then the 

moduli of equations (3.46) and (3.47) become equivalent to (3.17) and 

(3.18), the equations for |T| and |R| for the uncompensated Wilkinson. 

The optimisation of the dividers performance can therefore be done by 

the adjustment of the termination U rather than by using lengths of 

phase compensating line as is required for the Wilkinson and tee 

dividers.

Though the rat race appears to have the advantage over the
22Wilkinson and tee, the phase split and power division are known to

be frequency dependant. The phase is seen to vary linearly, having 6
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degrees error in 180 degrees for a ^0% change in frequency. The 

amplitude imbalance reaches 0.4 dBs at this point. Though this is 

considerably better than a half wavelength line it is worse than that 

which can be obtained from dispersive type networks. Apart from 

simplicity this hybrid offers no benefit. The hybrid power dividers 

are therefore of no significant use in this current phase shifter work.

3.11 THE SLOTLINE TO MICROSTRIP POWER DIVIDER

In an attempt to find a simple method of producing a broadband 

power divider with a phase split, consideration has been given to 

alternative stripline technologies. One problem that limits the ability 

of microstrip circuitry to give broadband antiphase signals is that a 

series type junction does not exist in this technology. Consider the 

common microstrip junction, the tee junction, all three lines at the

common point are in parallel and hence in phase. An alternative such
23as slotline effectively has the three arms of a tee junction m  series

and so splits the phase of signals departing from the junction point.
24Further to this, de Ronde has shown how the coupling properties from 

slotline to microstrip offer the means of introducing a series type 

junction into microstrip. It is this latter junction which is of 

interest in this work, the divider being designed to have a microstrip 

input and output so as to be compatible with the MESFET switches.

The phase splitting coupling using slotline and microstrip 

consists of a continuous microstrip placed perpendicular across a slot, 

the slot being formed in the microstrip's ground plane. The slot is 

terminated on one side of the microstrip in either an open circuit or 

a short circuit stub. A model proposed by Knorr for this transition
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represents the coupling by a transformer. The associated slotline stub 

is modelled as being in parallel with the transformer. A phase splitting 

transition and its equivalent circuit are shown in Figure 3.17. The 

symmetry of the microstrip about the slot indicates that an equal power 

division and a good phase split should occur. The turns ratio of the
25coupling transformer is known to be dependant on the substrate's 

dielectric constant, the width and effective dielectric constant of the 

slotline, and frequency. Evaluation of Knorr's equations has shown 

this to be a slowly varying function with frequency (1:0.87 at 8 GHz to 

1:0.82 at 12 GHz for a 70 ohm line) and since the transition is of a 

lumped nature a broadband behaviour is possible.

The phase splitting transition must be preceded by a microstrip 

to slotline transition where the microstrip on one side of the slot is 

terminated in an open circuit stub. The complete power dividing 

circuit has a microstrip input coupled by slotline to a pair of micro

strip outputs. The two outputs, nominally 50 ohms are in series and 

need to be matched to the 50 ohm input. This can be done by the 

slotline whose length is made a quarter of a wavelength between the two 

microstrips. Referring to the circuit of this power divider as shown 

in Figure 3.18, it can be seen that the slotline's impedance, Zg^, is 

given by:

Aooo
SL " N2 (3.48)

All three stubs are assumed to be a quarter wavelength also.

The scattering parameters of this circuit are as follows:
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Figure 3.18 : Electrical topology of the slot-line type power divider.
The electrical lengths, 0, are nominally 90 degrees at 
the centre frequency unless stated otherwise.

a: Z-| = 5 0  ohms, Z2 = Zg^ = Z4 = 70.7 ohms and N = 1. 
b: ZgL = 70.7 ohms, N = 1 and no stub, c: Ideal third 
order response, d: Z-| = Z2 = 50.0 ohms, Zsl = 95.6 ohms, 
N = 0.86 and no Z4 stub.
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11

Z^L N1* - 5000 
Z^L N 1* + 5000

S = s û22 û33
Z2 N1* SL

Z2l N1* + 5000

2500
Sz3 S32 Z2l N1* + 2500

21 -S -j 50
31 ' zs l -n2

S12 S
-j 75 ZSL N2 

13 ZSL N<* + 2500

\

V  (3.49a)

J

For to be zero, Zg^ is given by equation (3.48) and the

divider's scattering matrix becomes :

0 -j/ /2 j/ /2

[S] = -j/V2 1/2 1/2

_ j/ /2 1/2 1/2 _

(3.49b)

It will be noticed that this scattering matrix is similar to 

that for the uncompensated Wilkinson as given by (3.8). Applying 

terminations to this divider as given by equations (3.2) the scattering 

matrix can be reduced by using the same procedure as that used for the 

previous three port circuit that have been discussed to give the 

following:

-j/2(S22+si2 P  

S22+S21+S12+S11~2
(3.50)
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j/Z(s21,Sl1- u  

a1 2 S22+S21+S12+S11 ~2

S22+S11 S21 S 12 

S22+S21+S12+Si r 2
(3.52)

It can be seen that by interchanging S22 with and 2 with 

, the input mismatch R is unchanged. If the terms , S^2 and S.

are made zero, the moduli of equations (3.50) and (3.52) become:

T n
(S7?-1)
1^ 2) (3.53)

R (3.54)

As expected, these moduli are equivalent to those for the 

uncompensated Wilkinson as given by equations (3.17) and (3.18).

Despite the similarity of the slotline type divider to the uncompensated 

Wilkinson, the series nature of the output junction requires the 

mismatch S22 to be a short circuit at this point. However, since the 

dividing junction is actually at the output of the divider (unlike the 

Wilkinson which is spaced by quarter-wave lines), the argument of S22 

again needs to be 180 degrees for maximum |T| and minimum |R|. The 

performance of the slotline type divider in terms of the variation of 

|T| and |R| with the phase of S22 and its modulus is the same as that 

given for the uncompensated Wilkinson in Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9. 

The length of the phase compensating line is given by equation (3.19).

The frequency dependant behaviour of this circuit will be 

determined by the input reflection coefficient, . The power division
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and phase split are invariant with frequency in the model used. 

is limited by the ability of the quarter-wave length of slotline to 

match the two series 50 ohm outputs to the 50 ohm input. The bandwidth 

would be that of a single section transformer matching a 2:1 impedance 

ratio but the presence of the three stubs degrades this. The input 

return loss of the slotline divider with the stubs and that of a quarter- 

wave transformer are shown in Figure 3.19. The slotline divider's stubs 

are assumed to be extensions of the quarter-wave line and hence have

70.7 ohms impedance and likewise the microstrip stub is 50 ohms (the 

coupling transformer's turns ratio is at present taken as 1 :1).

These stubs despite their degradation of the divider's performance
2 6can be used to improve it. Cloete" in discussing the behaviour of the 

Marchand balun gives an equivalent circuit for this balun that is 

comparable to the slotline divider's in Figure 3.18. The balun analysis 

indicates that by removing the slotline stub from the dividers output, 

the two remaining stubs inconjunction with the quarter-wave line can be 

made to give the circuit a third order Tchebycheff response. This is 

done by making all three elements commensurate and by suitable choice 

of their impedances the third order response can be obtained for a 

chosen bandwidth. Cloete gives values for a decade of bandwidth, =

17.5 ohms, = 215 ohms and Zg^ = 70.7 ohms. This bandwidth is 

unnecessarily wide for use with the two-way MESFET switch and also the

element impedances are impractical for construction in microstrip and
27slotline. Laughlin concentrates his balun design on an octave 

bandwidth and for a third order response the values of Ẑ  =46.2 ohms,

Z^ = 39 ohms and ZgL = 70.7 ohms are required. The input return loss 

for the slotline divider using these values is shown in Figure 3.19 and 

can be seen to be better than 30 dB in nearly the full octave of bandwidth.

So far N has been taken as being unity. Using the curves of
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Mariani et al ’ the slotline dimensions for Zg^ = 70.7 ohms can be
25obtained. Using these dimensions to evaluate N by using Knorr's 

equations, it is found that N is 0.841. Using equation (3.48) a value 

of Zg^ = 100 ohms is needed to obtain a match, this value of Zg^ 

requiring different slotline dimensions. By repeating the evaluation of 

N and Zg^ successively several times, they settle to values of 0.86 and

95.6 ohms respectively. Using these two values in the two stub model, 

the third order response deteriorates though the return loss is still 

better than that of the single quarter-wave transformer from 0.7 f to 

1.3 f . In the interests of practicality both stubs were raised in 

impedance to 50 ohms. The microstrip is now a continuation of the 

50 ohm input line and the 50 ohm slotline stub more easily realised on 

a copper clad substrate. This improves the return loss, the slotline 

power dividing circuit giving a theoretical figure of better than 30 dB 

from 0.71 fQ to 1.29 fQ as shown in Figure 3.19.

The slotline power dividing circuit is therefore capable of giving 

a broadband phase splitting power division. Its performance appears to 

be limited only by its input return loss. Its structure is relatively

simple though it does require fabrication onto both sides of a substrate.27Its design and construction are simpler than microstrip baluns in that 

the balun cavity is not required making construction simpler and that 

balun junction effects are possibly avoided by use of the quarter-wave 

microstrip spacing which could result in improved performance. A magic- 

tee proposed by Aikawa and Ogawa has a similar structure to the 

slotline divider but their circuit uses coupled slotlines (coplanar 

lines) to perform the quarter-wave coupling. The physical dimensions of 

these lines would prove difficult to construct using copper clad 

substrates. Their circuit also requires through hole connections with 

their accompanying construction and electrical problems.

28
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The behaviour of the slotline power divider is like that of the 

uncompensated Wilkinson divider when the mismatched terminations of 

the MESFET switch are applied to its outputs. Hence, the divider's 3 dB 

power division loss and input mismatch as caused by the MESFET switch 

can be improved by suitable choice of mismatch.

3.12 CONCLUSION

This chapter has concerned itself with various ways of producing 

constant amplitude differential phase shifts. This has involved 

discussion about various types of power dividing circuits, both in-phase 

and otherwise and circuits that exhibit a near constant differential 

phase versus frequency behaviour. The in-phase power dividers require 

the use of phase shift circuits to achieve the desired differential phase 

shift. These phase shift circuits were shown to present design problems 

both inherent in their electrical behaviour and from a constructional 

point of view. Ways of overcoming these have been discussed.

Alternative power dividers that give a power division and phase 

split have been considered. The hybrid type power dividers were rejected 

since they either suffered the same problems as the phase shift circuits 

or failed to give satisfactory performance. A final power dividing 

circuit that was investigated uses the coupling properties of slotline 

to microstrip. A power divider using this coupling has been proposed 

that appears theoretically to give a good power and phase split over a 

near octave bandwidth.

The effect of the MESFET switches inherent mismatch on these 

circuits has been evaluated. It has been shown that the mismatch can 

be put to good use since the inherent 3 dB power division loss of the 

dividers can be improved by suitably adjusting the phase of the mismatch.
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CHAPTER 4

THEORY A W  DESIGN OF THE COMPLETE PHASE SHIFTER

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapters 2 and 3 have shown how the various components of the 

phase shifters may be designed. Chapter 3 also briefly introduced the 

overall form of the phase shifter. This will now be investigated 

further. The benefits and limitations of several phase shift circuits 

and dividers when used in association with the MESFET switch will be 

presented. These circuits will concentrate on 0/180 degree phase 

shifters but proposals will be given for phase shifters exhibiting 

smaller angles and having a parallel type structure. The effect of 

phase shifter switching is considered and spectrum analysis of the 

phase modulated signal presented whereby switching speed, phase error 

and amplitude imbalance may be measured.

4.2 A CONSTRAINT ON THE ANGLE OF PHASE SHIFT

The overall form of the complete phase shifter was introduced in 

Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2). The two-way MESFET switch acts as a combining 

circuit, being able to switch between the outputs of a differential 

phase shift circuit. The phase shifting circuit can consist of either a 

phase splitting power divider (the slotline type divider) or dispersive 

type network (Schiffman) and a tee divider. The effect of these various 

components on the overall shifter will now be considered.
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In the analyses of the various dividers in the previous chapter 

several points were noted in terms of divider performance and two are 

of specific importance now. The first is the improvement in the 

switches mismatch caused by the divider's scattering behaviour (and by 

suitably adjusting the mismatches phase) and the second point is that 

the mismatch eventually appearing at the divider's input does not 

change if the divider's output terminations are interchanged. The 

second point allows further matching, if required, at the divider's 

input. These points will now be shown to impose a constraint on the 

phase shift angles that the complete phase shifter can be made to 

exhibit.

To achieve the optimum behaviour at the phase shifters input it 

was assumed that the terminations (denoted by S22 etc.) could be 

switched in a symmetrical manner between the divider's outputs. This 

symmetry exists at the two-way MESFET switch's inputs, this being the 

source of the mismatch. Hence, by introducing equal lengths of phase 

compensating line at both of the divider's outputs, correct mismatch 

phase adjustment occurs for either two-way switch state. This symmetry 

though is upset by the introduction of the differential phase shift 

network whether it is a simple time delay line or a Schiffman type 

network and its reference line.

Consider a differential phase shift network so designed to 

produce a transmission phase difference defined as Acp = (p̂ - cĵ . The

phase delay at the networks input of mismatch terminations placed at
\its output is twice the transmission phase delay (the phase shift 

networks are assumed to be in their pass bands and so their  ̂ and S22 

are zero and, being reciprocal, |S2-| | = | S-. ̂  I = D *  Hence, the 

differential phase of this input mismatch is given by,
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2Acj) = 2<j>1 - 2<J>2 (4.1)

If the interchangability of the terminations at the divider is to be 

preserved then 2Ac}> in equation (4.1) must equal either zero or a 

multiple of 360 degrees (full rotations around the Smith chart). 

Therefore Atj) is constrained to be either 0 or 180 degrees. The 0 degree 

solution for Acp is meaningless since it implies no phase shift when the 

shifter is switched. The phase shifter is hence limited to 180 degree 

phase shifts so as to ensure optimum divider performance with the 

consequent good gain and input match.

This constraint is not essential but the performance accompanying 

other phase shifts is poor. A phase shifter designed to give a 90 

degree phase shift requires a A<j> of 90 degrees which in turn causes the 

two mismatches at the divider to be 180 degrees apart (diametrically 

opposite on the Smith chart). If one state is optimised the other will 

be at its worst. If an attempt is made to make the complete circuit's 

response symmetrical by adjusting the mismatch phases to be ±90 degrees 

from optimum (or the worst case) the return loss magnitudes at the 

divider's input become equal at 7 dB. This can be seen in Figures 3.5 

and 3.7 of the previous chapter for S^2 = 1^-±90 degrees. The phases 

of the return losses can be calculated by equation (3.16) (or (3.28)) and 

are found to be +63.4 and -63.4 degrees. It is hence difficult to 

improve on the return loss figure of 7 dB by introducing matching at 

the dividers input. The best case is therefore A<J> = 180 degrees and 

the worst is 90 degrees with decreasing amounts of degradation for the 

smaller angles of say 45 and 22.5 degrees. Note that as the phase shift 

angle decreases, the 0 degree solution of equation (4.1) is achieved.

The constraint also applies to the use of phase splitting power 

dividers such as hybrids. If a 90 degree hybrid is considered then the
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electrical behaviour that is responsible for the 90 degree phase split 

at its outputs will delay the mismatch of one by 180 degrees and the 

other by 360 degrees. The result is a 180 degree difference between 

the input return loss phases and hence a problem with matching. The 

slotline type power divider constrains the complete phase shifter to 

180 degrees by virtue of its own phase split.

2

4.3 BANDWIDTH: THE EFFECT OF LONG REFERENCE LINES

It was mentioned briefly in the previous chapter that the use of 

long reference lines (for the dispersive phase shift networks) may 

limit the bandwidth of a complete phase shifter circuit. This will now 

be investigated. The problem occurs because though the phase of the 

mismatch can be corrected at one frequency, the frequency dependant 

phase delay of the phase shift networks destroys this optimum at other 

frequencies. Note that this is not the differential phase shift of the 

networks but rather their individual transmission phases. For simpli

city the analysis will assume to be constant with frequency and 

unity in magnitude. The terms and will be taken as being

zero. Phase compensating lines are placed at the inputs of the two-way 

MESFET switch to adjust the phase of S22 to be 0 degrees, the optimum 

for the tee divider. The reference line at the tee's output is therefore 

terminated in an open circuit. If it has a length Z, a propagation 

constant 8 and an impedance of Z , the reflection coefficient presented 

to the tee divider is given by,

j + tan B& 
p j - tan B£ (4.2)
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The term p can be substituted for in equation (3.29) such that 

the transmission becomes,

2]
2j - tan 85- (4.3)

The bandwidth will be defined as the point when |T| is reduced by 

3 dB. Since |T| is unity at the centre frequency, |T| = 1//2 at the 

band edges and therefore,

2j - tan 3&]
f t  =

which reduces to,

tan 3£ = ±2 (4.4)

Replacing wavelength by frequency and noting that this defines the half 

bandwidth, the full 3 dB bandwidth is given by,

BW v tan
tt£

2 (4.5)

where v is the line's phase velocity.

The analysis can also be done for the uncompensated Wilkinson 

and gives the solution that tan 85, = ±3 indicating a slightly wider 

bandwidth (about 13%). However, the Wilkinson's transmission |T| as 

given by equation 3.17 is inadequate for this purpose since the 

divider's scattering parameters are frequency dependant. This is not 

important since only the general effect of the long reference line is 

of interest and the tee divider serves to demonstrate this adequately.
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For a 180 degree phase shifter using two 90 degree phase shift 

networks in cascade a 1.5 wavelength (540 degree) reference line is 

required (note that the two cascaded 90 degree networks are 1 wave

length long). Equation (4.5) is shown graphically in Figure 4.1.

This indicates a bandwidth of approximately 2.3 GHz for a 10 GHz centre 

frequency and exceeds that of the two-way MESFET switch as discussed in 

Chapter 2. Two points however have to be considered since they both 

reduce this bandwidth. Firstly, the length of phase compensating line 

and the MESFET input matching circuit, both of which are frequency 

dependant, effectively add to the length of the reference line. Together 

they increase the line's length between the source of the mismatch 

(MESFET's gate) and the divider's junction to over 2 wavelengths and so 

reduce this bandwidth to about 1.7 GHz. Secondly, the 3 dB reduction 

in the divider's transmission corresponds to a return loss of 3 dB.

This is very poor and so it may be advisable to define the bandwidth 

when |T| drops by say 0.5 dB or 1 dB at which points the input return 

loss is 9.6 dB and 7 dB respectively.

If |T| is redefined at the 0.5 dB and 1 dB bandwidth points and 

solving equation (4.3) with these values, a 451 and 281 reduction in 

bandwidth is observed respectively. These two curves are also shown 

in Figure 4.1. For the typical phase shifter with about 2 wavelengths 

of line a 0.5 dB bandwidth of 1 GHz is predicted for the reference 

line/mismatch effect. This is comparable with the bandwidth of the 

MESFET switch and hence it is expected that the differential phase shift 

networks may limit the phase shifters overall bandwidth. The length of 

these networks must be made as short as possible to maximise phase 

shifter bandwidth. The preference is therefore for two 90 degree 

networks rather than three 60 degree networks in cascade.

Further to bandwidth limitation, the asymmetric nature of the 

phase shift networks (the reference line is 1.5 wavelengths or 540
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Figure 4.1 : Fractional bandwidth of the tee divider's transmission with 
a mismatch terminating its second output at the end of a 
length of line, a: 3 cLB bandwidth, b: 1 dB. c: 0.5 dB.

I N P U T  P H f c . S E  C O M P E N S A T I N G  T W O - W f c TD N I D E E  S H I F T  L I N E  S W I T C HN E T W O E I C
Figure 4.2 : Topology of phase shifter showing the various components in 

relation to the two-way MESFET switch.
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degrees long whereas the dispersive network is 1 wavelength or 360 

degrees) asymmetry may occur between the two states of the phase 

shifter. The phase state associated with the reference line will have 

a narrower gain bandwidth response than the phase state caused by the 

dispersive network. Though the gains can be balanced at one frequency, 

the differences in responses will introduce amplitude modulation on to 

the phase modulated signal with the resultant degradation^. Phase 

splitting power dividers such as the slotline type can overcome this 

problem by virtue of their symmetrical outputs.

The limitations on the complete phase shifter of bandwidth and 

phase shift that have just been discussed arise because of the effect 

of the mismatch parameter S?2 on the input divider. The analyses of 

Chapter 3 also included the parameter since it was noted in Chapter 

2 that its magnitude was comparable to Its effect on the complete

phase shifter will now be discussed.

4.4 THE EFFECT OF THE SCATTERING PARAMETER S

Consider a complete phase shifter design such as that shown in 

Figure 4.2. Though lengths of phase compensating line have been used 

to adjust the phase of S22 to be 180 degrees at the input divider, 

computer modelling of this circuit predicts poor input and output 

return losses of 3.2 dB and 6.6 dB respectively (10 GHz centre frequency). 

The input return loss is about 7 dB worst than expected. Also the gain 

of this phase shifter is high. The forward gain parameters for the two- 

way MESFET switch are = 2.22z. 164 degrees and S_2 = 0.29/C160 degrees 

and should effectively substract once one is delayed by the half wave

length line. A phase shifter gain of less than 6 dB would therefore be 

expected but the computer model predicts 8.1 dB.
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To explain these effects the parameter must be taken into 

account. It has a value of 0.64Z--30 degrees and compares to a S^  

value of 0.85Z_158 degrees. If the phase delay of the half wave

length is added to these two parameters, is delayed by either 0 

or 360 degrees depending on the phase state and by 180 degrees 

irrespective of this. They are now nearly in phase and will combine 

to give an apparent mismatch magnitude of greater than unity. The 

result of this is a poorer input return loss as indicated by equations 

(3.16) and (3.28) and an increase in phase shifter gain caused by an 

increase in the divider's transmission modulus as given by equations 

(3.14) and (3.26). The transmission modulus becomes greater than 

unity when the combined mismatch becomes more than 1.0 when using the 

tee divider and more than /2 with the uncompensated Wilkinson.

The increase in overall phase shifter gain may be desirable but 

the very poor return losses are not. It should be noted that the 

loop phase is 728 degrees, being the sum of the argument of plus 

the delay of two phase compensating lines, the half wavelength phase 

shift line and the 180 delay between the Wilkinson's outputs. Though 

the loop gain is well below unity (approximately S21 = 0*64 multiplied 

by the Wilkinson's = 0.5), the condition is best avoided.

Inspection of equations (3.16) and (3.28) shows that if S22 is 

adjusted to have a 0 degree argument at the divider's junction, then 

the argument of must be 180 degrees. The adjustment of arg(S22) 

to be 0 degrees is preferred since its magnitude is greater than that 

of S21 (minimises R) and since the numerators of equations (3.14) and 

(3.26) contain only the S22 term, T is maximised. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 

demonstrate this by showing the effect on R and T of various values of

S21 311(1 S22 ‘
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S22 S21 R T

0.8 0.8 -0.8 0.14

0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.71

-0.8 0.8 0.0 0.71

-0.8 -0.8 0.8 1.27

0.9 0.4 -0.87 0.09

0.9 -0.4 -0.71 0.2

-0.9 0.4 0.15 0.81

-0.9 -0.4 0.52 1.07

Table 4.1 : The effect of S22 and S21 on the transmission T and 
return loss R of an uncompensated Wilkinson. 
Asterisk denotes optimum condition.

S22 S21 R T

0.8 0.8 0.64 1.64

0.8 -0.8 -0.33 0.67

-0.8 0.8 -0.33 0.67

-0.8 -0.8 -0.89 0.11

0.9 0.4 0.23 1.23

0.9 -0.4 -0.19 0.81

-0.9 0.4 -0.85 0.15

-0.9 -0.4 -0.93 0.07

Table 4.2 : The effect of S22 and S21 on the transmission T and 
return loss R of a tee divider.
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If equations (3.50) and (3.52) for the slotline type divider are 

considered then the converse appears to be required for optimum, i.e. 

arg(S^^) = arg(S22)* However, this is consistent with the requirement 

of two previous "in phase" power dividers since this divider does not 

need a phase shift network. The tee and Wilkinson require a network 

to give the 180 degree phase split and when this is added to these 

dividers, it effectively brings the required arguments together. Table 

4.3 shows the behaviour of the slotline type divider's return loss and 

transmission for various values of S?  ̂ and

S22 S21 R T

0.8 0.8 0.0 0.71

0.8 -0.8 -0.8 0.14

-0.8 0.8 0.8 1.27

-0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.71

0.9 0.4 -0.71 0.2

0.9 -0.4 -0.87 0.09

-0.9 0.4 0.52 1.07

-0.9 -0.4 0.15 0.81

Table 4.3 : The effect of S22 and S2  ̂ on the transmission T and 
return loss R of slotline type power divider.

The implication of this is that to obtain the optimum behaviour 

from any of these three dividers, the two-way MESFET switch must have 

either a S21 whose magnitude is considerably smaller than S22 ’s or an 

argument which is similar. This can be achieved as follows:
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I. Reduce the forward gain of the MESFET device that is biased 

on so that | ^ |  is reduced. This can easily be done by 

adjusting the device's bias to a more negative value.

However, reduction of | S2-j | by this method would result in 

a proportional decrease in the overall phase shifter's gain.

II. Reduce the reverse gain of the MESFET device that is biased 

off so that |S2 |̂ is reduced. Again this could be done by 

adjusting the device's bias such that the device is not fully 

pinched off. This is based on the observation that the 

| 21 °f the device used has a value of 0.3 when fully 

pinched off but decreases to 0.07 when biased on. Such an 

adjustment may be difficult to achieve since the device's 

forward gain would begin to increase with a consequent 

degradation of the two-way switches on to off ratio.

Choosing another MESFET device with a better pinched off 

S21 might be simpler.

III. Use a power divider and/or a combiner that has improved 

isolation between its output ports. The compensated 

Wilkinson would meet this requirement but the penalty would 

be reduced phase shifter gain (inherent 3 dB power division 

loss) and a poorer return loss (this divider performance is 

independant of the mismatch phase).

IV. Adjust the phase of the two-way MESFET switch's S21 to be 

as near equal as possible to that of 822* This can be done 

by adding a half wavelength of line into the output circuit 

of the two-way switch. S21 will therefore be delayed by
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about 180 degrees and S2? virtually unaltered and so bring 

their phases together. The loop phase would also become an 

odd multiple of 180 degrees.

Of these, IV was deemed to be the most feasible.

To preserve the symmetry of the two-way switch equal lengths of 

line must be added to both MESFET output circuits. This is done by 

the inclusion of a pair of quarter wavelength lines. A two-way MESFET 

switch that meets this requirement was introduced in Chapter 2 consisting 

of a pair of matched MESFET amplifiers with their outputs combined with 

an uncompensated Wilkinson. Its relevant scattering parameters are 

S22 = 0.83^161 degrees and S ^  = 0.56<6.-176 degrees and so their angles 

are better placed to achieve a good behaviour from the input divider. A 

complete phase shifter using this circuit and the slotline type divider 

is shown in Figure 4.3 and its computed performance shown in Figure 4.4. 

As can be seen the return losses are a considerable improvement on those 

of the circuit shown in Figure 4.2. Note that they could be further 

improved (and shift the dips down in frequency to correspond to the 

gain peak) by the addition of matching components at the shifter's 

input and output. Both phase states have identical gain and return loss 

curves and the phase difference is constant at 180 degrees. Also shorn 

in Figure 4.4 is the gain responses of a phase shifter using the stub 

type differential phase shifter network with an uncompensated Wilkinson 

divider and the two-way switch of Figure 4.3. Each phase state exhibits 

a different response, the average of these having a narrower bandwidth 

than the slotline type phase shifter. The bandwidth difference is not 

large indicating that the long reference line is only just beginning to 

have an effect, the overall bandwidth being determined mainly by the 

two-way switch and the MESFET's matching.



Figure 4.3 : Complete 0/180 degree phase shifter using the slot-line 
type power divider.

a: Forward gain of slot-line type, b: Stub type, c: Stub 
type's reference line state, d and e: Input and output 
return losses respectively of slot-line type.
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This and the previous two sections of this chapter have attempted 

to investigate the behaviour of a complete phase shifter once the 

various component parts have been brought together. A restriction on 

the overall bandwidth was shown to exist and taken with the 180 degree 

phase shift constraint lead to the conclusion that the use of the 

slotline type divider offers advantages.

4.5 PHASE SHIFTERS HAVING ANGLES OF 45 AND 22.5 DEGREES

It was mentioned in section 4.2 that it might be possible to 

construct phase shifters having angles of 45 or 22.5 degrees providing 

a good input return loss is not essential. This possibility will now be 

discussed.

Consider the two-way MESFET switch as shown in Figure 4.2. The 

important parameters affecting the input divider's behaviour are S2  ̂ and 

S -,2 and they have values of 0.64¿1-30 degrees and 0.85/1158 degrees 

respectively. Add to these the delay of a 45 degree phase shift line 

and they become 0.64/1-75 degrees and 0.85/.158 or 0.85/168 degrees 

depending on the phase state. The total mismatch returning to the input 

divider (uncompensated Wilkinson) is the sum of S21 and 822» Hence 

the mismatches for each phase state become 0.69/1-154 degrees and 

0.51/119 degrees noting that their magnitudes are different.

Though it is possible to add lengths of phase compensating lines 

so that the return loss magnitudes (|R|) for each phase state are equal, 

the transmission magnitudes (|T|) will be unequal. Figure 4.5 shows the 

variation of R and T for the uncompensated Wilkinson divider as the 

above pair of mismatches are delayed by a compensating line. For 40 

degrees of line length, |R| = -11 dB whilst the associated transmissions, 

T are -3.3 dBzi106 degrees and -1.2 dB^81 degrees; hence 2.1 dB
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LINE LENGTH
(a)

Figure 4.5 : Transmission and return loss for an uncompensated Wilkinson 
divider in a 45 degree phase shifter as a function of the 
mismatch phase compensating line's length, a: Input return 
loss, b and c: Transmission to the two-way switch's 
matched (on state) input. I and II are for each phase state.
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difference. If emphasis is put on equating the transmission magnitudes 

of each phase state, then at 62 degrees of line length, T = -1.9 dB 

¿-100 degrees and -1.9 dBz.72 degrees with return losses of 12.8 dB 

and 9.4 dB. The larger return loss may be tolerable but observation 

of the two phases associated with T indicates a further problem when 

the delay of the 45 degree phase shift line is added to the latter 

value of T's argument it becomes 27 degrees. The phase difference 

presented to the inputs of the two-way MESFET switch is therefore 

100-27 or 73 degrees. The mismatches are causing a phase error.

The arguments of the two transmissions, T, can be equated with 

10 degrees of phase compensating line the return losses are again no 

worse than -9.4 dB but the magnitudes of T become -6.6 dB and -1.0 dB, 

a 5.5 dB difference. Such a magnitude error would be difficult to 

remove by device bias adjustment without seriously altering the device's 

parameters, this would in turn, probably introduce a further phase 

error.

These problems also arise when a 22.5 degree phase shifter is 

considered and likewise the two-way MESFET switch as shown in Figure 

4.3 suffers the same limitations. The finite on to off ratio of these 

switches will also introduce a phase error, leakage through the off 

biased device will combine with that from the on biased device at the 

common output and introduce a phase offset. For a typical on to off 

ratio of 20 dB, a 45 degree phase shift will reduce by 7.5 degrees and 

that of a 22.5 degree phase shifter by 4.0 degrees. This effect is not 

noticed in a 180 degree shift since the two combining signals are 

always 180 degrees apart and cause only a slight reduction in phase 

shifter gain.

Having previously shown that it is not possible to construct a 

90 degree phase shifter with the proposed two-way MESFET switch, the 45
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and 22.5 degree shifts are now also eliminated. A method must therefore 

be found to use the viable 180 degree phase shift circuits in combina

tion to produce these other angles.

4.6 PARALLEL TYPE PHASE SHIFTERS

The conventional technique for designing a phase shifter having 

several bits is to use a cascade arrangement^. For example, a three 

bit phase shifter would consist of a 0 to 180 degrees phase shifter 

(0/180) followed by one giving 0 to 90 degrees and another giving 0 to 

45 degrees. Hence to construct a multi-bit phase shifter by this 

method, individual phase shifters having angles from the largest (0/180 

degrees) down to the smallest desired phase increment are required. It 

has been shown that though a 0/180 degree MESFET phase shifter is 

feasible, other phase angles are not. The cascade arrangement cannot 

therefore be used to employ the MESFET phase shifter so far described.

An alternative topology must be used. One that is suitable is a 

parallel arrangement, the two bit circuit given by Bennett and Davey^ 

requires two 0/180 degree phase shifters plus a constant 90 degree 

delay. It will be shown how this idea can be extended to give more than 

two bits of phase shift.

Consider the two bit parallel phase shifter as shown in Figure

4.6. The 0/180 degree phase shifters are assumed to be matched and have 

a gain (or loss) of G in the 0 degree state and -G in the 180 degree 

state. The 90 degree delay denoted by -j is a constant differential 

phase type as described in Chapter 3. The input divider and output 

combiner can be Wilkinson's. The overall gain of this phase shifter is 

given by:
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Figure 4.6 : A two-bit parallel phase shifter.

Figure 4.7 : A three-bit parallel phase shifter.

Figure 4.8 : A phase shifter capable of giving three or more bits 
of phase shift using a combination of digital phase 
and amplitude control.
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GT (4.6)

This equation ignores the phase delay of the Wilkinson power dividers 

though the denominator arises because of the 3 dB division and 

recombination losses. If | |  = |G? j the four equal amplitude phase 

states occur with 90 degree spacing and 45 degree offset from zero.

Their magnitudes are given by the modulus of equation (4.6), hence 

jĜ I = G//2, where G is the modulus of or G?. The two bit phase 

shifter's gain (or loss) is therefore 3 dB worse than that of the 

individual 0/180 degree phase shifters used in its construction.

This idea can be extended to give three bits of phase shift by 

use of two of the above two bit phase shifters and delaying one by 45 

degrees. This circuit is shown in Figure 4.7. The gain in each 0/180 

degree phase shifter is given by G p  G p  G^ and G^ and they are nominally 

equal again with a magnitude of G. The 45 degree delay is a constant 

differential phase shift circuit and has a transmission of (1-j)//2.

The overall gain of this phase shifter is given by

GT
G1 - j G2 + (1 - j)(G3 - j G4)//2

4 4.7)

It will be noticed that the four 0/180 degree phase shifters allow 

2^ possible states. These divide into two sets of eight, both giving 

phase states at 45 degree intervals with a 22.5 degree offset from zero. 

The two sets however, have different magnitudes such that if the modulus 

of equation (4.7) is taken with G = G p  G p  G^ and G^ then

Grp [ — G 2 + n  
8

(4.8)

= 0.6533 G
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Taking the modulus of equation (4.7) again but with G = , G£ and G^

and G^ = -G then,

gtI = G# h ?

Gt | - 0.2706 G

(4.9)

The desired eight states having the higher gain as given by 

equation (4.8) can be selected by suitable combinational logic driving 

the four 0/180 degree phase shifters.

If this parallel arrangement is further extended to give four 

bits, two of the above three bit circuits are required with one being 

delayed by 22.5 degrees. This four bit circuit has eight 0/180 degree
g

phase shifters giving a total of 2 possible states. Analysis has 

shown that these divide into sixteen sets of sixteen like states. All 

of the sets have phase states spaced by 22.5 degrees as required. Of 

these eight sets have an offset of 11.25 degrees though with different 

overall gains, the highest being 0.641 G and the smallest 0.053 G.

The eight remaining sets have dissimilar offsets ranging from 2 to

20.5 degrees and with a variety of gains no higher than 0.455 G.

It will be noticed that the number of 0/180 degree phase shifters 

and hence MESFET devices increases rapidly as the number of phase 

shifter bits is increased. Also, the overall phase shifter gain G^ 

decreases with increasing bit numbers. Table 4.4 shows a comparison of 

the parallel phase shifters just discussed with a cascade equivalent.

It is assumed that each bit of the cascade phase shifter would require 

only two devices and that each bit has a gain (or loss) of G.
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BITS ~ r  •
2 3 4

Smallest Phase Increment 180° 90° 45° 22.5°

No. of devices parallel
cascade

2
2

4
4

8
6

16
8

Overall gain ] parallel
cascade

G
G

0.707 G 
G* 2

0.653 G 
G3

0.641 G 
G14

Power dividers parallel
cascade

2
0

6
0

14
0

Delay networks parallel 
| cascade

1
0

3
0

7
0

Table 4.4 : A comparison of the properties of parallel and cascade type 
multi-bit phase shifters. (Only dividers and delays that 
are needed for a multi-bit phase shifter are given).

It appears that the parallel arrangement is at a disadvantage. 

However, several points must be noted. Consider first the overall gain, 

it can be seen that this is tending to a limit for an increasing number 

of bits. From equations (4.6) and (4.7) the following equation can be 

inferred,

(1 + Cos ch, + j Sin cj) \--------- -------— J*-) (4.10)

2 /

where GT is the overall gain of an N bit phase shifter whose smallest 

phase increment, <f>̂ is given by 180/21N degrees. If this is solved 

iteratively for increasing N, a value of Ĝ , = 0.63662 G is soon reached. 

Hence the overall gain is at worst 3.92 dB less than that of the 

individual 0/180 degree phase shifters. Recalling from Figure 4.4 that 

a gain of 8 dB is predicted for the 0/180 degree phase shifter, an

overall gain of better than 4 dB is still achievable with the parallel
3arrangement. Most typical cascade phase shifters employ PIN diodes and
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as a consequence have an inherent loss such that the overall gain would 

be an increasing loss for increasing N.

If device numbers are considered then the parallel arrangement's 

requirement rises as the square of the number of bits whereas that of 

the cascade is directly proportional. However, some device economy can 

be gained in the parallel phase shifter by use of amplitude control^ 

to effect phase shifts. Consider the phase shift circuit shown in 

Figure 4.8. Again the input signal is split equally to a pair of 0/180 

degree phase shifters and G2, one of which is phase delayed by 90 

degrees. However, before combining their output signals they are 

amplitude modulated by G^ and G^, a pair of switchable attenuators (or 

amplifiers). The purpose of G^ and G^ is to cause a ±22.5 degree phase 

shift in the combined signal. To do so the attenuation (or gain) 

introduced by G^ or G^ must change from unity to tan(22.5 degrees), i.e. 

0.4142 or 7.7 dB. Hence, when one switch is at a 0 dB setting the other 

must be 7.7 dB different. The resultant phase shifter will exhibit 

phase increments of 45 degrees.

By using an amplifying MESFET switch as described in Chapter 2 

further gain can be obtained from this phase shifter. The overall gain 

of the phase shifter shown in Figure 4.8 is,

^ _ G1G3 " j G2G4 
bT 2 (4.11)

Taking the condition where Ĝ  = G2 and G^ = G^ tan(22.5) then equation 

(4.11) becomes,

Gt = G1G3(1 - j tan(22.5))/2 (4.12)

whose modulus is |G-p| = |G.J|G3 | 0.5412. Hence the overall phase shifter 

gain is 5.33 dB lower than the combined gain of the 0/180 degree phase
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shifter (8 dB) and that of the MESFET switch at its maximum (>8 dB).

To obtain four bits of phase shift, and need to be set to 

give offset phases of 0 and 45 degrees plus the 22.5 and 67.5 degrees 

already demonstrated. If the modulus of equation 4.12 is obtained for 

an arbitrary offset phase of 4q , then,

or,

(4.13)

It will be noticed that if |Gj,| is to remain constant for all 

offset angles, both G^ and G^ must be varied. Also when |Ĝ ,| is a 

minimum, <j) = 0 (or 90) degrees, at which point G^ = unity. Gain

contributions from the amplifying MESFET switch are at present being 

ignored. Equations (4.13) therefore become,

 ̂ y 1 + tan2 4o

4 V 1 + c o t2 <J>0

(4.14)

If equations (4.14) are solved for the zero degree offset then 

|Ĝ | = 1.0 (0 dB) and |Ĝ | =0.0 (-°° dB). Therefore the on to off ratio 

of the switchable attenuator needs to be very large. This is beyond 

the ability of the amplifying MESFET switch whose on to off ratio is 

about 20 dB. This difficulty can be overcome by introducing an 11.25 

degree offset to all the phase states. The first four phase states and 

the required values of |Gj| and |Ĝ | are given in Table 4.5.
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Phase state |g 3 | |g4 I
11.25° 0.9808 (-0.17 dB) 0.1951 (-14.2 dB)

33.75° 0.8315 (-1.60 dB) 0.5556 (-5.11 dB)

56.25° 0.5556 (-5.11 dB) 0.8315 (-1.60 dB)

78.75° 0.1951 (-14.2 dB) 0.9808 (-0.17 dB)

Table 4.5 : Values of relative attenuation required to produce 22.5 degree 
phase increments for a four bit phase shifter.

Hence the maximum on to off ratio required of the MESFET switch is 

approximately 14 dB. The values of | |  and |Ĝ | will all increase in 

the same ratio when the gain of the MESFET switch is taken into account.

It has been assumed that the transmission phases of and G^ are equal.

If these phases begin to differ at say the large values of attenuation 

(caused by the MESFET approaching pinch off) compensation could be 

applied by adjusting the attenuation of each switch.

A method has therefore been demonstrated which can effect digital 

phase shifts using only 0/180 degree phase shifters and various fixed 

components in a parallel structure. There is no limit to the number of 

phase states that this technique can be made to exhibit. However, the 

consequent complexity and rapidly increasing number of MESFET devices 

would begin to impose a constraint, possibly for four bits and more.

This limitation can be overcome by amplitude controlling the quadrature 

signals of a parallel two bit shifter and so generating the smaller 

phase increments required for three and four bit circuits. The 

amplitude control is achieved by a pair of switched MESFET amplifiers 

which contribute to the overall gain of the complete phase shifter. This 

circuit requires only six devices, two pairs in each 0/180 degree phase 

shifter plus one in each of the switched MESFET amplifiers.
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4. 7 SWITCHING BEHAVIOUR AND MEASUREMENT

There are several reasons why fast switching times are desirable 

of a digital phase shifter. Firstly, in a digital communications 

system where a phase shifter is being used as a phase modulator, slow
7switching times give rise to discrete spectral lines in an otherwise 

continuous spectrum. These transmit no useful information and contribute
3to a degradation in the systems noise performance . Secondly, if the 

phase shifter is being followed by a limiting amplifier, the reductions 

in signal amplitude during switching cause AM to PM conversion within 

the amplifier . Also, this reduction in signal amplitude reduces the
g

information available for receiver synchronisation . As discussed in 

Chapter 2, the switching speed of the MESFET switch appears to be 

limited more by its drive circuitry rather than by device switching 

speed or bias filter considerations. The same applies to the two-way 

MESFET switch as used in the phase shifter.

Lastly, an effect though not being caused by slow switching is 

inherently present in some phase shifters and may manifest itself as 

the switching speed approaches its limits. Differences in the phase

shift networks paths lengths cause amplitude variations and phase
gjitter . The amplitude variations that may exist because of differing 

network losses may be balanced out by adjusting device gains by means 

of their biases. However, the differing delays of the dispersive network 

and its reference line give rise to jitter and amplitude variations just 

after switching.

Consider the phase shifter circuit as shown in Figure 4.2. The 

total electrical lengths of the lines from the device gates to the 

input junction are approximately 1 and 1.5 wavelengths. These have 

propagation delays of 100 and 150 pS. If the MESFET devices are 

switched, then depending on which device is now biased off, the
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mismatch will take either 100 or 150 pS to reach the input junction and 

a total of 250 pS to reach the device that is biased on. During this 

period an amplitude variation will occur before the mismatch combines 

with the input wave at the device. This disruption is asymmetrical for 

each phase reversal because of the half wavelength difference (50 pS) 

in the phase shift circuit. This disruption time is shorter than the 

switching limitation of the drive circuitry and may not be seen. It is 

worth noting however that this time can be reduced and made symmetrical 

by using the slotline type phase shifter as shown in Figure 4.3. It is 

of a balanced nature and hence symmetrical during switching. The total 

line lengths between devices and the dividers junction are shorter than 

that of the previous circuit.

Having established the various factors affecting the switching 

behaviour consideration will now be given to its measurement. One 

method is the direct observation of the modulated carrier or the phase 

detected carrier. Observation of the carrier however becomes increasingly 

difficult as frequencies rise through the microwave region, 10 GHz being 

the typical limit for sampling oscilloscopes. If the modulated carrier 

is detected then only the modulations need to be handled by the oscil

loscope. A balanced mixer can be used as a phase detector by comparing 

an equal amplitude carrier reference whose phase can be adjusted to 

maximise the mixer's output. Though the method allows direct measurement 

of the phase transitions and any switching transients that may be 

present, no information can readily be obtained about either the carrier 

rejection, AM or phase error. If, however, analysis of the modulated 

signal is performed in the frequency domain information about all of 

these can be gleaned from its spectrum. To do so the effect of these 

on the carrier must be determined.
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The spectrum analysis can be split into two parts, those which 

can be classified firstly on amplitude effects such as AM and 

switching time and secondly phase error. The distinction is drawn 

because the first can be determined simply by using the convolution 

theorem but the second requires direct evaluation of the Fourier 

integral.

Let f (t) be the carrier as a function of time and fm (t) be the 

modulation signal such that the phase reversals of the carrier (0 and 

180 degrees) are accomplished by giving f (t) a positive or negative 

sign. The phase modulated carrier can be expressed as,

f(t) = fc (t) fm (t) (4.15)

Noting that the Fourier transform of modulation can invariably be 

readily obtained, the transform of f(t) can be determined by using 

convolution such that^ ̂ ,

f Coo) = fc (w) * fm (c^)//2¥ (4.16)

where f(oo) is the Fourier transform of f(t), etc. Hence, the spectrum 

of the 0/180 degree phase modulated carrier is that of the modulation 

placed as a mirror image about the carrier frequency which is itself 

suppressed. For square-wave modulation having a period T (oo = 2tt/T) 

then,

f (t) = -A for t = -T/2 to 0 m

f (t) = 1 for t = 0 to T/2
(4.17)

where A is the amplitude imbalance (AM) such that A lies between zero and 

unity. The Fourier coefficients are,
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r T/2 0

/  dt" ^ / A dt

-T/2
a = 1-A

(4.18)

-T/2

I  (ak = f  / Cos k wt dt - Tp / A Cos k cot dt
/ '
-T/2 (4.19)

a, = 0 for all k k

T/2
t>k = y  / Sin k cot dt - ~ I A Sin k cot dt/ /

-T/;
(4.20)

bk = » k = 1’3’5’ etc*

The constant 1//2rr in the convolution (equation (4.16)) is 

unimportant since only relative magnitudes of the suppressed carrier 

given by aQ and the harmonic spectra is important. The ratio between 

b^, b^, bç-, etc. are constant for all A. The carrier rejection, aQ - b̂  

is shorn plotted in Figure 4.9 against A, the amplitude imbalance.

If A is now made equal to unity and the square-wave modulation 

given finite rise and fall times the effect of switching times on the 

spectrum can be assessed. If f (t) is defined as follows,

y « = -i/tf

f m( t )  -  -1
V «  = t/(r

fm(« = 1

for

for

for

t = -T/2 - t£ to -T/2 + t£ 

t = -T/2 + t£ to - t

t = -t to tr r
t = t to T/2 - tr r f

(4.21)

for
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Figure 4.9 : Carrier rejection as a function of a: phase shift and
b: amplitude imbalance for a binary phase modulated signal.

Figure 4.10 : Variation of the spectrum's component magnitudes (1st, 3rd, 
etc.) for a 0/180 degree phase modulated signal having 
finite transitions times Tr and Tf. T is the period of the 
modulation having equal mark to space ratio.
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where 2t and 2t^ are the total rise and fall times respectively. Since 

A is unity aQ is zero and because fm (t) is an odd function all the a^ 

are zero. Evaluation of the Fourier integral gives,

T Sin k co t T Sin k to tr Cos k tt ___________ r _____________ f________
t k2 TT2 t r k2 tt2r f

k = 1,2,3, etc. (4.22)

Hence, the spectral magnitudes are functions of the rise and fall 

times. If t = t^ then only odd harmonics are present otherwise even 

terms appear. These magnitudes are plotted in Figure 4.10 for t = t^ 

against the total rise and fall time 2t^ + 2t_̂  as a percentage of the 

period T. If t^ is not equal to t then the situation is complicated. 

Not only does the total rise and fall time affect the spectrum but also 

the ratio of t to t^. It is difficult to give a complete picture of 

this but by fixing t^ at 20°s of T and varying tr the change in spectrum 

can be obtained as is shown in Figure 4.11. It is envisaged that in 

most instances the rise and fall time will be very near equal. Care 

must be taken to keep the modulating square-wave's mark to space ratio 

equal to avoid even harmonic contributions from this.

If the effect of phase error is now considered, the phase 

modulated signal must be expressed as,

f(t) = Sin(o) t + AcJ>) for t = -T/2 to 0 

f(t) = Sin a) t for t = 0 to T/2
(4.23)

where Atj) is the phase shift of the modulation, nominally 180 degrees 

but with an additional phase error and coc = 2m/tc , to being the carrier 

period. It is impossible to separate f(t) into a product of carrier 

and modulation, hence convolution cannot be used to obtain the spectrum,
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Figure 4.11 : Variation of the spectrum's component magnitudes (1st, 2nd, 
etc.) for a 0/180 degree phase modulated signal having 
finite transition that are different between each phase 
state.
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rather Fourier analysis has to be performed directly on equations (4.23) 

Therefore the Fourier coefficients are given by,

• /
-T/2

ak = T ^os ^  / Sin ùĵ t Cos k ut dt + ^  Sin A<h / Cos tô t Sin k tot dt.T/2
> f si

/
-T/2

+ 7p / Sin eu t Cos k tot dt T / c (4.24)

,0
\< W

-T/2

2 r  2 / 0^ Cos Atj) / Sin toct Sin k tot dt + ^ Sin A<J> / Cos tô t Sin k tot dt
•/T -----T / -----c'
-T/2

rT/2

st
+ Tf  I  Sin to t Sin k tot dt T / c (4.25)

11Solutions to these integrals can be found in mathematical tables such 

that if m2 * n2 then,

yc - „. j S m  m-n x Sin m+n xSin mx Sin nx dx = - ■ -s------ — â—
2 (m-n) 2 (m+n)

n j Sin (m-n) x Sin (m+n) xCos m  Cos nx dx = 2(m.n) * 2(11.11)

n -, Cos (m-n) x Cos (m+n) x
S m  mx Cos nx dx = - ------ 2(m.n)

If (4.24) and (4.25) are evaluated then the coefficients are,

(1 - Cos A<j>) fl J 1 Cos(DT/2) Cos(ST/2)l
ak T [D S D S J

Sin AcJ> T Sin (DT/2) Sin(ST/2)
+ T L D + S

(4.26)
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(1 + Cos A(J0 r Sin(DT/2) Sin(ST/2)] 
'k T [ D * s J

Sin A(j> T1 , 1 Cos(DT/2) Cos(ST/2)"| fA ^
T | _ D  + S '  D " S J  1 J

where D = w - kw and S = w, + kto for k = 1,2,3, etc. The magnitudes 

of the spectra are given by,

Ck = (ak • j V /2 (4-28)

It must be noted that the carrier magnitude is given by the coefficient 
C^ where i = Tf , C^ being that of the fundamental modulation frequency 

u)/2tt (or 1/T). The ratio between C^ and or the largest of

the modulation spectra is the carrier rejection. This has calculated 

for various angles of A<f> near 180 degrees and is shown in Figure 4.9.

The two curves of Figure 4.9 are in agreement with data given by 
12Tsai et al . However, the curves are more general in that any value 

of carrier rejection can be related to phase error or amplitude 

imbalance whereas those of Tsai are for specified values of 

rejection.

It is not possible by observation of the spectrum to distinguish 

between the presence of carrier caused by phase error or amplitude 

imbalance. However, with the MESFET phase shifter described in this 

work the gains (and hence amplitudes) can easily be balanced by 

observing a dip in the carrier level, leaving only that caused by phase 

error. To obtain the combined effect of phase error and amplitude 

imbalances and rise time equations (4.23) must be multiplied by the 

modulation equations (4.17) or (4.21). The overall spectrum may then 

be obtained by convolution of each individual spectrum.

A considerable amount of information can therefore be obtained by
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observing the spectrum of the modulated output from the phase shifter. 

The measurement technique requires a spectrum analyser and a square 

wave generator capable of switching the phase shifter near its limit. 

The slotline type phase shifter is thought to have an advantage during 

switching because of the balanced nature of the phase splitting divider

4.8 CONCLUSION

This chapter has brought together the various components discussed 

and developed in the previous two chapters. A constraint of 0/180 

degrees was shown to exist for optimum phase shifter performance. This 

constraint and the bandwidth reduction caused by the long reference lines 

of the dispersive phase shift circuits lead to the conclusion that the 

slotline type divider is the best choice for a MESFET phase shifter.

The 0/180 degree constraint was circumvented by developing the parallel 

type structure. This was seen to require excessive devices and circuitry 

as the numbers of bits rises so a circuit consisting of only two 0/180 

degree phase shifters and two switched amplifiers was investigated.

The circuit was made to exhibit four bits of phase shift and has an 

overall gain increase. When switching effects are considered the 

slotline type phase shifter again offers an advantage due to its balanced 

nature. Finally, the use of spectrum analysis has been discussed as a 

means of measuring the switching times, phase error and amplitude 

imbalance of the phase shifter's output.
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CHAPTER 5

MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS OF PHASE SHIFTER COMPONENTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will present the results of various measurements 

done on the components used in the construction of the phase shifters. 

Results will be given for the substrate loss and dispersion associated 

with a 50 ohm microstrip line. The coaxial to microstrip transitions 

are known to cause a discontinuity effect and some evidence will be 

given for this.

The device's measured scattering parameters will be presented with 

specific emphasis on comparing the predicted off-biased parameters with 

those actually measured. The performance of the narrow band amplifier 

will be assessed and its viability as a microwave switch with an on 

state gain demonstrated.

Various aspects of the passive components (Chapter 3) used in the 

phase shifter's construction will be shown. The bandwidth of the input 

divider when one of its outputs is mismatched is measured and compared 

with the theory developed in Chapter 4. The phase and magnitude 

behaviour of the two dispersive phase shift networks will be briefly 

discussed and the advantages of the slotline type divider displayed.

The following chapter will present the measured performance of the 

complete (integrated) phase shifter circuits. One will use the 

Schiffman, one the band pass stub network and two others the slotline 

type divider.
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As mentioned previously, network measurements have been performed 

using a Hewlett Packard 841 OS manual network analyser. Gain (or loss) 

measurements are performed by first calibrating the analyser for a 0 dB 

reference with either a short circuit termination or a through 

connection (SMA to SMA). Calibrating scales are obtained by use of the 

test channel gain control on the 841 OB unit. This is thought to have 

a setting accuracy of better than ± 0.2 dB. The circuit to be measured 

is then substituted for the short or through connection. The same 

technique is used for transmission (and differential)phase except that 

the calibration scale is produced by the phase offset control on the 

8412A phase-magnitude display unit. This is thought to have an 

accuracy of better than 2 degrees for a 180 degree offset. Results 

are obtained via a 8750A storage normaliser onto an XY plotter.

5.2 SUBSTRATE AND TRANSITIONS

Of specific interest is the transmission loss that the substrate 

causes a length of microstrip to exhibit. Coupled with this is the 

effect introduced by the coaxial to microstrip transition which is 

known to exhibit reactive effects and contribute a loss. At the 

frequencies used for this work (about 10 GHz) it is possible that 

dispersion may be a significant factor.

The loss measurements are performed using a 2 inch length of 

50 ohm microstrip line at either end of which is an Omni Spectra type 

OSM 244-4A transition. The Epsilam 10 substrate is 0.635 mm thick (h) 

and is clad with 1 oz copper (approximately 0.038 mm thickness). The 

required microstrip width (co) and associated guide wavelength (A ) (or
o

effective dielectric constant) for a specified line impedance are
2 3obtained from curves and listings . For 50 ohms, co is taken as 0.65 mm.
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The effect of finite metallisation is not taken into account though
4it is known that this effectively widens the microstrip hence lowering 

Z . Its effect is greatest on narrow lines, W/h ->-0.1.

Shown in Figure 5.1 is the measured insertion loss of this line.

Also shown is the line's insertion loss as given by the substrate's

manufacturer. It will be noticed that the measured line exhibits an

excess insertion loss. There are several possible causes for this.

Firstly, the presence of transition insertion loss^ possibly caused by

radiation at the transition point. If a straight line least squares fit

is performed on the data points then the excess loss ranges from 0.03 dB

per transition at 6 GHz to 0.038 dB at 12 GHz. Two further causes of

loss are line mismatch (ie. Z * 50 ohms) and the reactive elementso
7that appear to be associated with the transition . Both of these give 

rise to insertion loss ripple. For the line mismatch the ripple's 

magnitude is independent of frequency. The reactive elements that can 

be used to model the transition consist of a shunting capacitance at 

the coaxial side plus a series inductance. One transition on its own 

would behave as a low pass network but two when spaced by a length of 

line gives rise to periodic ripples of increasing magnitude with 

frequency. The line mismatch causes insertion loss dips when the line's 

length is an odd multiple of a quarter-wave length whereas that caused 

by the transitions occurs at half-wavelength frequencies.

It will be noticed that the measured loss has a distinct periodic 

ripple. Also, its magnitude increases with frequency indicating that 

the transitions are behaving as reactive discontinuities. Without 

performing measurements below 6 GHz it is difficult to deduce whether 

there is any contribution from line mismatch. The measured ripple is 

about 0.15 dB at 10 GHz and rnodelling of the line and transitions 

(element values as given by Wight et. al. ) predicts 0.06 dB ripple for 

50 ohms line impedance. The transition plus a 45 ohm line causes 0.11 dB



Figure 5.1 : Insertion loss of a 50.8 mm length of 50 ohm microstrip line 
on Epsilam 10 substrate plus that of two SMA transitions.
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peak-to-peak ripple. Hence, the transition definitely does give rise 

to a discontinuity though no satisfactory measure of line impedance 

accuracy has been obtained. Taking into account these effects, the 

Epsilam 10's measured loss is in agreement with the manufacturers (see 

Figure 5.1).

A measure of line dispersion (or actual microstrip wavelength)
O

can be obtained by using Troughton's resonant ring technique . A 

closed ring of microstrip does not suffer end effects and by making it 

large, mutual inductance effects are avoided. Loose coupling to the 

ring is used so that the unloaded Q factor can be measured. The ring 

used here consists of a 50 ohm line having a mean circumference of

116.6 mm (measured at centre of line), this being approximately ten 

wavelengths at 10 GHz. The microstrip wavelength A^ is given by c/n 

where c is the mean ring circumference and n is the harmonic number of 

the resonance. This number is established by noting the frequency of 

the resonance and hence can be plotted against frequency.

These measured resonances and associated microstrip wavelengths

are shown in Figure 5.2 along with the non-dispersive wavelength from
2curves (AQ/Am = 2.6 where Aq is the free space wavelength). An 

increasing deviation from this curve is noted at higher frequencies being 

approximately 2.51 different at 10 GHz. This compares with 41 dispersion 

normally quoted for a 50 ohm line on identical thickness alumina. The 

conclusion drawn from this measurement is that the Epsilam 10 material 

is no worse than alumina in this respect.

The measurement of the ring's Q factor allows a further estimate 

of the line's loss to be obtained. The Q factor of a length of lossy 

line is given by^ ,
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Q °  2 t a W -cJi t 5 ' 1)
Since tanh aSL ~ al for a £ «  1 then this equation can be reduced and 

rearranged to give a = tt/A^ Q nepers/m. For the 6.79 GHz resonance a 

Q of 136 ± 14 is observed resulting in loss of 1.36 nepers/m or

11.8 ± 1.2 dB/m. This is virtually identical to the least squares fit 

value from Figure 5.1 and compares to a manufacturers value of

10.2 dB/m at 6.8 GHz. It is suspected though, that this value of loss 

is subject to further uncertainty since Q values of between 100 and 

196 were observed at other resonant frequencies with no trend of a 

decrease with increasing frequency.

5.3 DEVICE SCATTERING PARAMETER AND GAIN COMPRESSION MEASUREMENTS

The jig used for device scattering parameter measurement and device 

mounting was discussed in Chapter 2. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the 

device mounting and microstrip layout respectively. Briefly, recalling 

the design of this jig, near identical mounting to that used by the 

device's manufacturer is employed, the lengths of microstrip between the 

device and transitions are kept to a minimum to reduce loss and the 

bias networks and d.c. breaks are included since device bias cannot be 

applied via the H.P. 8743A S parameter test unit used in this work.

In view of the narrow band nature of the amplifier design (.viz: 

Chapter 2, section 2.6,10 to 20%) 8 to 12 GHz measurements are 

satisfactory. This is fortunate since outside of this band the 

presence of the bias network may be significant. The physical dimensions 

of the microstrip used for the bias network are as given in Table 5.1 

below. Its topology is shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.20.
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Z 100 a 25 no

0) 0.15 ram 2.00 mm

ACA/4) 3.00 mm 2.70 mm

Table 5.1 : Dimensions of the device's bias network for a 10 GHz centre 
frequency using 0.635 mm thickness Epsilam 10.

The results of two measured devices are given, both being from the 

same manufacturer's batch, Plessey number F1286 1/6. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, de-embedding has not been used because of the uncertainty of 

the calibrating terminations. The parameters are therefore as seen at 

the transitions with phase reference planes established at the end of 

the microstrip near the device. Though it is the off-biased device's 

parameters that are of most interest since they are unknown for an 

actual device, the on-biased device parameters as measured, are also 

given for comparison with the Plessey data^. These results are shown 

in Figures 5.3 to 5.6.

Consider first the off biased device's parameters (V^g = -3v). Of 

most importance is the device's transmission loss as given by |-j | in 

Figure 5.5. This is at worst greater than -8 cLB at 10 GHz. Comparing 

this with the measured gain when biased on (V^g = Ov) of 5 dB, an 

unmatched device on to off ratio of better than 13 dB is observed.

Both devices seem to exhibit decreasing attenuation with rising frequency. 

Recall from Chapter 2, Figure 2.7, that the proposed pinched off model 

predicted a peak from 10 to 12 GHz. It is possible though, that if the 

measurement were extended to 14 GHz a peak would be visible. Considering 

further this model then the measurements indicate that Cj- whose value 

strongly determines does in fact increase when V^g is made
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Figure 5.3 : The measured S-n of two devices. □ , device A biased on and 
x, biased off. 0, device B biased on and +, biased off.
A, Plessey data, Ij)5=l£)ss'

Figure 5.4 : The measured S1? of two devices. □, device A biased on and 
x, biased off. 0, devices B biased on and +, biased off.
A, Plessey data,
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Figure 5.5 : The measured S9  ̂ of two devices. □, device A biased on and 
x, biased off. 0, device B biased on and +, biased off.A ,  Plessey data, Ij)g=^DSS‘

Figure 5.6 : The measured S7? of two devices. □, device A biased on and 
x, biased off. 0, device B biased on and +, biased off.A ,  Plessey data,
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negative. Doubling the on-biased model value to 0.056 pF has given a 

reasonable estimate of |S0^|. The argument of shows some agreement, 

the model predicts a decrease of phase from about 35 degrees at 8 GHz 

to about 5 degrees at 12 GHz whereas the measurements show a greater 

variation of approximately 70 down to 10 degrees. The predicted 

reciprocal nature of the off biased device can be seen by the similarity 

between and S>2 ] with IS^l and -̂£>12 as shown in Figures 5.5 and

5.4 respectively.

As expected, the device's off-biased reflection coefficients 

increase in magnitude compared to its on-biased values. |S-^| shown in 

Figure 5.3 displays a return loss of typical -1.5 to 2.0 dB, the on-biased 

being better than -4.5 dB. Similarly, IS22I exhibits a return loss of 

typically -1.0 to -2.0 dB compared to an on-bias average value of about 

-3.0 dB. The argument of changes by a considerable amount as would 

be expected by the large change in effected by decreasing from 0 

to -3v. An approximate change of 80 degrees is seen in Figure 5.3. A 

small change in the argument of S22 is displayed of less than 10 degrees. 

Hence, changes by a large amount, 3 dB and 80 degrees from its on to 

off biased values whereas S22 change is small, 1.5 dB and 10 degrees.

If again, a comparison is made to the lumped element model, a 

similar change inz_S^ and ¿-S22 is seen with frequency through a 20 to 

30 degree offset occurs between the measured and predicted parameters.

For the magnitude of these two scattering parameters some disagreement 

is seen, more so with |S.^|, the model predicting a drop from -1.1 dB 

to -2.7 dB from 8 to 12 GHz whereas the measured devices are reasonably 

constant with frequency. One possible explanation for the decrease in 

the model's |S^| is that just above 14 GHz the gate and source

inductance (L and L ) and the gate capacitance (C ) plus possibly the§ S §
feedback capacitance (C^) experiences a series resonance. This would
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seem to be confirmed by the phase of S... as it rises to 180 degrees 

somewhere above 14 GHz and the magnitude of which will drop to an 

approximate value limited by the intrinsic gate resistance, Ih of = 

0.6. Why such an effect is not seen in the actual device is not fully 

understood at present, suffice to say, that measurements outside 8 to 

12 GHz may reveal this effect or else the model is deficient in some 

way.

The differences in the measured and predicted values of IS22 i are 

more in terms of actual magnitude rather than change with frequency, 

though again, like |S^| this discrepancy occurs. The model's value for 

the output return loss is -0.5 to -1.0 dB whereas -2.0 to -1.0 dB has 

been measured. Such differences are not serious and may be caused by 

substrate loss and transition mismatch.

The off biased device measurements can be briefly summarised as 

follows. A potential useful on to off ratio has been observed which 

will improve when the device is matched. The lumped element model's 

prediction of the important ^.jl parameter was reasonable and the 

measurements appear to confirm that the feedback capacitance is bias 

(V^g) dependent. The device reciprocity has been confirmed and near 

symmetry observed in an actual device.

Moving the discussion to the on-biased device measurements, then 

some general trends have been observed in these results. These trends 

are frequency independent, effects seen at 8 GHz are the same at 12 GHz, 

and are the same for both devices. Firstly, the measured and S22
g

have smaller magnitudes than as given by the device manufacturer . 

Secondly, the measured magnitudes of S21 and are greater than as 

given by the manufacturer. Lastly, the measured and given scattering 

parameter arguments are comparable apart from slight phase offsets in 

some cases.

The drop in reflection coefficient could to some extent be explained
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by the effect of microstrip losses. However, the increase in |S2-j| and 

|S-|2 1 is contrary to what would be expected if this were the cause. It 

appears that some unintentional device matching is occurring, reducing 

|S^| and |S22I and increasing |S2^|. It is possible that this might 

be happening since the lumped element model of the transition (see 

previous section 5.2) has an electrical structure that could effectively 

match the device noting also that the length of microstrip between these 

is about a half wavelength at 10 GHz. Hence, both the microstrip loss 

and the presence of the SMA transition may be introducing measurement 

errors especially in parameter magnitudes.

It is further suspected that the device's scattering parameters 

could be subject to a spread in values though these two devices from 

the same batch are similar to each other. These measured values are at 

the edge of the 20% tolerance quoted by the manufacturer and it is 

further suspected that the published data may be subject to a degree of 

manufacturer's conservatism in that they have described their device as 

being worse than it actually is. These effects could be resolved by 

performing some kind of de-embedding or measuring many devices from 

several batches to obtain some statistical confidence about their spread 

of parameters.

Shown in Figure 5.7 is the variation of |S2 |̂ with gate to source 

voltage at the specific frequency of interest, 10 GHz. It can be seen 

that the greatest change occurs for V^g between -I.Ovand 2.4v. The same 

has been observed with the other three scattering parameters, both their 

magnitudes and angle. The slight variation from Ovto -1.0v indicates 

that the gain of a switch (amplifier) can be adjusted by about a dB for 

say phase shifter balance without a significant change in the device's

match.
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Figure 5.7 : Variation of device |S21| with gate to source voltage. 
Output power is less than 0 dBm when VrQ=0v.

Figure 5.8 : Gain compression of unmatched device.
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Figure 5.8 shows that the unmatched device has a 1 dB gain

compression of 12 dBm output power at the maximum signal handling bias
g

of ^DS = ^DSS^'  ̂ ^  less t îan t îe tyPical value quoted by
the manufacturer though they give no indication as to what device 

1^22 this applies.

5.4 AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE (MESFET SWITCH)

The design of the MESFET amplifier that was used as the basis for 

a switch was discussed in Chapter 2, its electrical structure being 

shown in Figure 2.10. The actual width of the microstrip used for the 

quarter-wave transformers was made narrower than required (higher Z^) 

in case the actual device parameters are like those measured. If the 

parameters are in keeping with the Plessey data then the line width can 

easily be increased by use of conductive paint, which is shown in Figure 

5.9.

Observation of this circuit's input and output return losses 

indicated that the addition of conductive paint was required to increase 

the line width to that of the original design. The added conductive 

paint gave widths that were comparable to that needed for the Plessey 

data and this leads to the conclusion that the device's parameters are 

in keeping with this data. The final responses were also achieved by 

adjusting the device's bias to obtain good gain and return losses.

Note that two identical amplifiers were constructed side-by-side on the 

substrates. This allowed the testing of phase shifter ideas without 

the need to construct a complete circuit, dividers and phase shift 

networks being added on separate substrates. The amplifier responses 

presented here are for the best circuit of the pair.

Figure 5.10 shows the forward gain of the amplifier. A  satisfactory
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Figure 5.9 : Microstrip layout of MESFET amplifier that is used as a 
switch.

Figure 5.10 : Forward gain/loss of MESFET amplifier/switch. Continuous 
curve is for the predicted on biased state.
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gain of 5.5 dB is observed at centre frequency of 10 GHz. This is 

less than the theoretical gain of 9.8 dB possibly because of losses in

the microstrip and conductive paint and further loss caused by
10radiation at the wide microstrip discontinuities . Radiation is known 

to be taking place since the presence of objects a few centimetres above 

the circuit disturbed it electrically. Also, adjusting the device's 

bias to a negative value would cause a slight reduction in gain (Figure 

5.7). If the device is switched off an on to off ratio of 17 dB is 

measured. This is in agreement with that predicted by the Plessey data 

and device lumped element off biased model. Most useful is the increase 

in 3 dB bandwidth to 2.6 GHz. This is possibly caused by the damping 

effect of the losses.

The input and output return losses are shown in Figures 5.11 and
-tkaa

5.12. Both of these are satisfactory, the input being better ^dB over 

a 2 GHz band and the output, as expected is narrower. They are both 

broader than predicted, again probably because of damping effect of 

the matching circuit's losses. The switched-off amplifier's return 

losses are as expected, the input being highly reflective because of the 

large change in the MESFET device's and the output return loss less 

so since there is only a small change in 822*

Figure 5.13 shows that the matched device has an improved output 

power level for 1 dB gain compression. This is seen to occur at about

14.5 dBm, 2.5 dB improvement over the device itself. It appears from 

Figure 5.13 that the amplifier is tending to a saturated output power 

limit of just above 15 dBm.

In view of the satisfactory performance of this amplifier in terms 

of confirming the device's biased on parameters, measured gain, switch 

on to off ratio and bandwidth it was deemed not necessary to construct 

a discrete two-way MESFET switch. The theoretical designs for these 

circuits should give reasonably predictable behaviour when integrated
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Figure 5.11 : Input return loss of MESFET amplifier/switch.

Figure 5.12 : Output return loss of MESFET amplifier/switch.

Figure 5.13 : Gain compression of MESFET amplifier/switch.
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into complete phase shifter circuits.

5.5 TRANSMISSION BANDWIDTH OF POWER DIVIDERS WITH A MISMATCHED OUTPUT

In section 4.3 of Chapter 4 it was shown that the mismatch from 

the off biased device will impose a bandwidth constraint on a phase 

shifter circuit. This is dependent on the length of line between the 

device and the input divider's junction. Also it was indicated that the 

uncompensated Wilkinson divider may have a slight bandwidth advantage 

over the tee in this respect. To test this each of these dividers was 

constructed on microstrip, the Wilkinson's 70.7 ohm lines being a quarter- 

wave at 10 GHz. One output port of each divider was terminated with a 

SMA short circuit at its transition.

The transmission |T| to the second output and the input return loss 

|R| were measured with the network analyser and are shown in Figures 5.14 

and 5.15 for the tee and Wilkinson respectively. For a short circuit 

termination (|p| = 1) the maxima of Figure 5.14 should be at 0 dB but 

these are observed to be less because of line loss and transition effects, 

the maxima of |R| being slightly less than |T| since the reflection has 

to travel further. The same applies to the Wilkinson noting that its 

maxima for |T| have a theoretical value of -0.5 dB for |p] = 1.

The length of line between the short circuit and the divider's 

junction can be determined from the frequency spacing of the transmission 

minima. This for the tee (Figure 5.14) is 3.26 wavelengths at 10 GHz. 

Evaluating the bandwidth with this value using equation (4.5) gives

1.08 GHz. The observed 3 dB bandwidth of the four transmission maxima 

in Figure 5.14 are 1.15, 1.15, 0.98 and 0.95 GHz giving an average value 

of 1.06 GHz, a very reasonable agreement with the theory. This spread of 

values is thought to be possibly caused by the transitions and their
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Figure 5.14 : Transmission |T| (insertion loss) and input return loss |R 
of a tee divider with its second output mismatched with a 
termination having |p|=1.

Figure 5.15 : Transmission |T| (insertion loss) and input return loss jRj 
of an uncompensated Wilkinson divider with its second output 
mismatched with a termination having |p|=1.
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equivalent model. The mismatch reflection has to traverse one of these 

twice before returning to the junction. This is thought to result in 

slight shifts in the position of the various minima. The above value of 

wavelength is also subject to this uncertainty since it is calculated 

from the frequency of one minimum only (9.2 GHz).

Considering Figure 5.15 and the behaviour of the uncompensated 

Wilkinson, it can be seen that the transmission maxima are slightly 

broader. These have values of 3 dB bandwidth 1.15, 1.14 and 1.025 GHz 

giving an average of 1.105 GHz. This value should not be compared 

directly with the tee's average bandwidth since the length of line 

associated with the Wilkinson is longer, 3.4 wavelengths. However, one 

or other bandwidth can be adjusted by the ratio of these lengths so that 

a direct comparison can be made. Adjusting the Wilkinson gives 1.15 GHz 

and this compares with a value of 1.06 GHz for the tee, an 8.51 

improvement. A figure of 131 was suggested in Chapter 4 though this was 

not definite since the frequency dependent behaviour of the Wilkinson 

had not been taken into account when arriving at this value. If the 

bandwidth is defined at either the -1 or -0.5 dB points the advantage 

of the Wilkinson would become more apparent because of the flat topped 

nature of its transmission maxima.

5.6 THE DISPERSIVE PHASE SHIFT NETWORKS

Two types of dispersive phase shift network have been used to give 

a differential phase shift that is more constant with frequency than 

that of a half wavelength line. These were discussed in Chapter 3 and 

are the Schiffman coupled lines and a bandpass circuit consisting of 

shunt stubs. Prior to the construction of a complete phase shifter 

circuit each of these networks was fabricated to demonstrate their phase
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shifting ability.

Consider first the Schiffman network. As discussed in Chapter 3, 

section 3.8, two cascade networks having a stepped design are about

optimum for this application. Fortunately, a design that can be used11here has been given by Schiek and Kohler . Their design was on 0.51 mm 

thick alumina for a 6 GHz centre frequency. Line width and spacing need 

to be scaled for the Epsilam 10's thickness of 0.635 mm and likewise line 

lengths reduced for the increase in frequency. The change in dielectric 

constant from 9.7 (alumina) to 10.2 (Epsilam 10) is small and is hence 

neglected.

The topology of this cascade pair is shown in Figure 5.16. Also 

shown is the one and a half wavelength reference line and a tee divider. 

This circuit will form the input side of a phase shifter (discussed in 

Chapter 6) up to the two-way MESFET switches input matching circuitry 

and includes the length of mismatch phase compensating line. The 

dimensions given in Figure 5.16 are for the microstrip photographic mask. 

Etching undercut is known to take place at each conductor edge up to 

about half the copper metallisation thickness. For 1 ounce copper clad 

substrate the metallisation thickness is about 0.04 mm. An allowance 

has been made for this in the given dimensions.

The required gap width is 0.069 mm in the narrow region of the 

coupled lines and 0.062 mm in the wide. The photographic process used 

for this work sets a limit to the minimum mask line width of 0.05 mm.

If the undercutting is added to this, a width in excess of the desired 

is obtained. However, observation of the etching in a narrow gap 

between microstrip has shown that the undercutting is very much reduced.

A final width of between 0.06 and 0.07 mm is therefore expected.

The circuit's behaviour that is of most interest is the transmission 

to one or other outputs whilst the second is terminated in a mismatch.
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Figure 5.16 : Microstrip layout of a 180 degree differential phase shift 
network using a cascaded pair of Schiffman coupled lines.

Figure 5.17 : Microstrip layout of a cascaded pair of stub type phase 
shift networks.
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These magnitudes and arguments are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19. The 

dips in the transmission magnitude are caused by the mismatch returning 

with a phase equal to that of a short circuit (argument of 180 degrees).

The observed 3 dB bandwidth of the reference line's transmission magnitude 

response is 1.99 GHz and from equation (4.5) gives a line length of 20.5 mm 

between the mismatch and divider's junction. Physically, this length is

22.5 mm when a path is taken at the centre of the microstrip width. The 

transmission along the reference line appears to be taking the shortest

possible path at the comers caused by the equivalent capacitive discon-
12tinuity at these points. This line shortening or phase advance effect 

can also be seen from the phase error in Figure 5.19. This is between 9 

and 25 degrees from 9 to 10.5 GHz, the 2 mm length difference gives 16 

degrees error at 10 GHz.

The response of the Schiffman network's transmission magnitude 

though adequate over 1 GHz is poorer than expected, its 3 dB bandwidth 

being only 75% of that of the reference line. In view of its shorter 

electrical (and physical) length a broader bandwidth would be expected.

A possible explanation can be found by observing this network's three 

input return losses as shown in Figure 5.20. This is measured with 

50 ohm terminations on both outputs and with the tee divider should 

result in a steady return loss of -9.5 dB. As can be seen this is far 

from the case. Though it is difficult to conclude anything definite 

from this it is suspected that the Schiffman behaviour in respect of 

return loss is far from good. The tee and reference line are known to 

be well behaved and hence the Schiffman pair, because of their complex 

structure, are at fault.

The poor performance of the Schiffman's is thought to be a result 

of the difficulty in being able to control accurately the gap between 

the pair of lines. Further, the finite metallisation thickness has not
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Figure 5.18 : Transmission |T| (insertion loss) from tee input to 
Schiffman and reference line outputs. Second output 
is match terminated (|p|=1) during measurement.

Figure 5.19 : Transmission phases associated with the outputs shown in 
Figure 5.18 above.
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been taken into account and possibly causes a lowering of the odd mode 

impedance. Solutions to this are to use a better photographic process 

(greater original mask enlargement, present process uses a 10 times 

reduction) and a substrate with thin metallisation such as alumina.

This though would incur the complex processing requirements of alumina.

An alternative solution is to use a circuit that does not require 

accurately fabricated narrow gaps between microstrip.

One possible alternative is the band pass circuit consisting of 

shunt stubs that was discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.9. Though this 

circuit avoids the gap difficulty it is not without an attendant problem. 

At the frequencies used in this work the 30.7 ohm lines required for 

optimum performance need a width that is becoming a significant fraction 

of a wavelength and would give rise to microstrip tee junction discon

tinuity effects. To avoid this, section 3.9 demonstrated that the line 

impedances could be raised and also that the stub and main line impedances 

need not be equal. The consequences of changing these two impedances is 

shown in Figures 3.12 to 3.15.

The topology of a cascade pair of stub networks is shown in Figure 

5.17. The main line impedance is 35 ohms and the stub impedances Zg 

are 45 ohm. The short circuit stub termination is formed by a low 

impedance (15 ohm) open circuit quarter-wave stub as seen in Figure 5.17. 

This gives adequate performance about the centre frequency, causing a 

serious degradation at only the octave band edges.

After adjusting the reference lines length to give 180 degrees 

phase difference at the 10 GHz centre frequency, the network and reference 

line exhibited a differential phase of -172 and 170 degrees at 9 and 

11 GHz respectively. This is slightly in excess of the predicted phase 

error of 6 degrees at these frequencies. The network's input return loss 

is better than -9.5 dB and its insertion loss (transmission) is approxi
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mately -1 dB from 9 to 11 GHz.

This network though being an improvement over the Schiffman is 

far from good. Despite its complexity, the phase error displayed is 

only half that of a half wavelength delay line. It is thoughtthat 

discontinuity effects at the junction of the stubs and main line are 

still significant. This effect could be reduced by use of a substrate 

with a lower dielectric constant so causing a lengthening of the 

microstrip's wavelength. This would result in a greater area of circuit 

which at present is spread due to the stubs and reference lines length.

The deficiency of both the stub and the Schiffman networks for the 

application in this work lead to the pursuit of the third method 

investigated as a means of producing a phase difference, the slotline-type 

power divider. Both networks have, however, been used to develop the 

single gate MESFET phase shifter concept, the performance of these will 

be discussed in the following chapter.

5.7 PERFORMANCE OF SLOTLINE-TYPE POWER DIVIDER

The phase splitting slotline to microstrip coupling and the 

electrical structure of this power divider were introduced in Chapter 3, 

section 3.11; its circuit being shown in Figure 3.18. Its physical 

structure and performance will now be discussed.

The divider's microstrip and slotline topology is shown in Figure 

5.21. The dimensions for the slotline were obtained from the curves of 

Mariani et. al. . The slotline coupling line is made a quarter wave

length long between the microstrip centre lines at the 10 GHz centre 

frequency. No reference is known at present for the exact phase 

reference planes of the microstrip to slotline coupling. This is, 

therefore, assumed to be at the centre of both the slot and microstrip.
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Figure 5.20 : Input return losses of Schiffman phase shift network 
(with tee divider and reference line). All outputs 
are matched during measurement.

Figure 5.21 : Microstrip and slotline (broken lines) geometry of the 
slotline type power divider.
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The two stubs, the microstrip open circuited and the slotline

short circuited, have been corrected for their respective end effects
14by shortening their lengths. Their lengths are given by :

*SL - ^

ms
ms
2tt tan

\(  ZSL \
\2l]f LgCJ

Y 1 \1 2tt£ Z C 1 \ ms oc/

(5.2)

where f is the 10 GHz centre frequency, Ag^ the slotline wavelength with 

associated impedance Zg^ and inductive end effect Lgg and Ams is the

microstrip's wavelength with associated impedance and capacitive
15end effect C . Lcr, is obtained from the curves of Knorr and Saenz oc SC

and is about 0.05 nH for the 50 ohm slotline stub and Cqc according to 

Silvester and Benedek1 is 0.034 pF. The circular structure is a 

slotline open circuit.

It will be noted that the metallisation thickness (t = 0.038 mm) 

is significant when compared to the slot's width (co). For the 96 ohm

line the t/co ratio is 0.1 and that for the 50 ohm line is 0.25. Data
17given by Kitasawa et. al. indicates that for t/co = 0.1 a 6.71 

reduction in the slotline's impedance and a 3.41 decrease in its /Gg££ 

is obtained. The 96 ohm line's impedance (Zg^) should therefore be

increased to 103 ohms. If the line's width is increased from 0.4 to 

0.48 mm to give this impedance the slot's v^££ decreases from 1 .953 to

1 ,923 (1 .5%) . This combined decrease in /Gg££ gives rise to an increase

in the value of N, the effective coupling transformer's ratio from 0.86
l8to 0.873 (from Knorr's equations10). This increase in N requires a 

reduction in Zg^ which, using equation (3.48), is now 92.7 ohms lower 

than the original impedance. It is, therefore, concluded that the
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effects of the finite metallisation for this section of slotline will 

probably cancel and hence the slot's width is not changed from its 

original design value of 0.4 mm for a 96 ohm line with t/co = 0.

The required slot width according to Mariani's curves is 0.035 mm 

for the 50 ohm stub. This is very impractical when using the Epsilam 

10 material. Keeping in mind the problems experienced when trying to 

construct narrow gaps for the Schiffmans, an actual slot width of 

0.15 mm is used. This has an impedance of 70 ohms and a t/u) ratio of 

0.25. The exact reduction in this impedance is not known since 

Kitasawa's data ranges only from t/rn = 0 to 0.1. However, it appears 

that the relationship is nearly linear and hence a reduction in impedance 

of 171 can be inferred giving 58 ohms. The final etched slot width is 

observed to be about 0.12 mm and so it is suspected that the stub's 

impedance is near the required 50 ohms. It is worth noting that an 

increase in impedance here causes a broadening of the divider's bandwidth 

with the consequent degradation of in-band return loss.

Figure 5.22 shows the measured input return loss of this circuit. 

This, though worse than the model predicts, is typically -20 dB in the 

9 to 11 GHz band of interest and is satisfactory for this work. There 

are many elements in this circuit that could cause this discrepancy.

Those so far discussed are the uncertainty in the coupling phase 

reference planes and the slot's impedance and line wavelength. Also 

the step between the two slot widths may be causing discontinuity 

effects and similarly the slotline open circuit may have an associated 

capacitance.

The power division and phase split error are shown in Figures 

5.23 and 5.24 respectively. The amplitude imbalance is less than 

0.4 dB from 6 to 11.3 GHz. This is thought to be caused by the effect 

of the transition discontinuity. Direct coupling between the micro-
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Figure 5.22 : Input return loss of slotline type power divider.
Both outputs are matched during measurement. 
Continuous curves are the predicted response.
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Figure 5.23 : Output power division (both outputs) of slotiine type 

power divider.

Figure 5.24 : Phase deviation from 180 degrees split observed at the 
outputs of the slotline type power divider.
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strips has been measured as being below -26 dB and can be accounted for 

by coupled line theory. This contributes only a small amount to the 

0.4 dB amplitude imbalance.

These measurements were performed on a circuit centred in a 

25-4m«\square substrate. The total length of microstrip between the 

input and an output port is about 2.5 cms and causes most of the 0.5 dB 

excess insertion loss that is observed. The peak in the phase error 

(deviation from 180 degrees phase split) at 9.5 GHz corresponds to a 

peak in the amplitude imbalance and is most likely caused by the 

transition problem also. In an integrated phase shifter circuit the 

output transitions would not be present and hence the divider's 

performance may be better in this situation. Further device bias 

adjustment would allow for the amplitude error to be balanced out.

These imperfections apart, the broad band nature of this divider can be 

seen. It displays less than 6 degrees phase error over the observed 

octave and a satisfactory return loss and power split also.

Since the output dividing junction is also the physical output of 

the divider, only lengths of switch mismatch phase compensating lines 

are required between it and the switch's inputs. This implies a broader 

bandwidth for a slotline type phase shifter than one using the 

dispersive type phase shift networks with their long reference lines.

5.8 Conclusion

The ability of the single gate MESFET device to perform microwave 

switching as a matched amplifier has been demonstrated. A gain of 

about 5.5 dB has been observed with an on to off ratio of 17 dB. The 

highly mismatched off biased state was confirmed. Though narrow band 

matching has been used for the amplifier's design, a 3 dB bandwidth of
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2.6 GHz centred about 10 GHz is seen. Despite obtaining this performance 

by circuit trimming, the adjustment necessary gave weight to the idea 

that the device's parameters are similar to the manufacturer's data.

Problems in the construction of narrow gaps between microstrip 

lines was displayed in the poor performance measured of the Schiffman 

phase shift network. The move to using the stub network was an improve

ment though its performance was not good. The design and understanding 

of slotline and its coupling nature with microstrip was rewarded by the 

good performance of a constructed phase splitting divider. This is 

satisfactory over an octave which is more than adequate for this work.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS OF THE COMPLETE PHASE SHIFTER MEASUREMENTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

So far it has been demonstrated that the single-gate MESFET 

device is capable of performing microwave switching whilst giving an 

insertion gain when it is in its on state. The object of this 

research is also to develop a digital phase shifter that utilises 

these devices and possesses an overall insertion gain itself. In 

Chapter 4 it was demonstrated, in theory, that provided the switch's 

off state mismatch was taken into consideration, a 0/180 degree phase 

shifter could be constructed that required only two MESFET devices.

The necessary 180 degree phase shift circuits for use with the 

switches have been investigated and one in particular, the slotline- 

type power divider promised a very good phase shifter performance.

The network measurements on this type of phase shifter and those using 

the Schiffman and stub network will now be presented. The results of 

switching speed measurement, and power handling performed on the 

former circuit, will also be given.

6.2 4 PHASE SHIFTER USING THE SCHIFFMAN NETWORK

This phase shifter consists of the 180 degree differential phase 

shift network shown in Figure 5.16 and the two-way MESFET switch of 

Figure 6.1. The design of this switch was given in Chapter 2, section 

2.7.2. The inputs to the two-way switch are separated from the phase
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Figure 6.1 : Microstrip topology of the two-way switch used in the 
construction of the phase shifter with the Schiffman 
network.

state.
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shift network by chip capacitors to serve as d.c. breaks. The 

capacitors used are American Technical Ceramics type 100A. These are 

treated as being comparable to a length of transmission line. When a 

length of 50 ohm microstrip line was cut and a 10 or 100 pF chip 

inserted there was no observable change in the line's insertion loss or 

transmission phase. The chip capacitor's electrical length on the 

microstrip is, therefore, taken as if it was continuous microstrip and 

here it is part of the mismatch phase compensating line. The complete 

phase shifter circuit is mounted on a 2.5 cm square supporting block.

The phase shifter's forward gain response curve is shown in Figure 

6.2. Over 3 dB of gain has been obtained at a frequency of 10 GHz. Like 

the response of the MESFET amplifier, the measured gain is about 4 dB 

less than predicted at 10 GHz. This gain decrease is a trend that has 

been observed in all the circuits constructed in this work as will be 

seen later in this chapter. It is probably caused by the several effects 

discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.4, in connection with the MESFET 

amplifier/switch. Recalling that a 4.3 dB gain loss was observed there, 

a gain loss of about 5 dB occurs at the 10.2 GHz peak of the theoretical 

response, the slight excess caused by the longer lengths of line used in 

the phase shifter.

The frequency response of the phase shifter's gain follows the 

general behaviour of the differential phase shift network (see Figure 

5.18). The rising gain between 9.5 and 10 GHz is caused by the super

position of the phase shift network's response with that of the two-way 

switch (this is similar to that shown in Figure 2.18). The downward 

shift in the measured response's dips is thought to be caused by 

microstrip discontinuity effects 5 . These can be modelled as shunting 

capacitances and added lengths of line at the discontinuity. Their 

effect when included in the computer model is to produce a downwards
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Figure 6.3 : Forward transmission phases of the phase shifter using the 
Schiffman network.

Figure 6.4 : Input return loss of the phase shifter using the Schiffman 
network. The two measured response curves are for each 
phase state.
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shift in the response. The circuit's phase shift, shorn in Figure 6.3, 

is within 5.5 degrees of 180 degrees in the 9 to 10 GHz region. Outside 

this region it is seriously degraded by the mismatch from the off-biased 

device.

The phase shifter's input return loss is shown in Figure 6.4.

Though poor, it is comparable to the predicted response. The phase of 

each return loss (for each phase state) is different by only a small 

amount (typically less than 20 degrees) and so tuning discs could be 

placed at the shifter's input to improve the return loss. The output 

return loss (not shown) is worse, being less than -3 cLB from 9 to 10 GHz 

though dips below -10 dB were observed at 11 GHz. The computer model 

gives a return loss figure of less than -3.2 dB from 9 to 11 GHz. These 

poor return losses, both measured and predicted were found to be caused 

by the presence of the scattering parameter of the two-way switch. 

This has a magnitude and phase that causes it to add to the mismatch 

parameter at the phase shifter's input divider. The consequence of 

this, as discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.4, is the observed poor 

return losses. This, therefore, lead to the development of the two-way 

MESFET switch with the cascaded pair of quarter-wave output matching 

transformers and is used in the remaining phase shifters discussed in 

this chapter.

It is difficult to define the bandwidth of this phase shifter exactly 

because of the difference in amplitudes above 10 GHz. If, however, the 

mean of these is taken, a 3 dB bandwidth of about 1 GHz is seen though 

at the band edges, the return losses are very poor. Despite this 

circuit's deficiencies the principle of being able to use two single gate 

MESFET devices as switches in a phase shifter that exhibits a gain has 

been demonstrated. Improvements in this phase shifter circuit will now

be discussed.
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6.3 A PHASE SHIFTER USING THE STUB TYPE NETWORK

The second experimental phase shifter that was constructed used the 

stub type 180 degree differential phase shifter network as shown in 

Figure 5.17. (The required 1.5 wavelength reference line is not shown). 

The two-way MESFET switch used is shown in Figure 6.5. (This has the 

cascaded pair of output matching quarter-wave transformers). Again, 

chip capacitors are placed at the switches inputs for d.c. breaks. An 

uncompensated Wilkinson divider is now used at the shifter's input to 

take advantage of this divider's slightly broader bandwidth when 

operated with a mismatch termination. Since the required lengths of 

mismatch phase compensating lines are 171.5 degrees, nearly a half wave

length, they are not used, the slight error being trivial. This angle 

is obtained from equation (3.19), this switch has an argument of S22 “ 

163 degrees.

In view of the large impedance steps present in this circuit, 

large changes in microstrip width are necessary. These have an 

associated discontinuity effect and compensation^ has been applied to 

the microstrip by rounding the comers of the lines at these width 

changes. The same has been applied to the comers of quarter-wave lines 

and open circuit stubs of the phase shifting network to reduce the 

fringing capacitances at these points. Right angled bends of the 

microstrip (reference line) are mitred as before.

The measured gain response of this phase shifter is shown in Figure

6.6. Two pairs of results are shown to demonstrate the effect of device 

bias adjustment. Reducing the device's gate bias from zero to a value 

of about -0.6v has improved the phase shifter's gain in the 9 to 10 GHz 

frequency range. Device parameter change with bias is thought to have 

improved device matching and hence overall phase shifter gain. Again, 

the drop in peak gain is observed when compared to the predicted
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Figure 6.5 : Microstrip topology of the two-way switch with the cascaded 
pair of quarter-wave output transformers. This is used with 
the stub type phase shift network and is similar to that 
used with the slotline circuit.
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and also the downwards shift in frequency of the response dips. The 

measured dips at 10.2 GHz are caused by effects in the output circuitry 

of the two-way switch (since for each phase state they occur at the 

same frequency) and correspond to the predicted dip, 10.6 GHz. The 

measured dips are more severe because the off-biased device returns a 

mismatch to the output combining junction more like a short circuit in 

magnitude than the model's scattering parameters do. The 10.6 GHz 

measured dip is caused by the switch's input mismatch returning to the 

input divider via the reference line.

Because of this poor response it was decided that an attempt would 

be made to try and improve the shifter's performance over a narrow band

width centre at 9.45 GHz. By adjusting device biases, gain (amplitude) 

balance was obtained near this centre frequency as can be seen in Figure

6.7. Unfortunately the asymmetry introduced into this phase shifter 

circuit by the phase shift network causes large amplitude imbalances at 

everything but one frequency. Taking the mean value of the two gain 

responses, a 3 dB bandwidth of about 650 MHz has been obtained.

The associated phase of the output signals required trimming of 

the reference line to achieve the 180 degree shift. This resulted in 

a phase error of less than 7.5 degrees over the band of interest as is 

shown in Figure 6.8. The original input return loss was observed to 

vary from -3.3 dB at 9 GHz to 7 dB at 10 GHz. This was improved by 

placing a metal rectangle on the microstrip input. The length of this 

rectangle approximates to a microstrip quarter wavelength and its 

inward facing edge is about a quarter of a wavelength from the input 

divider's junction. The width of the rectangle is obviously greater 

than the 50 ohm microstrip's width and is adjusted to obtain the best 

match.

The topology of this matching circuit is consistent with what is
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Figure 6.7 : Improved gain responses of stub type phase shifter for 
each phase state.
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Figure 6.8 : Phase deviation from 180° shift observed in forward 
transmission of the stub type phase shifter.

Figure 6.9 : Improved input return losses of the stub type phase shifter.
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required to match the shifter's input. The 50 ohm match from the two- 

way switch's on-biased input is transformed to 100 ohms at the 

Wilkinson's input junction. The mismatch from the off-biased device 

has a reflection coefficient magnitude approaching unity and since its 

phase is adjusted to be zero at the divider's junction is consequently 

very much greater than 100 ohms at this point. The common input 

impedance is therefore greater than 50 ohms necessitating a matching 

transformer with an impedance greater than Zq (50 ohms) when placed at 

the divider or one less than Zq a quarter of a wavelength away like the 

metal rectangle. The adjusted return losses are shown in Figure 6.9.

The output return loss which has not been adjusted is about -5.6 dB at 

9.45 GHz with a dip below -10 dB at 9.8 GHz.

It would appear that there has been very little advantage in using 

either the stub-type phase shift network or this two-way MESFET switch. 

However, the more compact nature of this switch will be noted when 

compared to the previously used switch. Also, use of this switch has 

resulted in slightly improved return losses, especially at the output 

which is in keeping with the predictions produced by the computer models 

of these circuits. Some bandwidth has been lost by the sharp gain roll

off of the two-way switch above 10 GHz but this has probably been 

accentuated by the switch's input mismatch effect. The asymmetry and 

resultant amplitude imbalance of the phase states is a consequence of 

using a differential phase shift network whose halves are inherently 

dissimilar. Further improvement in this phase shifter must take the 

form of using a phase shift network that is symmetrical and has less 

length between the switch's inputs and the shifter's input junction.

The slotline-type power divider has the potential of achieving this 

required improvement and its application in a phase shifter will now be

discussed.
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6.4 PHASE SHIFTERS USING THE SLOTLINE-TYPE POWER DIVIDER

Two identical experimental phase shifters have been constructed 

that use the slotline type split phase power divider. It was hoped 

that the parallel phase shifter technique (Chapter 4, section 4.7) 

could be investigated using these two circuits though unfortunately this 

work was not completed. The pair do, however, demonstrate the 

reproducibility of this circuit design.

The two-way MESFET switch used in this phase shifter is virtually 

identical to the circuit shown in Figure 6.5. It was found that the 

impedance of the input matching quarter-wave transformers could be 

increased slightly without seriously degrading the switches input match. 

By raising the line's impedance from 16 to 18 ohms the microstrip width

can be reduced from 3.3 to 2.9 mm and this helps to reduce discontinuity
2effects .

The slotline-type power divider is shown in Figure 5.21. The 

output lines are composed entirely of mismatch phase compensating line 

lengths. Their lengths are given by equation (3.19) and since arg(S22) 

is 163 degrees their electrical lengths is 0.476 wavelength or 5.45 mm 

using 50 ohm microstrip at 10 GHz. The last 0.7 mm of both of the 

divider's outputs is removed and chip capacitors substituted as d.c. 

breaks. Though only one is required here for this purpose, two are 

used to preserve the phase shifter's symmetry; 8.2 pF capacitors are 

used to allow fast switching.

The slotline circuit in the microstrip's ground plane is situated 

over a milled recess 5 mm deep in the substrate's supporting block.

Its area is kept small so as to avoid it being a resonant cavity within 

the 9 to 11 GHz band. Having near rectangular dimensions of 13 by 5 mm, 

it should exhibit a waveguide cut-off of 11.5 GHz and so resonant 

effects are above the band of interest in this work. The complete phase



Figure 6.10 : The slot-line type phase shifter. (Approximately 2.5 times full size). 
The microwave input is on the right-hand side.
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shifter has a substrate area of 30 by 24 mm, the substrate pair being 

spaced by the 1 mm width ridge upon which the devices are mounted.

The assembled circuit plus device bias control circuitry is shown in 

Figure 6.10.

The first phase shifter's gain versus frequency response is shown 

in Figure 6.11. This response is as observed before the device's 

biases have been adjusted to obtain a good gain and an amplitude balance. 

As can be seen, a very good agreement occurs between each phase state 

over the 6 to 12 GHz frequency, better than either previous phase 

shifter. The dips at 11 GHz are caused by the two-way switch's output 

circuitry and those at 6.1 GHz by the input mismatch effect at the 

divider's junction. If the measurement could be extended above 12.4 GHz 

a corresponding dip would probably be seen at about 13 GHz. The broader 

nature of this phase shifter is clearly obvious.

Of most interest is the phase shifter's behaviour in the 8.0 to

10.5 GHz region where its peak gain occurs. The device's biases have 

been adjusted (from Ov to a slightly negative value) to achieve an 

amplitude balance at and about the 9.5 GHz centre frequency. The improved 

gain response is shown in Figure 6.12. The peak gain is now 2.8 dB and 

the response displays a -3 dB bandwidth of 1.42 GHz. The maximum 

amplitude imbalance is 0.4 dB but this occurs only at the upper bandwidth 

edge. Similarly, the maximum phase error is 6 degrees but this only 

occurs at the lower bandwidth edge.
The second slotline-type phase shifter displayed a slightly poorer 

gain response (not shown). The peak gain was 2.7 dB with a -3 dB 

bandwidth of 1.18 GHz. The bandwidth reduction cannot be completely 

explained by the slight narrowing of the spacing of the response's 

gain dips since the 3 dB bandwidth of the circuits with zero device 

bias is 1.69 GHz for the first and 1.62 GHz for the second. The second
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Figure 6.11 : Forward gain for each phase state of 0/180° phase shifter 
using the slotline-type phase splitting power divider. 
Both device gate biases are at Ov.

Figure 6.12 : Forward gain of slotline-type phase shifter after adjustment 
of the device biased to maximise gain and reduce amplitude 
imbalance.



FIGURE 6.12B: FORWARD TP ANSMISSION PHASE OF THF SLOT-LINE TYPE 
PHASE SHIFTER.A,PHASE 1.B,PHASE 2.C,PHASE 1 PLUS 
180 DEGREES OFFSET.
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circuit did, however, require more negative device voltages to obtain 

the peak gain and balance. It is, therefore, thought that the 

consequent device parameter changes are the cause of the narrower band

width. It should be noted that both pairs of devices are from the 

same batch number F1435/4. The second phase shifter exhibits a slightly 

poorer input return loss though in all other respects the two phase 

shifters are comparable.

The first phase shifter's input return loss is shown in Figure 

6.13. The downwards frequency shift of the dip from the predicted 

value is thoughtto be caused by an incorrect phase compensating line 

length, ie. line spacing between the divider's output junction and the 

two-way MESFET switch's input. Despite this, a return loss of better 

than -5 cLB is seen within the -3 dB bandwidth. The output return loss 

is in better agreement but unfortunately the 0.5 GHz downwards shift in 

the peak of the gain response means that this now corresponds to a 

poorer portion of the output return loss curve. Both of these return 

losses are as observed for the phase shifter without any additional 

tuning elements at either the input or output.

It is worth noting that the phases associated with these return 

losses display a difference of at most 14 degrees between phase states 

for the input return loss and 30 degrees for the output (across all of 

the 6 to 12 GHz band). Considerable scope therefore exists for the 

application of further matching here in view of the good amplitude 

similarities also. Since the off-biased device's mismatch should be 

returned to the divider's output junction with a phase of 180 degrees 

if the compensating lines lengths are correct, the mismatch impedance 

seen here is real only. The quarter-wavelength of slotline could hence 

have its impedance changed to effect a better match at the phase 

shifter's input.
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Figure 6.13 : Input return losses of the slotline-type phase shifter for 
each phase state.

Figure 6.14 : Output return losses of the slotline-type phase shifter for 
each phase state.
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6.5 SWITCHING SPEED AND SPECTRUM OBSERVATIONS

In Chapter 4, section 4.8, the use of frequency domain measurements 

were discussed as a means of determining the switching time of a 

digitally phase modulated signal. The technique relies upon knowing 

how finite rise and fall times affect the spectral components of a 

square-wave modulated signal. A measured spectrum is then inspected and 

compared to a set of curves showing the spectral variation of total 

rise and fall times as a percentage of switching period and an estimate 

of switching time obtained.

To obtain the maximum speed from the phase shifter the output of a 

pulse generator is applied direct to the gates of the MESFET device 

pair. A fast pulse generator (Hewlett Packard 8080 system consisting 

of 8081A+8083A+8084A) was available that possessed complementary outputs 

with negative going pulses of 2v amplitude into 50 ohms that could be 

given a d.c. offset. The 2v peak-to-peak amplitude is sufficient to 

take the devices into pinch-off and the d.c. offset allows the shifters 

gain to be peaked. 50 ohm non-inductive resistors are placed at the 

phase shifter's device gate bias networks to provide terminations for 

the generator and equal lengths of coaxial lines are used to minimise 

differential switching delays and hence jitter. For a square-wave 

output a maximum frequency of 150 MHz is obtainable which is adequate 

for the measurement of switching times of about 1 nS, the pulse 

generator itself having a transition time of less than 800 pS. The 

spectrum was observed with a Hewlett Packard 8559A/853A spectrum 

analyser.

First a check is performed on the spectrum of the pulse generator. 

Its measured spectral component magnitudes at 150 MHz are given in

Table 6.1.
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Component Relative Magnitude
(dB)

1st (150 MHz) 0
2nd (300 MHz) -15
3rd ( etc ) -11.5
4th -18
5th -21.5
6th -22
7th -34
8th -35
9th -42

Table 6.1 : Measured spectrum of 8080A 
pulse generator.

The even harmonic spectra are thought to be caused by differences in 

the mark to space ratio which cannot be adjusted to reduce these. 

Fitting the odd harmonic spectrum magnitudes to the curves of Figure

4.9 gives a total transition time of approximately 251. The 

generator's transition time is therefore 12.5% of the 150 MHz period 

or 833 pS. This is in good agreement with the equipment manufacturer 

noting that there is about a ±5% fitting accuracy to the curves.

For the second slotline phase shifter modulated at a 5 MHz rate 

the classic square-wave odd harmonic spectrum is seen in both upper 

and lower side bands (USB and LSB) of the shifters output. All even 

harmonic spectra are -41 dB down relative to the first harmonic 

amplitudes. The carrier rejection is -36 dB relative to these also 

and referring to Figure 4.8 arises due to either 0.2 dB amplitude 

imbalance or less than 0.1 degrees phase error or a combination of 

these. This is consistent with the network analysis measurements at

9.5 GHz.



The observed spectral components of the phase modulated signal 

from the output of the second slotline-type phase shifter is given in 

Table 6.2 below for 150 MHz modulation rate.

Modulation 100 MHz 150 MHz

Component LSB (dB) USB (dB) LSB (dB) USB (dB)

Carrier -18 - -12 -

1 St -0.5 0 -0.5 -0.5
2nd -18 -17 -12.5 -13
3rd -12 -10.5 -14 -13
4th -19.5 -18.5 -14.5 -14.5
5 th -19 -16 -36 -16.5
6th -22 -18.5 -22.5 -15
7 th -26 -20 -31 -27
8 th -26 -18 -34 -20.5
9th -32 -26 -30 -36

Table 6.2 : Measured spectrum of phase modulated signal from 
slotline-type phase shifter for 150 MHz and 100 
MHz modulation rates.

The carrier is -12 dB down on the fundamental components indicating a 

degradation of the phase accuracy and amplitude balance at the data 

rate is increased. A deviation from one-to-one mark to space ratio 

may be the cause of this as indicated by the presence of the even 

harmonic components.

It will be noticed that there is considerable difference between 

the spectral components of each side band for the fifth harmonic and 

above for a 150 MHz rate. It is not fully understood at present as 

to why such a sharp drop should occur since at a modulation rate of 

100 MHz, though a difference in the side bands is still observed, the
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difference is less severe. The band pass nature of the output matching 

circuitry is likely to reduce the magnitudes of the higher order spectra 

though probably not to the extent seen at 150 MHz.

Fitting the 100 MHz spectra to the curves of Figure 4.9 then a 

transition time of 700 ± 50 pS is obtained from the USB and 970 ± 130 pS 

from the LSB. Taking the average of these a transition time of 840 ±

220 pS is estimated for the slotline-type phase shifter; hence, sub

nanosecond switching has been achieved.

6.6 SIGNAL HANDLING

The 1 dB gain compression point for the second slotline-type phase 

shifter has been measured at an output power level of 9.9 dBm. This is 

for the circuit's 9.5 GHz centre frequency with the device biases 

adjusted to -0.7v to maximise the shifter's gain. At this voltage the 

devices are operating near 50% of I^gg. The poorer signal handling 

when compared to either the matched amplifier or the device itself is 

probably caused by the phase shifter's poor output return loss of 

-4 dB at 9.5 GHz. Recall from Chapter 5 that device matching was thought 

to cause the 2.5 dB gain compression improvement seen there. The lower 

than predicted phase shifter gain and also losses in the shifter's 

output circuitry may be responsible for a further power handling 

reduction also.

The phase shifter's intermodulation distortion is characterised 

by the 3rd order intercept point. This has been measured by the two- 

tone method. Two 9.5 GHz signals of equal amplitude with a 25 MHz 

frequency difference are applied to the phase shifter's input. As 

their amplitude is changed the variation in the amplitude of these



FIGURE 6 - 1 5 :  THIRD ORDER INTERCEPT POINT AND HIGHER ORDER INTEßMODULÄTICN COMPONENTS FOR THE SECOND SL O T -L IN E  TYPE PHASE SHIFTER
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signals is noted and also the amplitudes of the third order products 

which lie adjacent to these.

A plot of these measured output signals as the input pair are 

varied is shown in Figure 6.15. The input, output and third order 

signals are taken as the sum of their respective pairs. If a linear 

third order gradient is fitted tangentially to the measured data an 

intercept point of +19 ± 1 dBm is observed. The reason for the 

increased gradient of the third order response below the tangential 

point is not known though it has been observed by others . There is 

no known data available to the author for the GAT4's intermodulation 

performance. However, Minasian^ gives data for a 4 GHz amplifier 

using a 1x300 pm NEC device operated with a 3v drain supply and -0.6v 

gate bias. This displays a 1 dB gain compression at under +10 dBm 

output power and a third order intercept of about +22 dBm.

6. 7 CONCLUSION

It has, therefore, been demonstrated that two single-gate MESFET 

devices in combination with a suitable phase shift network can be made 

to cause a digital phase shift whilst also providing an insertion gain 

of a few dBs. The phase shifter circuit that offered the best perfor

mance was, as expected, the one using the slotline-type power divider. 

Though its gain is similar to the others, its bandwidth is wider and 

displays good phase accuracy and amplitude balance. A switching speed 

of less than 1 nS has been estimated for the transition between phase

states.
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION

7.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A method of using a single-gate MESFET device as a microwave 

switch that exhibits an on-state insertion gain has been investigated 

and demonstrated. This premise was based on the idea that a device 

operating normally in a circuit as an amplifier gives an insertion 

gain and should exhibit less gain or even an insertion loss if its 

supply voltages are changed by suitable mounts. This has been 

substantiated by noting that as the device's gate voltage is taken 

negative towards the pinch-off voltage the drain current reduces to 

zero and the device's amplifying mechanism ceases to function causing 

it to be lossy. Further confirmation of this was obtained from the 

device's lumped element equivalent model. The component values of this 

were fitted to known scattering parameters. The device's off biased 

parameters could then be inferred from the pinched-off model developed 

from this by noting the voltage dependent components and modifying them 

suitably.

Device measurements have indicated that the forward gain term 

| S2-| | can be made to change by about 17 dB when the gate bias is taken 

from 0 to -3v (pinch-off voltage). A similar change (the switch's on 

to off ratio) was observed from a matched device operating as a 10 GHz 

amplifier with 7 dB gain and a 3 dB bandwidth of 1.4 GHz. An important 

feature of this switch is the large terminal mismatches it displays 

when off. This is expected since the device's reflection parameters 

also change appreciably from fully on to pinch-off. Both increase in
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magnitude and the input reflection coefficient is accompanied by a 

large change of phase also.

The lumped element model proved of further use since the device's 

off biased performance could be connected to specific components and 

their values within the model. These, in turn, could be related to 

the device's physical structure. This allowed proposals to be made to 

improve device parameters for specific application as amplifying 

switches. Fortunately, physical changes required to improve S21 also 

result in improved values for and S22*

A two-way switch for use in phase shifter construction has been 

developed. It was noted that an advantage in terms of d.c. biasing 

and switch control exists if a common drain combining configuration 

with separate gates and grounded sources is used. Practical constraints 

necessitate bringing the drains together with microstrip circuitry and 

this can also serve as the two-way switch's output matching network. 

Relevant three port theory, useful in the design of this two-way switch 

has been given and also a method for designing a switch. Though a 

discrete two-way switch was not constructed its predicted performance 

in terms of gain, on to off ratio and bandwidth is like that of the 

basic MESFET switch just discussed. The input to the off biased device 

is again highly mismatched and by design the on biased device input and 

common output are matched.

Chapter 3 introduced the proposed form of the phase shifter. Its 

simple structure consists of the two-way switch preceded by either a 

phase splitting power divider at the input or an "in phase" divider 

and differential phase shift network. Recalling that the off biased 

device will present a mismatched termination (S22) to one of the 

divider's outputs, an analysis was performed to assess the effect of 

this on the behaviour of various power dividers. The conclusions
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drawn from this are that the compensated Wilkinson power divider 

suffers an inherent 3 dB power division loss (T) and improves the 

consequent mismatch at its input (R) (caused by S22) by -6 dB, both 

of which are independent of S22's phase. For the uncompensated 

Wilkinson and tee a different situation exists. It was shown that if 

a mismatch is present, this can be used to recover part of the 3 dB 

power division loss by suitably adjusting the phase of the mismatch as 

it returns to the dividers junction. This also minimises the input 

mismatch. If possible, the mismatch's magnitude should approach or 

equal unity since then the input return losses are minimised and the 

transmission (or recovered divider power) are maximised. The tee 

offers better performance in this respect when compared to the 

uncompensated Wilkinson.

The differential phase shift networks require long reference 

lines. Though the mismatch's phase could be corrected at one frequency, 

the phase/frequency response of these networks causes shifts in S22 

phase off the centre frequency. A theory has been developed to relate 

the line's length to the transmission bandwidth of the divider. Measure

ments on a tee divider have been performed and the results obtained 

support the theory. Further measurements on an uncompensated Wilkinson 

indicate that this has a slight bandwidth advantage if this is defined 

at either the -0.5 or -1 dB points as opposed to the -3 dB points where 

they are similar.

Further to this, the necessity to return the mismatch with the 

correct phase to the divider's junction for optimum performance was 

shown to impose a phase shift angle constraint of 0/180 degrees on the 

overall phase shifter. This is not as restrictive as it seemed since 

a parallel structure was discussed whereby two 0/180 degree phase 

shifter plus a 90 degree delay and two switchable amplifiers (MESFET
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switch) could be used to cause four bits of digital phase shifts.

Two dispersive type differential phase shift networks have been 

investigated and employed in phase shifters with a degree of success. 

These were the Schiffman coupled lines and a band pass circuit consist

ing of shunt stubs. Both phase shifters exhibited insertion gains of 

approximately 3 dB at about 10 GHz and served to prove phase shifter 

and two-way switch design. In other respects they were deficient, the 

problems of which were thought to be caused by construction difficulties 

experienced with the microstrip and phase shift networks and the 

inherent asymmetry of their structure.

Noting these problems, a phase splitting power divider was 

developed. This utilised the coupling properties of slotline to 

microstrip to effect a broad band split phase power division. It was 

designed to operate over a octave and results show that this is so in 

terms of phase and amplitude split being limited only by its input 

return loss. Two novel experimental phase shifters were constructed 

using this divider. Again, insertion gains of about 3 dB (at 9.5 GHz) 

were observed though now this is accompanied by good amplitude balance, 

a consequence of the dividers symmetry. Since this form of phase 

shifter does not possess the long reference lines of previous circuits, 

its bandwidth is determined by the device matching of the two-way 

switch rather than divider/mismatch effects. Hence, a 3 dB bandwidth 

of 1.4 GHz has been measured which is 40% wider than either previous 

dispersive phase shifters. The amplitude imbalance is less than 0.4 dB 

in this bandwidth and the phase accuracy of the 0/180 shift better than 

6 degrees.

Spectrum analysis of the phase modulated signal has allowed an 

estimate of the phase shifters transition time to be obtained. For the 

slotline type phase shifter this is less than 1 nS and is thought to be
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limited more by device drive circuits and the necessary d.c. breaks 

than the device itself. The phase shifter's 1 dB gain compression 

point is 10 dBm and for the basic MESFET switch (matched amplifier) 

is 14.5 dBm.

2.2 COMPARISON WITH OTHER PHASE SHIFTERS

A comparison with a recently reported MESFET phase shifter and 

a PIN diode type2 is shown in Table 7.1. The MESFET circuit referred 

to, though of a monolithic construction and using dual-gate devices 

with the same gate dimensions as the Plessey GAT4 used in this work, 

has a similarity in its circuit topology. It used two devices with a 

common input gate connection (c.f. common drain connection used in 

this work) and is a switched path type shifter with an overall 

insertion gain. The PIN circuit is a fast low loss phase shifter.

2.3 FUTURE WORK

It has been mentioned on several occasions and in one instance 

with the stub type phase shifter circuit demonstrated that further 

matching components can be added to the input and output to improve the 

return losses. Use could be made of this to obtain a more level gain 

response across a frequency band of interest. A broader response may 

be achievable with these added components and also by use of more 

sophisticated device matching. Use could be made of Bode's integral to 

ascertain the limits of this.

Whilst on the subject of device matching it is worth noting that 

the distributed components used in this work could be replaced by 

lumped elements. By choosing a high pass type matching network for one



This work 
Slotline type MESFET PIN diode

Centre frequency 9.5 GHz 9.8 GHz 12 GHz

Insertion gain +2.8 dB +3 dB -1 dB

Bandwidth 1.4 GHz 2.2 GHz 0.5 GHz

Phase error < 6° < 10° < 4°

Amplitude modulation <0.4 dB <1.0 dB <0.2 dB

Switching speed <1 nS Not known <0.4 nS

Power handling 10 mW Not known Not known

Device bias, ON
VGS = 0v 
Ipg = 50 mA

VDS = 5v

Not known
Vpp < 1 -0v
Ipp = 20 mA

Device bias, OFF
VGS = “3v 
:DS = ° ^  
VDS = 5v

Not known VDR = "7‘5v 
!Dr = ° mA

Table 7.1 : 0/180 degree phase shifters.

Notes on Table 7.1 : The bandwidth of both MESFET phase shifters is defined as the -3 d£ gain 
points. The PIN circuit has its bandwidth defined by the points where its insertion 
loss differs by ±0.1 dB from the nominal 1 dB value. The phase errors and amplitude 
modulations given are the maximum observed in the whole of these bandwidths.

202
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device and low pass for the other the phase shifting and device 

matching can be performed with the same components. Taking this a 

stage further, the associated power dividers could be replaced by 

lumped components or even incorporated into the matching/phase shift 

networks themselves. This structure is now eminently suitable for 

fabrication as a monolithic GaAs integrated circuit. Such techniques have 

been presented before by Pengelly^ though in this case dual-gate devices 

have been employed and provide gain in the form of an active combiner.

Continuing on the theme of device fabrication, single-gate device 

pairs could be made that have a common drain and source in parallel with 

separate gates. If their physical structure was optimised for microwave 

switching applications, a useful discrete MESFET device would be avail

able noting that most commerical devices are either low noise single 

and dual-gate types or power devices, monolithic microwave integrated 

circuits excepted.

There appears to be no reason why the single-gate MESFET phase 

shifter could not be redesigned at higher frequencies such as in the 

millimetre-wave bands (Q-band particularly). All that is required of 

the device is a few dBs gain at the required operating frequency with 

a reasonable off biased insertion loss. A gain of over 6 dB has been 

reported^* at 27.5 GHz for a 0.3 qm device. Inspection of this device's 

lumped element model indicates that a satisfactory on to off ratio 

might be observed. To reduce substrate losses at these frequencies 

quartz or sapphire dielectrics could be used. Alternatively the phase 

shifter could be assembled in a waveguide structure. The phase split

ting slotline to microstrip transition could become a fin-line to 

microstrip transition. The devices would remain embedded in microstrip 

circuitry and after combining their outputs the phase shifter's output 

could be returned to fin-line.
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A final area where the phase shifter and MESFET switch may be 

considered in future work is for fast digital applications. The two 

device pair with the common source and drains that have previously 

been discussed is a logic NOR gate. The phase shifter is itself 

behaving as an exclusive-OR gate. If the control voltages to each 

device gate are different in a binary logic sense, the phase shifter 

gives a microwave output with an inversion (180 degrees phase shift) if 

these are interchanged. If these are made equal, either with both 

devices on or off, no microwave output appears. Hence, the microwaves 

can be gated according to the logical combination of its control signals.

Also, an exclusive-OR relationship exists between the phase shifter's 

output and the combination of its microwave and common control input.

The 9.5 GHz microwaves could be a clocking signal and the control a 

data stream. Exclusive-OR gates are the basic components of binary 

comparators and adders, a vital part of any computer.

This work forms a useful part of the growing research into giga

bit logic, phased arrays and advanced communications and the novel 

application of devices in these fields. It is interesting to note that 

the solution to many microwave problems often requires adopting a 

hybrid approach to circuit construction (c.f. microstrip and slotline 

used here). Lastly, only by collaboration between the device manufacturers 

and circuit designers can major improvements in microwave components be 

achieved with the resultant benefits for the systems engineers.
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